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For Stine and Magnus
Abstrat
Almost everyone arry out personal information management at one level or
another onsiously or not. Due to the limitations of human ognitive apabilities
dierent kinds of tools are used to support and failitate the proesses involved
in personal information management ativities. Researh in the area inludes
observations of personal information management praties in both physial of-
e environments and in use of dierent omputer-based systems. This has
lead to an initial understanding of aspets of personal information management
and identiation of problems involved. Novel models and systems to support
personal information management have been proposed. This inludes dierent
approahes to the organization of information. Typially dierent dimensions of
memory about information have been utilized, suh as, temporal, spatial, and
topi-oriented. However, researh into the apabilities of these systems in terms
of supporting personal information management has reeived little attention.
This thesis inludes a survey of researh and studies of the area of personal
information management inluding dierent approahes to the support of it in
interative systems. Based on these prior results an entity-attribute-olletion-
ation model is desribed. The model aims at addressing issues and problems
in personal information management and provides a foundation on whih inter-
ative personal information systems an be built. Existing interative personal
information management systems are haraterized by a ompartmentalized sup-
port of dierent types of personal information and ativities. This approah aims
to provide integrated and unied interation with information in systems based
on the model.
A researh prototype implementation of an interative personal information
management system has been developed based on the model. The user interfae
of the researh prototype provides unied interation aross information types
and information strutures in the system. The prototype serves as a proof-of-
onept, and allows preliminary experiments to be arried out.
Semi-strutured interviews were onduted with eight test subjets to study
their personal information management habits and praties. The results gen-
erally onrmed ndings from prior studies mentioned above, and indiate that
problems identied in prior studies are still present even in use of present inter-
ative personal information management systems. Additionally a pilot usability
experiment was onduted involving observations of test subjets thinking aloud
while performing a set of simulated personal information management tasks us-
ing the researh prototype. The subjets were apable of using the researh
prototype for the simulated tasks and understand the underlying model. The
experiment provided initial indiations that the model provides a framework on
whih personal information management systems an be built.
Future work inludes further development of the researh prototype, and real
use experiments over longer periods of time where subjets manage their own
personal information. Although only simulated tasks were given the onlusion
is that the experiments have provided initial indiations that the model and the
unied approah may provide support for the aspets and ognitive proesses




En ensartet tilgang til handtering af personlig information i
interaktive systemer
Stort set alle mennesker handterer personlig information pa et eller andet
niveau bevidst eller ubevidst. Grundet begrnsninger i menneskers kognitive
formaen ma forskellige vrktjer benyttes for at understtte og lette de pro-
esser der er indgar i handtering af personlig information (eng: personal infor-
mation management). Forskning indenfor omradet har bestaet i observationer af
handtering af personlig information i fysiske kontormiljer savel som ved brug af
omputer-baserede systemer. Det har frt til en forelbig forstaelse af omradet,
samt identikation af problemer. Nye modeller og systemer til handtering af
personlig information er blevet foreslaet. Dette inkluderer forskellige tilgange
til organisering af information. Typisk er forskellige dimensioner af erindring
om information blevet benyttet, sasom tidslig, rumlig, og emne-orienteret. Imi-
dlertid har evaluering af disse tilganges understttelse af handtering af personlig
information og aktiviteter faet mindre opmrksomhed.
Denne afhandling omfatter en oversigt over studier af handtering af person-
lig information og forskellige tilgange til understttelse af dette i interaktive
systemer. Baseret pa hidtidige resultater beskrives en entity-attribute-olletion-
ation model. Denne model har til formal at adressere problemer i handtering
af personlig information og give et fundament hvorpa interaktive systemer til
handtering af personlig information kan konstrueres. Hidtidige interaktive sys-
temer er karakteriseret ved en inddeling og adskillelse i brugergrnseaden i
understttelse af forskellige typer af personlig information og aktiviteter. Den
foreslaede tilgang har derimod til formal at give en integreret og ensartet inter-
aktion med informationer i systemer baseret pa modellen.
iii
Et prototype interaktivt system til handtering af personlig information er
implementeret baseret pa modellen. Prototypesystemet har en brugergrnse-
ade med ensartet interaktion med forskellige informationstyper{ og strukturer
i systemet. Prototypen er ment som en illustration af koneptet og muliggr
desuden udfrelse af forelbige eksperimenter.
Semi-strukturerede interviews er blevet foretaget med otte testpersoner for at
undersge deres vaner og metoder til handtering af personlig information. Un-
dersgelsen har generelt bekrftet resultater fra ovennvnte tidligere studier.
Det indikerer at de problemer der er identieret hidtil ligeledes er gldende
med brug af nuvrende interaktive systemer til handtering af personlig informa-
tion. Derudover er der foretaget et pilot usability eksperiment med observationer
af testpersoner der tnkte hjt, imens de udfrte en rkke simulerede opgaver
i handtering af personlig information ved brug af prototype systemet. Testper-
sonerne var i stand til at benytte prototypen til de simulerede opgaver, samt at
forsta den underliggende model. Eksperimentet har givet forelbige indikationer
af, at modellen er en brugbar ramme for konstruktion af interaktive systemer til
handtering af personlig information.
Fremtidigt arbejde inkluderer videreudvikling af prototypen, og eksperimenter
der involverer brug i virkelige situationer over lngere tidsperioder hvor test-
personerne benytter egen personlig information. Trods der kun er benyttet
simulerede opgaver er konklusionen, at eksperimentet har givet forelbige in-
dikationer af, at modellen og den ensartede tilgang understtter handtering af
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Prefae
In his famous paper "As We May Think" published in 1945 Vannevar Bush
desribed his vision of the "memex" { a devie that would supplement human
memory and failitate managing large quantities of information [Bus45℄. This
paper has often been ited as the rst to suggest hypertext, as it suggests, "as-
soiative indexing" tying information items together { linking information and
reating trails.
It has been inspiring for my work to read the paper from a personal infor-
mation management perspetive. That is, in addition to hypertext Vannevar
Bush atually propose an interative personal information management system
{ "a mehanized private le and library [...℄ in whih an individual stores all
his books, reords, and ommuniation". Moreover, Vannevar Bush suggests
that the traditional hierarhial indexing of information is unsuitable, as the
human mind does not work that way. Assoiation of thoughts is the reason for
suggesting the "memex" devie, utilizing this property of the human mind.
However, even present interative systems aiming to failitate personal infor-
mation management still mainly rely on traditional information indexing. Thus,
in my opinion, the hallenge to realize the vision of Vannevar Bush still remains.
It is immensely ingenious, immensely ompliated, and extremly eetive, but
somehow at the same time rude, wasteful, and inelegant, and one feels that there
must be a better way of doing things.





Humans keep and manage personal information as part of both their private
and professional lives. Time and eort is spent managing and nding personal
information. This inludes storing information for later use and retrieving that
information again. Both paper-based and eletroni-based tools are used to
support the human memory and to failitate the proess of keeping and managing
personal information.
Over the last deades omputer-based systems have been used inreasingly
for information sharing, exhange, proessing, and storage, reently in terms of
web-based information systems. A drasti inrease in networked resoures and
network aessible information has been observed. The inreasing network on-
netivity and inreased use of networked information applianes have inreased
the quantity of information available to users. The inreased use of the World
Wide Web, and other networked systems have ontributed onsiderable to this
development. Additionally omputer-based systems have been used for asyn-
hronous ommuniation in terms of e-mails, and more reently for synhronous
ommuniation in terms of instant messaging systems. The inreased use of suh
systems for information exhange and ommuniation has inreased the quantity
and variety of information that potentially must be managed by humans using
omputer-based systems.
This poses a set of hallenges for humans to keep and organize the information
and it also poses a set of hallenges to the design of systems, whih may support
1
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and failitate personal information management and use of this information.
Although personal information management has been studied as a pheno-
menon for a ouple of deades the body of knowledge is haraterized by being
somewhat fragmented. The results are limited and also the appliation of results
is limited and has not lead to onsiderable improvements of systems supporting
personal information management. Typially personal information management
has been studied with fous on spei (isolated) usage, suh as, management of
douments, e-mail usage, or bookmark management. Moreover the studies are
often based on interviews rather than observations of atual behavior. A poten-
tial problem is that studying the phenomenon in terms of existing information
types and appliations may ause a somewhat inomplete understanding of per-
sonal information management praties and problems. However, it is reognized
that arrying out omprehensive studies of personal information management is
both diÆult and demands onsiderable resoures. It involves issues suh as pri-
vay and problems observing subjets in dierent loations, situations of use, and
using dierent types of tools. This means preferable studies in non-laboratory
settings and over longer periods of time. Suh studies demand onsiderable re-
soures and imply that arrying out studies of personal information management
as a whole is a major undertaking. Nevertheless, studies foused on use of spe-
i information and improvements of tools whih support management of suh
information exists. These studies provide valuable insights and understanding
of some aspets of personal information management praties and problems.
Still further studies are needed in order to aquire better understanding of the
fundamental problems of personal information management.
1.1 Personal Information Management
Personal information is information that is kept for our own use. The information
may or may not be private. It is onsidered personal, as it is either a private
piee of information or it represents a personal interest in a piee of information
that is not private. This means that personal information an be haraterized
as either being private information or having individual interest. The types
of personal information may inlude addresses, phone numbers, appointments,
shedules, reminders, messages, fats, ideas, journals, referenes, notes, diaries,
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et etera. This means information that is used in ativities in everyday life.
As the information is personal humans develop and habituate individual
strategies for the management of the information. Suh strategies inlude build-
ing piles of douments in an oÆe environment, or reating and maintaining an
extensive hierarhial ling struture in an interative information system.
Personal information is haraterized by being organized in an ad ho man-
ner and therefore being unstrutured, semi-strutured, informally strutured, or
formally strutured
1
. Studies have shown that individuals may use all these
types of organizations, and that the weighting among them is highly individ-
ual [Col82℄ [BN95℄ [FFG96a℄. Some humans an be haraterized as "pilers"
where most information is unstrutured or semi-strutured, and others an be
haraterized as "lers" where most information is formally strutured [Mal83℄.
This means that management of personal information is both highly indi-
vidual and quite omplex. Additionally it inludes a set of disparate ativities,
ognitive proesses, and types of information. Some of the ativities inlude
task management, sheduling, ommuniation, reminding, and ling informa-
tion, that is, reading, storing, ategorizing, searhing, sorting, and disarding
information. It involves ognitive proesses of realling, reognizing, and ate-
gorization of the information.
Even though a set of disparate information is inluded it is often interlinked
and interrelated information. In a partiular ontext of use a set of disparate
information types may be involved. For instane an appointment may inlude
information about people, plae, shedule, notes about the appointment, and a
reminder about the appointment.
Finally omplexity is aused by the fat that the information and information
strutures may evolve over time. The information and the ontext of its use may
also evolve over the lifetime of the information. This makes the issue of storing
and retrieving information more diÆult, as information may belong in a dierent
struture than originally intended, or it may be used later in a dierent ontext
than it was originally intended.
1
Formally strutured refers to a systemati approah to the organization of information
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1.2 Human Issues
As the information in question is personal it means that all information items
managed and retrieved represents known information items. This implies that
the individual will remember something about the information and may be able
to reollet something from memory about the information. This reolletion
an inlude dierent dimensions of memory about information regardless of the
approah taken to organize the information. Even if the information was not
organized as suh using a partiular strategy. For instane the individual may
partly remember the ontent of the information, or the time the information was
used or reeived, the person from who the information originated, or a ategory
under whih the information was led.
As humans remember about information along many dierent dimensions,
these dierent dimensions of memory may be used in reolleting the informa-
tion [Lan86b℄ [Lan88℄. The spatial loation of an information item is one di-
mension of the human memory. For instane an individual may reall that an
information item was left on the upper-left side of a table, in a partiular pile,
or on a shelf in the oÆe. He may remember when the information item was last
used, whih represents a temporal dimension of memory about the information
item. Additionally he may partially reollet the ontent of the information item
or the size of the information item by some measure. For instane that is was a
doument about a partiular topi and that it ontained about ten pages.
1.3 Supporting and Failitating PIM
Systems and tools are needed to support and failitate the management, re-
trieval, and use of personal information due to human ognitive apabilities and
limitations of human memory. Additionally the ativities involved in personal
information management are omplex for the individual due to the quantity and
diversity of personal information that may be used in everyday life.
As mentioned humans apply dierent strategies and a wide variety of systems
and tools in order to perform these everyday personal information management
tasks [Mal83℄ [BN95℄ [FFG96a℄. It may inlude the use of both paper-based
and eletroni systems. Studies have shown how humans develop individual
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strategies for information management in an oÆe environment [Mal83℄ and
using eletroni systems as well [BN95℄.
Information retrieval systems have been researhed for deades. Dierent in-
formation retrieval tehniques and tools have been studied, that is, the proess
of doing information disovery from some soure [JBD01℄ and [DCC
+
03℄. Many
of these systems fous on nding or disovering information. However, for per-
sonal information management the issue is not disovering information as suh.
One the information has been disovered it beomes known information, that
is, information that has been seen before and used in a partiular ontext. In
personal information management the problem is nding and reusing informa-
tion that has already been seen or handled by the individual. The problem of
nding and retrieving suh already known personal information has reeived less
attention. Suh known information items may be retrieved from a repository
in whih it was originally disovered or it may be stored and retrieved from a
personal information repository.
Therefore the purpose of personal information management systems are to
support and failitate the proesses involved in personal information manage-
ment, that is, allowing easy retrieval and reuse of personal information.
Although personal information management is arried out using both paper-
based and eletroni tools the fous is on the support of personal information
management in interative systems. That is, a fous on user interfaes and
interation in interative systems that support personal information management
ativities and information. Thereby also realizing that some personal information
may be handled outside suh systems.
Studies of personal information management have identied behaviors and
styles. Suh studies have also identied dierent examples of unintended use,
as systems have not supported the funtionality needed. Current systems are
limited in terms of supporting the aspets involved in personal information man-
agement. The tools might be used in dierent ways than intended, as they must
handle dierent situations of use and information than they were originally de-
signed to deal with. For instane the management of dierent types of personal
information an be seen in the use of dierent software appliations.
E-mail systems are designed to handle asynhronous ommuniation. How-
ever, studies have shown that suh systems are typially used for additional fun-
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tions, suh as task management and information management [Ma88℄ [WS96℄.
As the systems were not designed to support this additional funtionality, users
have to ope with sub optimal support and develop their own strategies and
ways of use.
Another example is studies of how humans keep referenes to information.
Reently there have been studies of how humans keep referenes (bookmarks) to
web pages (URL's) [JBD01℄ [ABC98℄. Typially webbrowsers have a hierarhial
organized arhiving system for suh bookmarks. However, studies have shown
that this feature is not the most widely used method for arhiving and keeping
bookmarks to web pages. Instead bookmarks are stored in douments or emails,
or in some other way in the ontext in whih the bookmark is used. Apparently
suh bookmark feature in webbrowsers does not provide the needed support of
ontext and reminding relevant to personal information management.
A more general example is the hierarhial organization of information typ-
ially used in dierent software appliations for information management. An
obvious example is hierarhial le systems available in modern operating sys-
tems. Creating a ling strategy and maintaining the hierarhial struture itself
is a diÆult and time-onsuming task. Eah information item may need naming
and identiation. It may not be easy or relevant to provide a name for an in-
formation item. In the physial world humans do not have to provide names for
all objets. Filing of information may be ambiguous, that is, it may naturally
belong in more than one struture. In le systems les typially reside in exatly
one diretory (folder), even though multiple organizations may be relevant
2
.
This indiates that suh hierarhial strutures may be too rigid and unsuit-
able for personal information management and use. Not all personal information
needs to be arhived or organized into a hierarhial struture. Allowing hierar-
hial organization of information only may therefore not be suitable, as some
types of personal information is more suitably organized into other types of in-
formation strutures. An information item may more naturally belong in an
unstrutured olletion or into a temporally organized struture. Finally an in-
formation item may be used for a short while only and then disarded, why it
is unneessary to provide a name or otherwise organize the information item.
2
Some implementations of le systems allow symboli links to les, whih then simulates a
le residing in multiple strutures
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Additional exibility is also needed as the struture of information and its use
may hange over time and due to the semi-strutured nature of some personal
information items.
An additional problem is that supporting multiple ativities or information
types in a software appliation user interfae often means a ompartmentalized
user interfae. This means that dierent information types are handled by dif-
ferent omponents in the user interfae. This issue often ause user interfaes
to inlude dierent modes of interation, whih may ause onfusion and mis-
takes [Ras00℄. Suh separation in the user interfae allows little integration of
the personal information aross disparate information types. As ativities re-
lated to personal information an be losely related to eah other information of
dierent type might belong naturally together, as it is used together in a parti-
ular ontext of use. Thus interative personal information management systems
must provide support for these dierent ativities and the ognitive proesses
involved. It may be advantageous to provide suh support in a unied way, as
the information and ativities are so losely inter-related.
Dierent approahes (metaphors) have been tried out stemming from researh
projets as well as ommerial projets. These have tried to address the dierent
subsets of problems reated by the hanging information environment on the one
side, and dealing with the partiular problems related to the support of disparate
ativities and information involved in personal information management on the
other side.
Typially these dierent approahes have foused on dierent ways of or-
ganizing and managing information, suh as, hierarhial [JRV
+
89℄, tempo-





00℄ to mention a few. Eah of these approahes pro-
vides dierent levels of support for personal information management and eah
fous on dierent aspets of personal information management.
These dierent examples provide indiations of some issues in the design and
approahes in terms of personal information management. Together studies of
use and the dierent approahes provide useful information, whih an be used
in further researh of personal information management. It hints that dier-
ent approahes might provide better alternatives to the support of the personal
information management.
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This means dierent approahes to the design of user interfaes and intera-
tion in interative systems in order to support and failitate the spei ativities,
types of information, and ognitive issues involved in personal information man-
agement. Thereby enabling better support of the diversities and wide range of
ativities inluded in personal information management.
1.4 NEXUS Model
To address these issues alternatives to the underlying system model, user in-
terfae, and interation are onsidered. We present an approah based on a
oneptual model, whih serves as the foundation for an interative personal in-
formation management system. The approah inludes four basi omponents:
 Information entity (the lowest granularity information unit representing a
piee of information, for instane a fat)
 Information attribute (a name/value pair, that is, metadata that an be
assoiated to and desribe information entities). To desribe what the
information is (instead of desribing where it is)
 Information view (a olletion and organization of information entities,
that is, a subset of information entities)
 Ations (represent funtionality that may be invoked on an information
entity or olletion of information entities to perform a partiular manip-
ulation of those information entities)
This simple attribute-oriented model allows a exible way of storing infor-
mation. The information does not need a stati predetermined sheme. There
are no assumptions about data strutures or relationships between information
entities.
Rather the model allows any number of attributes to be assoiated with in-
formation entities and any relationship between information entities. Therefore
it allows information and information strutures to evolve. Also multiple orga-
nizations of information entities based on the assoiated attributes are possible,
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whih means multiple views of the same information. Others have investigated or




The properties of the model are important in order to support and failitate
personal information management. As suh the model is used as the foundation
for an interative personal information management system, whih aims to sup-
port and failitate the aspets of personal information management mentioned
in the previous setions.
1.5 Researh Prototype
A researh prototype of the model has been implemented. This allows a personal
information management appliation prototype { NEXUS { to be built on top of
the model. This appliation aims to support and failitate personal information
management, i.e. it aims to support and failitate the partiular issues involved
in personal information management
The researh prototype has been implemented as a traditional desktop ap-
pliation with a graphial user interfae. It inludes support for a variety of
dierent ativities related to personal information management, whih means
information types suh as, e-mail, alendar appointments, ontats, addresses,
to-do items, notes, bookmarks, et etera.
The prototype user interfae provides a unied user interfae to and inter-
ation with the information in the system. The interation with information
entities and olletions of information entities is implemented with a small on-
sistent set of ommands, whih apply aross information types. This means that
potential users of the system will only have to learn a fairly small ommand set,
whih applies aross disparate information types.
As the system is built on top of the model the information types mentioned
there is no immediate distintion between these information items. They may be
distinguished in terms of the dierent attributes assoiated with the information
item. As suh an e-mail is only onsidered dierent from a alendar item in
terms of the dierent attributes assoiated with the two information items.
The information types supported in the prototype system inludes e-mail, to-
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dos, notes, bookmarks, musi, et etera. The researh prototype allows multiple
dierent organizations of these information types, and disparate information
entities may be organized together into olletions. For instane a olletion
may relate to a projet, whih ontain projet related e-mails, notes, douments,
shedules, and address information for projet partiipants.
Assoiating desriptive attributes is optional, whih means that information
may be unstrutured, semi-strutured, or belong in a struture. This struture
may be a olletion of information entities, or a list of information entities, or
belong in a hierarhy. However, the urrent prototype interfae only has limited
interation support for reation of dierent information strutures, as the fous
has been on the onept of unifying interation in the user interfae. Future
work inludes further development of the researh prototype.
Adding new or hanging existing assoiated attributes allows the strutures
in whih information entities belong to hange and evolve over time. For instane
an information entity may be inluded in new olletions and strutures if needed.
Finally the researh prototype inludes searh failities. It enables searhing
both the ontent of information entities and the attributes assoiated with the
information entities. As multiple attributes may be assoiated with information
entities it supports the human ability to reall along dierent dimensions about
the personal information.
1.6 Related Work
This setion provides a short summary of related work. The fous is on inter-
ative systems, whih provide some level of support for personal information
management, or is otherwise relevant to the NEXUS approah. Related work is
found both within the researh eld of human omputer interation, and also in
ommerial projets or produts. The fous is on related researh projets, but a
ouple of ommerial produts are inluded in the disussion, as they are highly
relevant or widely used. As this setion is a short summary only approahes
representative of related work is mentioned. Chapter 4 provides a more detailed
disussion of related work. Chapter 10 provides a summary of the projets most
relevant and ontrast them against the approah presented here.
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In several projets related to personal information management similar prob-
lems have been identied, and similar questions asked. However, dierent projets
have provided very dierent solutions, eah addressing dierent aspets of the
problems.
The most widespread and widely used omputer user interfae metaphor to-
day is the desktop metaphor. Originally a projet at Xerox Par [JRV
+
89℄, but
the model has been adopted in ommerial produts from Apple, IBM, Mirosoft,
and others. Current implementations have a desktop, whih is a spatial layout of
information (les or douments). This an be used as a temporary plaeholder,
for information that is important, or information serving as reminders of tasks
to arry out. However, multiple open appliation windows may hide information
plaed on the desktop, and they may also lutter the sreen. Modern operating
systems, whih implement the desktop metaphor uses a hierarhial strutured
le system. This fores a hierarhial struture of user les and douments, and
also that the user provides a name for eah le. This allows for one organiza-
tion of information only. Some systems have failities, whih allow the user to
reate links to les elsewhere in the hierarhial struture, thus simulating mul-
tiple organizations of information. Files are handled by dierent appliations
depending on the type of information, thus introduing several dierent modes
of operation [Ras00℄. Finally, individual desktop appliations may of ourse have
appliation-spei information strutures and organization of information
PAD++ is a researh system from University of Maryland and University
of California, San Diego [BH94℄, whih is a so-alled Zooming User Interfae
(ZUI) [PF93℄. It is an alternative approah to omputer user interfaes suh
as the desktop metaphor. The approah is based on spatial organization of
information. Information is plaed onto a two-dimensional surfae similar to
a desktop. However, the surfae is innite, and the system allows the user to
zoom in to get further detail and zoom out to get overview. Therefore suh
systems are also known as multisale user interfaes. PAD++ has been applied
for personal information management, where the personal information is simply
organized in a spatial way on the innite surfae. The idea is also that naming
information entities is not neessary. Obviously this approah may support less
strutured personal information when plaed onto the surfae in no partiular
struture similar to organization of papers on a physial desk. Additionally it
may support reminding of tasks to arry out, simply by leaving information in
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spei loations on the surfae.
Lifestreams is a system from Yale University, whih is also an alternative to
the desktop metaphor [FFG96b℄. Lifestreams is based on a diary metaphor, that
is, an organization of les and douments into temporally organized streams.
Information may inlude douments and les, but also e-mails and alendar
events [Fre97℄, thus not all information needs to be handled by individual ap-
pliations. Information is automatially organized on to the temporal stream,
whih means that the user is not fored to speify a spei name or other
identiation of information entities.
Plaeless Douments is a researh projet from Xerox Par, whih aims to
failitate doument management, by addressing the problem of hierarhial or-
ganization of information [DELS99℄. The projet is not aimed at personal in-
formation management speially, but doument management in general. In
this approah les and douments are tagged with a set of desriptive attributes
(metadata). The attributes are both system derived and user dened. The
user an add any number of attributes to les and douments. Additionally
the douments are plaed onto a surfae, and assoiated attributes are shown
visually next to the douments. The system also allows grouping of sets of dou-
ments. Plaeless Douments may failitate some aspets of personal information
management, but as personal information management was not the fous of the
projet it has not been studied.
Haystak is a researh projet from MIT [AKA99℄ similar to the Plaeless
Douments projet. One of the aims of Haystak is to failitate personal infor-
mation management speially. Similar to the Plaeless Douments approah
information have assoiations to desriptive attributes (metadata). This allows
multiple organizations of information entities. Information is displayed in views,
and information entities may be viewed and aessible from within multiple
views. Thus an information entity may be used in multiple views, whih may be
used for dierent tasks and in dierent ontext of use. The prototype user inter-
fae has a display that ontains a set of views simultaneously. For instane four
dierent views ontaining e-mails, alendar, news items, and items related to a
projet. As all information are loated in these it is unlear to what extent the
approah failitates the reminders. The user interfae of the Haystak prototype
has navigation similar to hypermedia (webbrowser) navigation.
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Lotus Agenda is a ommerial text-based DOS software produt from Lotus
Development from the late 1980's, whih aim to failitate personal information
management [KKB
+
90℄. Unlike other personal information management soft-
ware appliations Agenda is based on a simple item-attribute-view model similar
to the model mentioned above. An information item is a short string of text, with
the possibility of assoiating desriptive text. Attributes an be added to the
information items. Thereby the information items are organized into dierent
views depending on the attributes assoiated. This allows for multiple organi-
zations of the same information. Even though Agenda has a text-based user
interfae, the system has many aspets of a unied user interfae and interation
like NEXUS, as ommon ommands apply the same in the system independent
of an information entity representing an appointment or an address. Attributes
in Agenda are a little dierent, as they belong in a hierarhial struture.
There are multiple ways of visually presenting information [Shn96℄. As per-
sonal information management involves dierent types of ativities and dierent
types of information, appropriate visual presentations of the personal informa-
tion may depend on ontext and the purpose of use. The researh prototype
user interfae allows the user to hoose among multiple presentations of personal
information, and to reate unlimited additional views of personal information.
Thereby using a view of information, whih is useful for the task and ontext of
use.
The purpose of the NEXUS approah and the approahes mentioned above
are to support and failitate the dierent proesses and information types in-
volved in personal information management. The NEXUS approah has ele-
ments, whih are similar to the approahes mentioned above. However, there
are no studies, whih ompare the approahes above in terms of supporting and
failitating the dierent aspets of personal information management. This leads
to a omparison of the approahes as suh, rather than their individual applia-
bility for supporting and failitating personal information management.
The NEXUS model is similar to the one used in Agenda, and partly in
Haystak. The NEXUS approah emphasizes the aspet of providing unied
interation and user interfae aross dierent types of information and dierent
organizations of information. This is only partially supported in the Agenda
and Haystak approahes. Additionally it supports multiple ways of organizing
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information, and does not rely on a single type of organization only, suh as a,
hierarhial, spatial, or temporal organization approah. Some other approahes
allow multiple organizations of information entities too. As mentioned the pur-
pose of the NEXUS approah is to support and failitate the proesses involved
in personal information management, however it is unlear how it ompares to
the other approahes mentioned. For instane it is unlear how well reminding
is supported by the NEXUS researh prototype.
The dierent approahes to support personal information management are
disussed in further details in Chapter 4 and Chapter 10 summarizes the ap-
proahes losest to this approah and they are ontrasted against the NEXUS
approah.
1.7 Contributions
The ontributions of this thesis are onsidered to inlude:
 An attribute-oriented model on whih personal information management
systems may be built, enabling unied aess and interation with infor-
mation in the system
 A researh prototype implementation that serves as a proof-of-onept of
the model for personal information management and a test bed for further
experiments
 Experiment involving semi-strutured interviews of subjets in order to get
an understanding of present praties and problems in personal information
management
 Pilot usability experiment with the researh prototype implementation
evaluating the approah in terms of providing support of personal infor-
mation management
 A survey of prior personal information management studies and an iden-
tiation and lariation of the issues involved in personal information
management
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 A omparative analysis of dierent approahes to the support of personal
information management (in interative systems)
 A set of diretions for further researh in the area of personal information
management
 Identiation of issues in personal information management that may in-
form designers of issues to onsider in the design of suh system
1.8 Outline
The outline of the thesis is as follows.
Chapter 2 introdues the onept of Personal Information Management. This
introdution inludes a disussion of studies of how people perform personal
information management, and the ommon ndings that has been generalized
from researh in the area.
Chapter 3 disusses ognitive aspets of personal information management.
This inludes issues suh as reognition and reall, that is, speially the role
of memory in personal information management.
Chapter 4 disusses the support of personal information management in in-
terative systems. It inludes a presentation of dierent approahes and models
to the support personal information management in interative systems. The ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the dierent approahes and models are disussed
in terms of spei personal information management ativities and ognitive
issues.
Chapter 5 further disusses problems in urrent approahes from an interfae
and interation point of view. A set of spei issues is disussed, and it is dis-
ussed how personal information management may be supported and failitated
through a unied user interfae and unied interation.
Chapter 6 disuss models for personal information management systems on
three levels { oneptual models, interation models, and data models. An
attribute-oriented model for the information storage is presented and disussed in
terms of personal information management support. This inludes a disussion
of the omponents of the model and spei issues. Additionally it is disussed
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how the model may serve as a foundation for a unied approah to the support
of personal information management.
Chapter 7 desribes the implementation of a researh prototype, whih serves
as a proof of onept. This inludes a presentation of the implementation envi-
ronment hosen and a desription of the implementation of the appliation of the
model for personal information management. The user interfae of the researh
prototype system is presented and disussed.
Chapter 8 desribes initial experiments onduted using the researh pro-
totype. The experiment inluded interviews with test subjets investigating
personal information management habits and praties. This was followed by
a pilot usability experiment where test subjets were asked to arry out a set
of simulated personal information management related tasks using the researh
prototype.
Chapter 9 presents the results of the experiments, and disusses these results
in relation to the system model and personal information management issues
presented in Chapter 2. This inludes a disussion of the support for personal
information management using the model.
Chapter 10 provides a summary overview of related work addressing speif-
ially the support of personal information management in interative systems.
Using this disussion of related work it is possible to ontrast the NEXUS ap-
proah against the others.





This hapter introdues personal information management in general. Per-
sonal information management has been dened by Lansdale as: "The methods
by whih we handle, ategorize and retrieve information on a day-to-day ba-
sis" [Lan86b℄ and by Thomas and Jones: "[Personal information management℄
refers to the methods by whih individuals handle, ategorize and retrieve infor-
mation" [JT97℄.
In the following setions the dierent terms are disussed further inluding the
dierent aspets of personal information management. This is based on studies of
personal information management behaviour in dierent domains. Studies of be-
haviour and personal information management use have been onduted in both
traditional oÆe environments and by means of interative systems supporting
personal information management. The disussion in this hapter inludes the
types of information and ativities, whih have been identied in these studies
of personal information management.
The issues relevant in the support of personal information management are
emphasized. That means potential impliations for the design of systems, whih
aim to support and failitate personal information management.
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2.1 Overview
Humans keep and manage personal information for dierent purposes as part of
both their private and professional lives. However, as human memory apabilities
{ both short term and long-term memory { are limited [Mil56℄ tools are used,
whih support our memory and the proess of information management.
2.1.1 Personal
Personal information is information that is kept for individual future use and
referene based on individual riteria. Thus a olletion of personal information
may be meaningful to the individual only and in the ontext in whih the personal
information is used and understood by the individual.
When information is personal it might also be private, meaning to be seen
and handled by an individual only. For instane personal orrespondene is
typially onsidered to be private and for the individual to be seen only. Thus
the topi of personal information management inludes a set of privay related
issues. The privay issue has a set of impliations for the management of the
personal information and it also implies a set of impliations for the design of
omputer-based systems to ensure that information is available to the individual
only. However, even though the privay issue is a highly relevant aspet of
personal information management, it is not the fous of this projet. Whether
a piee of personal information is private or not is not a onern in this projet.
Rather the fous is on the information being personal as suh. Personal in-
formation inludes both private information and publi information. A simple
example an larify the distintion between the two. E-mails are typially on-
sidered private information, espeially if it involves personal orrespondene. A
bookmark to a webpage, that is, the referene as suh is not private as suh but
publi. Seen, as an isolated piee of information, the referene itself is not a pri-
vate piee of information. However, a bookmark may still be a piee of personal
information if it is stored in a olletion of bookmarks by an individual. Seen
in the ontext of its use the bookmark might be onsidered to be private infor-
mation. For instane the olletion of bookmarks may be onsidered private. In
any ase the bookmark is personal information in the sense that it represents a
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personal interest to the individual.
Therefore personal information is either private information or it represents a
personal interest in information that is not neessarily private. Thus information
being personal means that personal information an be haraterized as either
being private information or having individual interest.
2.1.2 Information
Having disussed the personal aspet in personal information, the information
as suh is disussed.
With the denition provided in the previous setion basially any informa-
tion an be haraterized as being personal information. Stritly following the
denition implies that in ase an individual has an interest in information and
wants to keep that information or a referene to that information it is hara-
terized as being personal information. In order to larify and delimit the types
of information, the fous is on information types that are typially addressed in
personal information management systems and in studies of personal information
management [BN95℄ [ABC98℄ [Ma88℄ [WS96℄.
In a sense personal skills suh as information on how to shift gear in a ar
or typing on a keyboard may be onsidered personal information at some level.
However, this low level type of information is internalized and automati, and
takes plae without onsious attention or ontrol. Therefore the information
does not have a representation outside a human being. It is even diÆult for
humans to express the sequene of ations involved in driving a ar one those
ations have beome learned and habituated { a skill [Ras83℄.
The fous is on information that is expliit and an be expressed by the
human, so that it may be stored in an external system using a suitable symboli
representation. Personal information may inlude a wide variety of dierent
types of information, whih is used as part of dierent daily ativities in everyday
life and/or professional life.
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Information that may be haraterized as personal information inludes, but
is not limited to, the following types of information:
 Addresses and phone numbers
 Calendar and shedules
 Appointments
 To-do items (reminders of things to do)
 Messages (paper memos, e-mail messages, or instant messages)
 Bookmarks and other types of referenes to information
 Fats and ideas
 Notes and annotations
 Journals and diaries
 Invoies and book keeping information
The information types mentioned above are typially used in relation to a
diversity of ativities. Dierent types of personal information may be used to-
gether as part of those ativities. For instane sheduling a meeting may involve
sheduling information, alendar information, partiipants ontat information,
and perhaps messages to the partiipants.
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2.1.3 Management
The management of personal information an be seen as an ativity arried out
by humans in order to keep their personal information for later use. These
ativities an be divided into two dierent types of ativities.
 Ativities in whih personal information is relevant and is used. In this
ase the personal information is not the primary fous. Rather the fous is
on the higher-level ativity in itself, and the personal information is only
used as part of that ativity in order to obtain the goal of the ativity.
For instane information suh as, e-mails, reminders, and ontats may be
used as part of ongoing work ativities, as mentioned above. However, that
information only serves the purpose of ahieving a higher-level goal.
 A subset of ativities is ativities where the primary fous is the personal
information as suh. In that ase the management of personal information
is an ativity in itself. Management of the personal information means the
olletion and handling of the information, whih inludes tasks suh as,
storing, ategorizing, organizing, and disarding of the information.
An individual keeps personal information for future referene and use. This
involves management of the personal information as a neessary proess in order
to ensure that the information an be found and re-used. Suh management of
personal information may be approahed in dierent ways using dierent strate-
gies. As a simple example of suh an approah is information, whih is stored in
a spei loation in order to enable later easy retrieval and use. For instane
it may be a note left on the desk as a reminder of a task to arry out. The
information is the note with a reminder, whih is kept and handled by plaing
it in a partiular physial loation, whih enables easy retrieval and use of the
information.
Personal information management inludes the methods used by individuals
to ollet and handle information. This involves some organization of the infor-
mation, whih enables retrieval of the information at some point later in time. As
suh this is similar to the traditional problems addressed in information retrieval
systems and researh, that is, storage and retrieval of information. Therefore
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management of personal information involves a set of the same problems found
in those types of systems.
However, personal information management dierentiates from information
management in general in terms of several aspets. The previous two setions
already mentioned the personal aspets of the information, and the dierent
types of information typially addressed.
Some spei aspets whih dierentiates personal information management
inlude:
 The information is personal, and thus may only be meaningful to an indi-
vidual
 Information is kept for future referene and use, based on individual riteria
 When retrieving information, the user has already handled that informa-
tion (hosen to keep it and store it). Thus information kept by the indi-
vidual is known by the individual
 Humans have memory or partial memory of all personal information that
is kept
 The struture of the information is reated by the individual (not by a
system), and thus may only make sense to that individual (in the ontext
of its use)
 The organization and struture of the information reets an individual
understanding (knowledge) and use of the information, and may only be
meaningful to the individual in a given ontext known by the individual
Some ativities are also spei to personal information management, as
mentioned in the previous setion. In information management ativities the
personal information is the primary fous. The dierent types of personal infor-
mation identied an be related to dierent personal information management
ativities.
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Examples of personal information management ativities inlude:
 Sheduling, e.g. keeping appointments
 Task management, e.g. keeping reminders of tasks to do
 Communiation, e.g. using and managing e-mail messages (or instant mes-
sages)
 Contats management, e.g. keeping addresses and phone numbers of on-
tats
 Keeping referenes, e.g. bookmarks to webpages or other information items
of interest
As mentioned in the previous setion these information management ativities
may be a part of ativities at a higher level, thus serving the funtion of ahieving
a goal at a higher level. Therefore suh a higher-level ativity may involve and
ombine several of the ativities mentioned above.
A key issue in the management of personal information is how the information
is organized. The organization is essential to enable retrieval of the information
is to be easy and eÆient. These issues have been identied in studies of personal
information management behavior.
2.2 Studies of Personal Information Management
A number of studies of personal information management have been arried out
using dierent methodology. Typially interviews and questionnaires have been
used [Mal83℄ [Col82℄ [BN95℄ [FFG96a℄ [Fre97℄, whih implies asking a set of
subjets about their personal information management behaviors. Results from
suh studies of ourse have to take into aount, the unertainty in terms of the
gap between what humans say they do and what they atually do. Methods also
inlude observations, surveys [Col82℄, analysis of individual information stru-
tures and use, that is, studies of personal information management of dierent
types of personal information inluding, les [BN95℄, e-mails [Ma88℄ [WS96℄,
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bookmarks [ABC98℄, alendar [KC82℄. Finally analysis of logs from personal
information management systems atually used by humans to perform personal
information management tasks has been applied also [DCC
+
03℄.
Some studies have foused on arhived information, that is, retrieval of infor-
mation from an arhive system, but researh suggests that personal information
management is a more omplex issue than arhived information. As suh, the
studies are not omprehensive and do not thoroughly over all aspet of personal
information management [WTN00℄. More researh is needed to establish a fur-
ther and more detailed understanding of the omplexity and all aspets involved
in personal information management.
Nevertheless, a set of ommon aspets of personal information management
behavior has been identied. This behavior of humans performing personal infor-
mation management has been identied aross dierent domains of information
types, appliations, and use.
Personal information management was done in the physial oÆe spae prior
to the introdution of omputer-based systems. Studies have been arried out
both in the traditional paper-based oÆe domain and in interative systems that
support personal information management. Malone [Mal83℄ and Cole [Col82℄
have reported ndings of how people organize and use their personal information
in oÆe environments.
Malone [Mal83℄ reported how people handled information and organized their
desks in order to manage personal information and arry out daily work tasks
from his lassial study of 10 oÆe users. It was based on interviews with pro-
fessional and lerial oÆe workers. Based on the survey Malone presents a set
of suggestions and diretions for the design of interative personal information
management systems. The study also identies a set of requirements for intera-
tive personal information management systems. Cole [Col82℄ also studied human
aspets of oÆe ling. Based on strutured interviews with 30 subjets, results
similar to those of Malone were obtained. Cole also identied some requirements
for interative systems.
Similar studies have been onduted in the interative systems domain to
study the praties in eletroni ling using dierent omputer operating sys-
tems. The purpose was to nd out how people handle and organize personal in-
formation using interative systems. Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ did several stud-
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ies of how people do personal information management using omputer desktop
systems. Subjets used dierent systems; DOS, Windows, OS/2, and Maintosh,
but a set of ommon ndings were reported. They found similar work praties
among users of dierent omputer-based personal information management sys-
tems. It is notieable that these studies report ndings similar to the ones found
in the physial domain studies by Malone [Mal83℄ and Cole [Col82℄.
Researh of personal information management has also inluded studies in
dierent domains of use. First there is the set of studies of paper-based per-
sonal information management [Mal83℄ [Col82℄ [KC82℄, and a set of studies
of use of dierent types of personal information failitated by interative per-
sonal information management systems. The latter inludes studies of le man-
agement [BN95℄, e-mail management [Ma88℄ [WS96℄, and bookmark manage-
ment [ABC98℄ [JBD01℄. Some ommon ndings have been reported from these
studies of dierent personal information management use in dierent domains.
In the following setions these ommon ndings from multiple studies of
personal information management are disussed.
2.3 Individuality
An important nding is the high degree of individuality of personal informa-
tion management needs, usage, style, strategies, and habits. These are highly
individual and therefore widely varying.
2.3.1 Needs and Usage
Humans are fundamentally dierent in their needs for personal information man-
agement. One aspet is the amount of information managed by individuals,
whih represents a wide spetrum. Some keep very little information, and will
nd it to be eÆient with no systems or tool as suh, or simply a traditional
paper-based alendar or notebook. Others use and keep extensive quantities of
personal information. For instane beause they send and reeive a onsiderable
number of e-mails and/or keep information from many distributed information
soures.
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The study by Malone indiates that type of job may have some inuene
on the management behavior [Mal83℄. Other aspets of individuality are whih
information types are kept and used, how frequently, and in whih situations
individuals manage and use personal information. This depends on aspets suh
as job type and individual approah to information management.
Jones and Thomas report from a simple survey of 23 subjets from organiza-
tions in the South West England [JT97℄. It was identied that the most widely
used artifat was the "to-do" list, whih were used by 60% of the subjets. About
50% of the subjets were using alendars and address books, and between 30 and
40% were using poket diaries, desk diaries, and personal organizers. Only 9% of
the subjets were using eletroni organizers and personal information manage-
ment software. Thus only a modest adoption of eletroni personal information
management tehnologies was found. The subjets in the study who did em-
ploy eletroni tools typially used a ombination of paper-based and eletroni
tools for personal information management. However, these results are limited
in two ways. First, the sampling does not allow the results to be saled to a
wider population. Subjets were drawn via aidental/opportunity sampling.
Seond, the use of the World Wide Web, e-mail, and Personal Digital Assistants
has hanged onsiderably and beome widespread. This indiates inreasing de-
mand for eletroni based personal information management, whih other studies
identies [WS96℄ [ABC98℄ [JBD01℄. Nevertheless, the study does indiate the
wide variety in personal information management needs and usage.
2.3.2 Individual Style, Strategy, and Habits
Another aspet of individuality is the style and strategy hosen by individuals
to manage the personal information that is kept. As the information is personal
and kept for personal use only it is to be retrieved by the individual only. The
individual hooses a strategy that works from an individual perspetive and is
pereived by the individual as being eÆient. This has impliations for the styles
of management and organization of the information hosen by individuals. The
strategies used for keeping and managing the information is widely dierent.
Consequently humans develop and habituate individual strategies for the
management of their personal information. There are dierent behaviours and
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styles, whih means that these strategies are highly individual. Examples of
personal information management strategies inlude building piles of douments
in an oÆe environment, or reating and maintaining an extensive hierarhial
ling struture in an interative information system. Suh individual manage-
ment strategies are suÆient as the information is personal, and therefore is only
retrieved by the individual. This means that the individual must make use of
his own personal strategy or system in order to retrieve and re-use his personal
information.
In the study by Malone [Mal83℄ two general oÆe organization styles were
identied. Those styles are haraterized as the "neat" oÆe and the "messy"
oÆe. The neat oÆe is haraterised by having only a few strutured piles
(e. g. in- and out-basket), and the douments are organized by some systemati
sheme. Also only small amounts of douments were observed on the desk.
The messy oÆe is haraterised by having more unstrutured piles, and the
douments are not led. Instead they are plaed into "loosely staked" piles.
The desks observed had many unorganised papers and douments on the desk.
A similar distintion was identied and reported in a study by Lansdale [Lan88℄.
Also Makay observed that some subjets were very organized while others were
very disorganized in a study of e-mail use [Ma88℄.
This division of management styles is oarse, and only provides a rough har-
aterization of individual behavior and style. However, it does indiate that
individual dierenes in ling style does play a role in the management of per-
sonal information and illustrates the variety of individual approahes to personal
information management. Individuals with the "neat" oÆe tended to use stan-
dardized and rigid proedures, whereas others with the "messy" oÆe use infor-
mal or ad ho rules of ling. As suh there is an important element of individual
style to personal information management to onsider.
A similar way of haratering these dierent types of styles is the strat-
egy used to keep and handle information. The individual organization styles
an also be haraterized as "ling" and "piling". Filers "le" their informa-
tion, whereas pilers "pile" their information, orresponding to the "neat" and
"messy" oÆes. Cole [Col82℄ also reported that "ling systems were not rigidly
maintained; rather organisation was idiosynrati, dependent upon the demands
of the users and their motivations". This distintion is also mentioned by Jones
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and Thomas [JT97℄.
Any individual strategy may be haraterized anywhere in between these two
harateristi styles, for instane a mix of these approahes. These approahes
haraterize the way humans deal with personal information and develop their
own information managing style and habits.
The individual style and strategy for information storage was also identied in
a study of how subjets kept found information on the web [JBD01℄. This study
also reported a great diversity in the methods used by individuals to organize
information for later use. The subjets were both exible and reative in terms of
developing methods and strategies for information storage and in their praties
of information re-use.
2.3.3 Challenges for Information Management Systems
As personal information management is highly individual, this poses a set of
hallenges in the design of personal information management systems. Espe-
ially if the tools or systems aim to support every need, as the needs, behavior,
styles, and habits varies onsiderably. The issue is the possible salability of a
partiular approah in terms of information quantities, types, frequeny of use,
and situations of use. Some humans hoose to do lose to no personal informa-
tion management, and thus hardly need a tool or system at all. Other segments
of humans have a little to medium need for tools and systems as they only handle
limited amounts and types of personal information. Groups that have a medium
or large use of personal information management may need tools and systems
in order to handle the information in an eÆient way. That is to allow easy
retrieval and re-use of the information.
The fous of this projet is on the latter groups, whih have a high demand
for personal information. This means, that they may have a need for interative
systems in order to failitate and support the proesses involved in olleting




An interesting nding is that reminding is a very important feature in personal
information management. Subjets in the study by Malone [Mal83℄ left things
in spei loations on the desk and tables reminding them of things to do.
Malone onludes that it is important that omputer-based information systems
serve this reminding funtion as well, and that the information should appear
automatially without being requested. The physial loation of douments itself
served as the reminder of things to do why the subjet did not have to take
expliit ation in order to be reminded. Therefore the reminding funtion in
the oÆe arrangement and information organization in the oÆe is an impliit
funtion, meaning that it does not have to be expliitly invoked [Nie93a℄.
Barreau and Nardi also identied the importane of the reminding funtion
in their studies [BN95℄ [FFG96a℄. Even if interative systems do not diretly
support the reminding feature, users of suh systems simply reate ad ho meth-
ods to remind themselves of task to do. For instane leaving ions in a partiular
plaes on the desktop served as the reminding funtion. Again a partiular loa-
tion of a le itself served as the reminder of things to do. The reminding feature
thus beomes an impliit funtion similar to the approah used in the physial
environment as found in the study by Malone. Barreau and Nardi point out
how the reminding feature is losely related to the fat that the subjets in their
study preferred loation-based nding. The personal information management
system must therefore allow the user to leave reminders in loations where it will
be notied, suh as, on the desktop or in a spei le folder.
The importane of reminding was also indiated in a study of the use of
bookmarks in webbrowsers [JBD01℄. It was observed how reminding was ob-
tained by using dierent ad ho strategies. For instane subjets in the study
would send and e-mail ontaining a bookmark to themselves in order to keep a
reminder to retrieve a given webpage at some point later in time. The standard
bookmark feature in the webbrowers did not support the funtion of reminding.
Thus the subjets had to use ad ho strategies to ope with the lak of support
for reminding as suh in the system.
Generally leaving e-mails in the inbox of e-mail systems also serves as re-
minders. Even though e-mail systems are designed to support asynhronous
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ommuniation, studies have shown that humans reate oping strategies due
to the lak of support in the system. The e-mail inbox is a plae (a loation),
whih is frequently visited and heked by the users and therefore may serve the
funtion as a loation to keep reminders [Ma88℄ [WS96℄. This observation has
lead to reent studies and researh of systems with user interfaes, whih have a
tighter integration between e-mail and task management [BDHS03℄.
Finally it should be noted that the distintion between nding information
and being reminding about information might be unlear. When nding a piee
of information that was intentionally looked for, it an be haraterized as nd-
ing. However, if a person beomes aware of a piee of information unintentionally
while performing another task it an be haraterized as reminding. For instane
information left on the desk or in piles reminds individuals without having to
rely on expliit searhing [Mal83℄.
2.5 Information Disovery, Storage, and Retrieval
As disussed in Setion 2.3 personal information management is highly indi-
vidual, and therefore individual strategies for managing information is hosen.
Managing the personal information inludes the proesses of olleting, han-
dling, and keeping the information. This involves some level of organization of
the information depending on individual style and information use. However, de-
veloping eÆient strategies for organizing the information, whih enables eÆient
retrieval and re-use of the personal information are not trivial.
Individual strategies and styles are used as identied in the studies by Mal-
one [Mal83℄, Cole [Col82℄, Makay [Ma88℄, Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ and oth-
ers. However also a set of ommon ndings were identied in their studies.
Independently of the individual dierenes there is a set of ommon ndings
for unit of information strutures and the reation of information strutures for
personal information.
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2.5.1 Information Disovery
Information management involves the proesses of storing and retrieving the
information. However, the very rst step is of ourse to obtain the information
that potentially will be kept by the individual for future use. Only at that
point the information has beome personal information in terms of the denition
provided in the beginning of this hapter. This initial step is referred to as
information disovery.
Information may be obtained or disovered by an individual in many dier-
ent ways or arrive through dierent hannels. A few examples of information
disovery inludes:
 An individual might get an idea that is onverted into a symboli repre-
sentation, that is, information that represents the idea
 Information found while intentionally searhing information
 Information might be disovered unintentionally while performing another
task
 Fats that are obtained
 Information reeived by the individual (through whatever medium or han-
nel)
This means information disovery may origin from multiple soures.
One a piee of information has been disovered it is judged by individual
riteria whether it should be kept. The intention is that there is possible future
re-use of the information. Thus the information or a referene to the information
is kept. The overall purpose is to enable the individual to retrieve and re-use the
information easily and eÆiently.
2.5.2 Storage and Retrieval
Storing the information or a referene to the information saves the individual
from having to repeat going through the sequene of steps that was originally
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performed in order to disover the information. In some ases this sequene of
steps might be long and tedious as it was diÆult to disover the information
initially. Whereas in other ases only few steps was neessary to disover the
information. Even though information might be easily disovered, it may still
be a diÆult issue performing the storage of that information for later use. For
instane reeiving information is easy "information disovery", but storing the
information for later use is still a non-trivial issue.
The hallenges in information storage and retrieval systems is the diÆulty
of storing information in the systems, and the diÆulty of retrieving the infor-
mation from the system. The retrieval of information should obviously be less
diÆult than repeating the sequene of steps used to disover the information









information discovery information entity external representation
human
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the proesses of disovery, storage, and retrieval of
information.
An information item is disovered, and then stored and retrieved
from a system, whih ontain the personal information.
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Figure 2.1 illustrates the proesses of disovering, storing, and retrieving in-
formation. The initial step is the information disovery, whih may originate
from dierent soures. The disovery of the information as suh is less relevant
for personal information management. The information is not onsidered per-
sonal until after the information disovery proess has been performed and the
individual has deided to keep the information. Therefore personal information
management in terms of the denition provided in the beginning of this hapter
only inludes the proesses illustrated after the information disovery proess
has taken plae.
At that point the individual deides what to do with the information that
was disovered. If it is deided that the information should be kept for later use
it is stored in a system based on an individual strategy. Later it an be retrieved
from the system by means of the individual strategy that was used to store the
information.
2.6 Information Strutures
As mentioned in Setion 2.3 the individual strategies hosen for managing and
keeping personal information varies. This also means that the level of formality
of information strutures varies onsiderably.
For small volumes of information an ad ho ling strategy might be suÆient
to enable possible later retrieval and re-use. Suh ad ho strategy might be to
put information in the nearby oÆe environment or a simple pile on the desk. As
the number of information items in the pile is relatively small, it is fairly easy to
go through the pile to retrieve the information needed. However, as the quantity
of information inreases, this approah beomes less eÆient. Larger volumes of
information mean that it must be organized using a more systemati approah
in order to allow retrieval and re-use [Col82℄.
In several dierent studies of personal information management similar har-
ateristis of information management strategies and information strutures have
been identied. These studies inlude [Mal83℄, [Col82℄, [BN95℄, [Lan86b℄, and
[Lan88℄. This has been observed aross domains, both from studies of informa-
tion management in oÆe environment, and by means of interative information
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management systems. The dierent types of information strutures that has
been identied in multiple studies of personal information management inlude:
 Unstrutured information
 Semi-strutured or informally strutured information
 Formal information strutures
However, these observations of dierenes in the formality of information
strutures an be attributed to dierent aspets of personal information man-
agement.
One aspet is the individual dierenes in the way individuals manage their
information. The strategies hosen by individuals vary. Another aspet is the
dierenes in information types and use. Not all personal information managed
by an individual is handled the same way using one type of information struture
only.
2.6.1 Individual Dierenes
First, individual dierenes in information management strategies ontribute
to dierenes in the formality of information strutures. As disussed in Se-
tion 2.3.2 a rough haraterization of information management behavior is those
who le information and those who pile up information. This orresponds to the
neat and messy oÆes harateristis identied [Mal83℄.
This implies that the personal style and strategy has an eet on the way
information is strutured, that is, to whih extent the personal information is
strutured. Some individuals prefer to keep information in semi-strutured piles
and retrieve information by searhing through those piles. Others prefer formally
strutured information organization and retrieve information by means of the
formal information struture reated.
2.6.2 Dierenes in Information Types and Use
Seond, dierenes in information types and use also ontribute to dierent in-
formation strutures. This means that an individual might also use the whole
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spetrum of information strutures for dierent subsets of the personal informa-
tion.
A subset of the information may be unstrutured. Some information is kept
on an ad-ho basis, using ad ho strategies for organizing the information. For
instane just leaving it temporarily in the immediate environment. Suh infor-
mation is typially not strutured, as the pereived eort to do so would exeed
the value of keeping the information in a strutured way.
Information may also have an informal struture or be semi-strutured. An
example of a strategy for keeping information this way is to keep information in
piles as mentioned previously. In the study by Malone [Mal83℄ it was identied
that piles have no systemati order, but their spatial loation is often espeially
important. Even though piles may seem to have no information struture at all,
studies have identied, that they might have an impliit order. For instane the
newest information item may always be plaed on the top of the pile or at least
near the top of the pile. The further down the pile the older the information items
are. Therefore suh piles have an impliit temporal order. The piles themselves
are put in dierent spatial loations in the environment. Eah may serve dierent
purposes and perhaps ontain dierent ategories of information. This leads to
a haraterization of piles as having an informal information struture.
Finally, there are formal information strutures, whih are obtained by using
a system to manage and le information. In that ase the information is arhived
using a partiular ling sheme, so that information an be retrieved by means
of the sheme in a systemati way. This is relevant for personal information,
whih is kept for a longer time, whih will be disussed in the following setions.
The dierenes in information strutures imply that personal information an
also be haraterized by the extent in whih it is strutured.
2.7 Classes of Information
In the study by Malone [Mal83℄ it was also observed that the frequeny of use
of personal information is varied. He distinguishes between information that is
used frequently that must be easily aessible, and information that is arhi-
ved for later retrieval. The latter is assoiated with the problems of properly
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organizing and ategorizing the information so that the retrieval is eÆient. Mal-
one distinguishes between three dierent lasses of information identied in le
organization and use of paper douments in oÆes:
 Frequently used { ative information
 Reminding { things to do in the near future
 Arhived information { arhived for later retrieval
A similar lassiation of information harateristis was identied in other
studies. Cole [Col82℄ desribes information harateristis using three ategories.
Also in the studies of users performing le organization using dierent desktop
systems arried out by Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ information harateristis is
desribed using similar three ategories.
As mentioned in Setion 2.4 these studies have also identied the importane
of reminding. The information an be haraterized using the following three
ategories.
 Ephemeral (ation information) { short life information
 Working (personal work les) { frequently used information
 Arhived (long term storage) { infrequently used information
In terms of personal information management these ategories represent dif-
ferent levels of interation, that is, handling and use of the information. Also
the dierent types of information are haraterized by the frequeny of use and
lifetime of the information.
The studies by Malone, Barreau and Nardi are mainly based on interviews
and demonstration of personal information management praties. Thus inter-
viewees provide a desription of their personal information management pra-
ties in retrospet. As suh the studies are not atual observations of use and
behavior. The subjets desribe their pereived behavior. There might be a dif-
ferene between what they do and what the atually do, but it is unlear whether
the dierene is signiant for the results. However, as desribed above various
studies have found similar lassiations to be suitable for desribing information
handling and use.
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2.7.1 Ephemeral Information
Ephemeral information is also referred to as "ation information". Information
that is used at this level of interation is haraterized by a short lifetime. This
means the information is used or going to be used in the near future. When the
information has been used it may not be needed for future use and might be
erased. Suh information may inlude douments, lists, e-mail messages, notes,
or to do items. For instane an e-mail may be reeived and only kept for a
limited time and used in the near future. As it may not be needed for further
referene it is not kept, but deleted immediately after its use.
In the study by Cole [Col82℄ this type of information was identied as being
immediately aessible in the nearby environment. For instane it might be
loated in in-trays, on the desk, the oor, or in piles.
The aessibility of ephemeral information is gained by keeping the informa-
tion nearby in an ad ho manner. No or very little systemati organization of
the information is performed. This means that ephemeral information is only
eÆiently used if the quantity of information is limited. A small quantity of
ephemeral information allows it to be loated based on remembering the infor-
mation or the loation, or simply by its presene in the nearby environment.
Larger quantities of suh unorganized information mean that information items
may have to be manually searhed for, whih leads to less eÆient use of suh
information.
Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ observe that the "entral problem of organizing
ephemeral information onerns where and how to le information that is needed
for only a short time". In their study of le organization using desktop systems
it was found that the subjets did not have good ways of dealing with ephemeral
information. For instane it was kept in top-level diretories, or simply left on
the desktop. "With limitations on the amount of information that an be viewed
on the sreen at one time, managing large quantities of ephemeral information
an be problemati." [BN95℄. In the study quantities of ephemeral information is
reported as a partiular onern. Files are reated for temporary use, but it was
reported how they stayed in the system longer than intended. This means that
the information ends up having a longer lifetime and therefore beomes some-
thing in between ephemeral and working information. "The problems of ling
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this information were intensied beause the information outlasted the normal
shelf life of ephemeral information" [BN95℄. When quantities of ephemeral infor-
mation inreases it leads to problems as the information is typially kept in an
unstrutured way. Espeially the support of ephemeral information in interative
systems is an area for further researh.
2.7.2 Working Information
Ephemeral information is also referred to as "ation information". Information
that is used at this level of interation is haraterized by a short lifetime. This
means the information is used or going to be used in the near future. When the
information has been used it may not be needed for future use and might be
erased. Suh information may inlude douments, lists, e-mail messages, notes,
or to do items. For instane an e-mail may be reeived and only kept for a
limited time and used in the near future. As it may not be needed for further
referene it is not kept, but deleted immediately after its use.
In the study by Cole [Col82℄ this type of information was identied as being
immediately aessible in the nearby environment. For instane it might be
loated in in-trays, on the desk, the oor, or in piles.
The aessibility of ephemeral information is gained by keeping the informa-
tion nearby in an ad ho manner. No or very little systemati organization of
the information is performed. This means that ephemeral information is only
eÆiently used if the quantity of information is limited. A small quantity of
ephemeral information allows it to be loated based on remembering the infor-
mation or the loation, or simply by its presene in the nearby environment.
Larger quantities of suh unorganized information mean that information items
may have to be manually searhed for, whih leads to less eÆient use of suh
information.
Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ observe that the "entral problem of organizing
ephemeral information onerns where and how to le information that is needed
for only a short time". In their study of le organization using desktop systems
it was found that the subjets did not have good ways of dealing with ephemeral
information. For instane it was kept in top-level diretories, or simply left on
the desktop. "With limitations on the amount of information that an be viewed
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on the sreen at one time, managing large quantities of ephemeral information
an be problemati." [BN95℄. In the study quantities of ephemeral information is
reported as a partiular onern. Files are reated for temporary use, but it was
reported how they stayed in the system longer than intended. This means that
the information ends up having a longer lifetime and therefore beomes some-
thing in between ephemeral and working information. "The problems of ling
this information were intensied beause the information outlasted the normal
shelf life of ephemeral information" [BN95℄. When quantities of ephemeral infor-
mation inreases it leads to problems as the information is typially kept in an
unstrutured way. Espeially the support of ephemeral information in interative
systems is an area for further researh.
2.7.3 Arhived Information
Arhived information is information that is not diretly used as part of ongoing
ativities or work tasks. It is stored and organized for later retrieval and therefore
it is less frequently to infrequently used information. Cole [Col82℄ reports that
in the oÆe environment the information is typially stored away from the oÆe
as the information is of no diret relevane to ongoing work. In the study by
Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ the life span of arhived information was typially
more than a month. Again this is highly task-dependant, and may for instane
depend on the lifespan of a projet. Arhived information identied in the study
inluded ompleted work, reports, and projets.
The subjets reported some problems with arhived information. One of
the problems is whih les to atually arhive in the system and whih not
to arhive. For instane after nishing a projet. It needs to be assessed whih
information may be needed later. One option is to store all information related to
a projet and thereby not having to onsider what information to keep and what
information to disard. However, there are several problems with this approah.
Storing all the information may be a very time onsuming and diÆult task in
itself. As not all information may be needed in the future it is onsidered to be
not worth the eort to store all information. Another issue is that it is pereived
as more diÆult to retrieve the relevant information among the entire volume of
information rather than among a hosen subset of the information.
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2.8 Information Organization
The purpose of information organization is to allow easy and eÆient retrieval
and re-use of the information. The proesses involve storing information in a
suitable information struture and later retrieving information from that infor-
mation struture. The previous setion disussed how dierent types of infor-
mation might be organized with dierent levels of formality. Also it has been
disussed how individual style and strategy may have an impat on the way
information is organized.
This setion further disusses information organization. The disussion in-
ludes issues, whih by humans are pereived as barriers to eÆient information
organization. Both informal and formal organization of information may ause
diÆulties for humans.
2.8.1 Units of Organization
First an organization of information an be haraterized as the information
being divided into dierent units. These units of information an be organized in
an information struture, whih is more or less formally strutured as mentioned
in Setion 2.7. Independently of information strutures these are the unit-of-work
identied and used by individuals for the organized of information.
Elements Elements Groups Groups
titled ordered titled ordered
Files Yes Yes ? ?
2) maybe
Piles ? No No ?
1) no
Table 2.1: Identiation of units of work in desk organization as found by Mal-
one [Mal83℄
1) Piles are typially not expliitly titled, but dierent piles may have overall
topis, 2) Groups of les may have a title depending on system
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The units of organization may represent dierent granularity of the infor-
mation. In the study by Malone [Mal83℄ the units of organization in the oÆe
environment was identied as les and piles. Table 2.1 shows these units of or-
ganization with their dierent harateristis. Files are haraterized by having
information elements that have an expliit title, and the information elements are
organized in a systemati order. Groups ontain a set of information elements,
whih might or might not have a title and order. Piles are haraterized by
information elements, whih typially do not have an expliit order. However, in
some ases piles might have an impliit reverse temporal order. Information ele-
ments might or might not have titles. Piles are typially not divided into groups,
as a pile itself simply represents one group with not expliit order. Individuals
might have several piles, but typially not expliitly titled.
Files and diretories where the organization units used by subjets in the
study of organization of eletroni les by Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄. However,
these were units made available to the users by the le systems used for organizing
their personal information. Similarly both les and diretories are haraterized
by expliit titles and a systemati order. Whereas piles as suh were not diretly
supported by the systems used in the study. Instead Barreau and Nardi observed
how subjets used dierent oping strategies to keep information in "piles" in
the system used.
2.8.2 Classiation of Information
The mehanism for a more formal organization of information inludes reating
a lassiation sheme, lassifying the information using the sheme and nally
the proess of retrieving the information based on the lassiation sheme. The
information is personal and also the information strutures and lassiation of
the information is thus personal in the sense that the individual reates it. This
means that the approah and strategies are hosen by the individual in order to
lassify the personal information used as part of everyday ativities.
Kwasnik [Kwa89℄ studied lassiation of information in the oÆe environ-
ment. It was found in the study, that the lassiation hosen by subjets were
person- and situation-entered, rather than being objet oriented. That means
that information objets were primarily desribed in terms of their use and the
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ontext and relations in whih the information is used, rather than an isolated
desription of the information itself.
Several dierent dimensions along whih information was lassied were iden-
tied in the study. Examples of dimensions of lassiations inlude: loation
(spatial property), form (semanti property), time (temporal property), and use
(semanti property). Kwasnik reports that use was the most frequently used
lassiation for information in the study. Other situation-oriented attributes
inlude soure, irumstane, and aess. Doument spei attributes inlude
author, topi, and form. Another example of information lassiation dimen-
sions is purpose, urgeny, and importane. For reminders dimensions suh as
urgeny and importane are relevant, see Setion 2.4.
The ndings by Kwasnik illustrate dierent dimensions of lassiation that
may be used by individuals. This involves ategorization of the information by
means of the attributes used to desribe it. This means that the individual has
to reate a struture by whih the information is organized. However, using a
hierarhy to keep information requires human to do something, whih have been
found uneasy for humans to do well. It has been reported in several studies of
personal information management that lassiation of information in terms of
an elaborate hierarhial information struture is problemati.
In the study by Cole [Col82℄ it was observed that developing elaborate ling
shemes was a problem for subjets. It was observed that often humans simply
abandon omplex ling shemes at some point. Cole reported that there "is a
general lak of motivation towards upkeep of elaborate ling systems { in fat,
the less time spent ling the better". In some ases subjets reported to have
used elaborate ling systems initially. These inlude olor-oding of information
and extensive hierarhial lassiation with many subategories. However, at
some point the subjets reported to have simply given up on suh an elaborate
ling system for dierent reasons. "This results in ling systems with all manner
of idiosynraies" [Col82℄.
In the studies by Malone [Mal83℄ lassifying information was also identied
as diÆult and ausing the subjets diÆulties during everyday organization of
the oÆe desk. Some of the issues inlude the "ognitive diÆulty of reating
appropriate ategories and deiding how to lassify information in a way that will
be easily retrievable" [Mal83℄. Also the "mehanial diÆulty of reating labeled
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le folders, binders and so forth, espeially if multiple levels of lassiation
are desired" [Mal83℄ is reported as everyday lassiation problems. For some
information a hierarhial information struture may simply be seen as being
too rigid and diÆult for ling of the information. In some ases a hierarhy
may not be the natural way for individuals to organize parts of their personal
information.
As a onsequene the subjets in the study did not neessarily ategorize
information but rather they used untitled piles of douments arranged by physial
loation. It was found in the study that aessing information on the basis of
the spatial loation instead of a logial lassiation sheme was important. The
organization into untitled piles served impliitly as a temporal organization as
well. The further down the pile the further bak in time the information was
loated. For instane the temporal aspet were used when subjets were asked
to nd spei information among the piles in the oÆe. The subjets try to
reollet when they used the information using the impliit temporal order.
Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ also observed that subjets refrained from keeping
elaborate ling systems. It seemed that subjets wanted to spend as little time
ling as possible. The reation of an eÆient arhiving sheme was reported
as being very diÆult, and subjets reported that it was not worth the eort,
sine it required too muh time and eort ompared to the value of the atual
information. "Every user in the study indiated that their attempts to establish
elaborate ling shemes for arhived information failed beause they proved to
require more time and eort than the information was worth" [BN95℄.
The diÆulties of lassifying information in itself also lead subjets to defer
lassiation and arhiving of the information. Instead information is left on the
desk and in various piles in the oÆe, as mentioned in Setion 2.3.2.
2.8.3 Storage-Retrieval Dilemma
As mentioned above organizing information is fundamentally about information
storage and retrieval. This means storing the information in an information
struture so that it an be easily and eÆiently retrieved and re-used later.
Although this seems trivial studies of personal information management have
shown that storing and retrieving information is problemati as mentioned in
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the previous setion.
As mentioned above, in some studies subjets report that they are relutant
to keep extensive ling shemes. That is elaborate hierarhial strutures with
many levels and subategories of ategorization. People who have used suh
shemes report that they skip them after a while. It is pereived as not being







Figure 2.2: The retrieval diÆulty as a funtion of the storage diÆulty
The shape of the urve is arbitrarily hosen and serves only the purpose of
illustrating the relationship between storing and retrieving information as
pereived by subjets in studies of personal information management
Figure 2.2 illustrates the pereived relation between storing and retrieving
information in personal information management as reported from studies of
personal information management. For instane humans take little storage ef-
fort if they leave information in unstrutured or semi-strutured piles. But some
eort might be needed when retrieving information from piles, due to their semi-
strutured nature. Retrieval in terms of manually searhing through piles might
be quite diÆult and time-onsuming. On the other hand systematially orga-
nizing information by means of an elaborate information hierarhy might require
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some eort and an be pereived as diÆult and time-onsuming. But then it
might enable easy and eÆient retrieval of information from the information
struture.
The dilemma is that the more diÆult it is to store the information the eas-
ier it will be to retrieve it again. On the other hand if little eort is spent
storing information it may be diÆult to retrieve the information later. Studies
have indiated that humans want to spend as little time as possible ling in-
formation [Col82℄. Thus the pereived optimum seems to be to spend as little
eort as possible ling information, but at the same time be able to retrieve the
information eÆiently.
The piling strategy seems to be a reation to this pereived pattern of in-
formation storing and retrieval. Humans develop individual strategies, whih
seems to enable them to reah a pereived optimum between the time and eort
spent storing and retrieving information. It might turn out not to be an atual
optimum, but that is diÆult to predit, sine it may be unertain whether a
piee of information is going to be used later at all. In that ase it does not seem
worth the eort to spend time storing the information item for easy retrieval
at some point later in time. The time seems to be wasted if the information
item is never used again. On the other hand if the information should be used
later, subjets have to ope with spending more time and eort retrieving the
information, sine little time and eort was spend storing it [Lan88℄.
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2.9 Information Organization DiÆulties
As seen in the previous subsetions it been observed in several studies of personal
information management, that information organization and lassiation is dif-
ult. Setion 2.8 disussed the problems of lassiation of information as suh.
However, there are a number of other reasons why humans pereive information
organization as a diÆult and sometimes time-onsuming task. Some of these
reasons inlude:
 Dierent lasses of information is handled dierently and needs dierent
information organization
 The understanding of the domain to whih the information belongs has an
impat on the ease of information organization
 Information use and situations of use hanges over time, whih might ause
information strutures to evolve over time
 Multiple information strutures may be relevant for the information
The following subsetions disuss the dierent aspets of information organi-
zation diÆulties.
2.9.1 DiÆulties with Dierent Classes of Information
Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ have some interesting reetions about researh done
in the eld of information management. Often this type of researh has as-
sumed that people have a signiant need for arhived information, and various
tehniques for supporting arhived information has been researhed. Without a
doubt some jobs require people to keep large quantities of arhived information,
but some jobs do not. In their studies that was true for the managers, ad-
ministrative assistants, and graphis artists that were among the test subjets.
However, the studies of personal information management show that people keep
only little arhived information, while the quantity of ephemeral and working in-
formation is where the primary support is needed. Tools that support ephemeral
information have reeived less attention in researh and design. Espeially the
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quantity of ephemeral information was reported to be a problem in the study
done by Barreau. New douments and les are reated on the y for temporary
use, but ends up luttering the user workspae. As suh this type of information
tends to have a longer life span than ephemeral information, but without being
onsidered working information.
2.9.2 Domain Understanding
Another issue that has impliations for the suess of organization of informa-
tion is the level of knowledge and understanding of the domain to whih the
information belongs. If there is a fairly good domain understanding ling of in-
formation an be of little diÆulty for humans. For instane an expert within a
given domain has a good understanding of the various topis within that domain.
This inludes an understanding of the strutures and relations among informa-
tion on the topis. Therefore the expert might already have a mental struture
of the domain, whih an be mapped onto an information struture reated in
an information system. This makes the proess of performing organization of
information within a given domain easier for a domain expert ompared to a
novie.
A novie of a given domain has to develop some level of understanding of
the domain initially. Organizing information before the topi is well known is
diÆult. Until some level of understanding has been developed it might be fairly
diÆult to perform any organization of information within the domain. The
strutures and relations among the information are not well understood by the
novie. Primarily it is diÆult to organize information that is not well under-
stood, but diÆulties an also be aused by the potential use of the information
being unlear initially.
At least the initial organization of information might lead to information
strutures that have to be hanged later as the understanding of the information
develops. Premature organization or ategorization of information may ause
troubles. When the topis are not well known it is diÆult to reate a suitable
information struture and organize the information within that. This means
that initially information may be organized in an unsuitable way, and premature
organization of the information may potentially lead to extra eort in terms of
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substantial reorganization of the information.
Inrementally the knowledge and understanding of the domain will develop
and therefore the apabilities to perform an eÆient organization of the infor-
mation. As the topi beomes better known over time the information struture
is likely to evolve as the understanding and knowledge of the topi expands.
This means that there might be a need for less formally strutured way of or-
ganizing the information initially [Mal83℄. Otherwise it may lead to substantial
reorganizations of the information later, and thus a lot of extra organization
eort.
2.9.3 Evolvable Information Strutures
Personal information is used over time and as part of dierent daily ativities.
Therefore ontext in whih the information is used might hange over the lifetime
of the information. At some point the information may no longer have any
relevane to the ativities arried out. This means that the use of the information
may hange over time. Therefore the struture of the information might also
evolve over time. This poses a set of hallenges for the reation of information
strutures and lassiation of the information.
The reasons for information strutures to hange over time inlude:
 As mentioned above the domain knowledge have an inuene of the easy
of whih information may be led. It might be beause the domain knowl-
edge and understanding develops over time, as a topi is better understood.
Over time humans beomes more knowledgeable of the information in ques-
tion. The understanding of the domain expands and the understanding of
the relations among the information beomes better. This may ause the
human to develop an understanding of the information that has implia-
tions for the way the information is organized and strutured.
 It might be beause the information use hanges over time. The infor-
mation may be used in dierent ontexts and situations of use than was
originally intended. This means that the strutures and ling of the infor-
mation may evolve over time as the information gains relevane in those
dierent situations of use.
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 The relevane of the information may also hange over time, meaning that
some of the led information is more frequently used than other informa-
tion. This may have an impat on information struture as well. Informa-
tion that is frequently used may hange organization so that it is easier to
aess, whereas information that is never used might be disarded.
The fat that information strutures are not neessarily stati over time poses
additional hallenges for systems to support and failitate personal information
management. There are multiple indiations the relevane for evolvable infor-
mation strutures for the reasons mentioned above.
2.9.4 Multiple Strutures
One possible impliation is that multiple ways of organizing the same information
may be relevant [Boa01℄, as mentioned above. This might be relevant as the
ontext in whih the information is used hanges over time. The information
may be used as part of dierent tasks, why it might naturally belong in multiple
ategories.
Malone [Mal83℄ also mentions multiple lassiations as important for han-
dling information in his study. "Simply allowing the same doument to be eas-
ily put in several ategories is one way omputers an simplify lassiation".
Lansdale [Lan88℄ also provides arguments for providing multiple keywords in in-
formation organization in order to allow multiple ategorizations of information.
This also addresses the fundamental problem of ategorization of information.
By allowing multiple ategorization humans avoid having to deide under whih
of two or more ategories to le information.
Another possibility is to defer lassiation to later. When initially using
a piee of information it an be diÆult to lassify the information. Therefore
systems ould support some way of deferring the lassiation of the informa-
tion until lassiation of the information is possible. In the oÆe environment
piles has been identied as a way to refrain from initial lassiation of infor-
mation [Mal83℄. However, the dilemma is that the piling strategy may beome
ounter-eetive espeially for large quantities of piled information [Lan88℄. As
suh the piling strategy an be seen as not neessarily representing a human need,
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but rather as a way to ompensate for the diÆulties of organizing information
in terms of formally lassifying it.
2.10 Summary
This hapter has presented the basis of personal information management. This
inluded a desription of the various aspets of personal information manage-
ment, whih ontribute to its omplexity.
From a number of studies of personal information management in dierent do-
mains and using both paper-based and interative systems a set of issues relevant
for personal information management has been identied. Similar priniples for
human personal information management have been found whether the informa-
tion is kept in a paper-based system or in an interative system [Mal83℄ [BN95℄.
There is a diversity of information types and ativities involved in the pro-
esses of personal information management. Individuals manage personal infor-
mation using their own personal style using individual strategies for storing and
retrieving information. This inludes unstrutured, semi-strutured, and for-
mally strutured organization of information. The information and information
strutures are not stati, but the information strutures and the use of informa-
tion may evolve over time. Some people refrain from elaborate ling strategies,
as the eort to keep an elaborate ling strategy does not seem to be worth the ef-
fort. Reminding is a very important aspet of personal information management.
Personal information management has dierent levels of interation, inluding
ephemeral, working, and arhived information. These dierent types of informa-
tion are typially organized in dierent ways and have dierent frequenies of
use.
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The personal information management issues an be summarized as follows:
 Diversity of information and information types
 Diversity of ativities
 Information is related aross ativities
 Highly individual style and personal information management behavior.
This inludes and dierent levels of use, and dierent strategies in handling
the information. For instane ling and piling strategies
 Information strutures and organization varies
{ Struturing of information varies from unstrutured information, loo-
sely or semi-strutured information, and formally strutured informa-
tion
{ Classifying information and reating a ling sheme is a diÆult task.
It has been observed in studies that often people give up on elaborate
ling shemes
{ Storage and retrieval of information is pereived as a dilemma. People
want to spend as little time storing and retrieving information, and
want both to be eÆient
{ Information strutures and information use are not stati, but evolves
over time
 Reminding is an important aspet of personal information management,
that is, the ability of being reminded of tasks to do in the future, without
intentionally searhing for that information
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 Dierent levels of interation with personal information has been identi-
ed [Col82℄ [Mal83℄ [BN95℄. This means information is typially handled
and strutured in dierent ways:
{ Ephemeral information { is "ation information". This means that it
is haraterized by a short lifetime and it is used in the near future.
{ Working information { is that is part of ongoing ativities, suh as on-
going work ativities. It is frequently used information that is loated
in the immediate physial or virtual environment.
{ Arhived information { is information that is not part of ongoing
ativities and has been led away for possible future referene and
use. It enables going bak and retrieving information for instane
from prior ativities. It is the least frequently used information.
 Frequeny of use of the various lasses of information varies widely
The issues mentioned above map out the omplexity of personal information
management. These issues must be taken into onsideration when designing
systems, whih aim to support and failitate personal information management.
Handling and Use Frequeny Lifetime
organization
Ephemeral Unstrutured Immediately One or Short
Semi-strutured few times (near future)
Working Semi-strutured Ative tasks Frequent Medium
Strutured (days to weeks)
Arhived Strutured Later use Infrequent Long
(not ative) (months+)
Table 2.2: Overview of dierent information lasses and a haraterization of
their properties
Table 2.2 provides an overview of the dierent information lasses and the
relations to observed dierenes in the way personal information is handled,
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organized, and used. Also there is a dierene in frequeny of use and the
lifetime of the information. The indiations of lifetime are provided as examples.
As the personal information types, strutures, and use varies widely, sup-
porting and failitating personal information management is not neessarily done
eÆiently by a single organization style. For instane hierarhial strutured sys-
tems will support arhived formally strutured information, but does not support
unstrutured or semi-strutured information well.
The following hapter disusses human aspets of personal information man-
agement. This inludes ognitive aspets, suh as memory, reognition and reall.




This hapter disusses human issues, that is, human ognitive apabilities. The
fous is on issues relevant to personal information management. That is memory,
dimensions of memory, reolletion, reall, and reognition. The intention is to
emphasize ognitive issues, whih are relevant to onsider in terms of supporting
personal information management in interative systems. This means an em-
phasis on human issues in relation to tools, whih support personal information
management.
Although humans may improve their skills by learning and pratie, some
fundamental limits of human ognitive apabilities exist. Suh fundamental og-
nitive apabilities inlude short-term and long-term memory and reolletion
skills. Thus tools designed to failitate personal information management must
take suh human apabilities and ognitive issues into onsideration.
3.1 Memory
In terms of personal information management human memory is the most im-
portant ognitive apability. Memory is relevant at dierent levels and both
short-term and long-term memory is relevant to onsider.
Short-term memory serves as a way of temporary keeping information. It
has very limited apaity and short life time [Mil56℄. Due to the short life time
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tasks dependant of information held in short-term memory must have limited
duration. Chunking information may inrease the short-term memory a little,
e.g. remembering a phone number is possible, but a similar big number may be
diÆult.
On the other hand long-term memory holds information for long periods of
time and has muh higher apaity. Long-term memory manifests itself in terms
of human apability of realling and reognizing information. However, retrieval
from human memory is not addressed by loation as is physial ling systems.
Rather information is addressed by meaning, that is, the information stored is
ontent-addressable or assoiative [Lan88℄, whih means that information may
be realled based on dierent elements of the information or assoiations. For
instane humans remember only the substantial parts of events and not the
details. In general human memory supports the reolletion of the the meaning
not the exat details. Also using mnemonis has good utilization of memory
apabilities. The reognition apabilities indiate that human memory store
more information about events than we are able to immediately reall [Lan88℄.
This means that humans may not be able to reall an entire doument from
memory, but remember the topi of the doument, when it was written, and
maybe some spei information available in the doument. This memory har-
ateristi is an essential reason for the usage of various tools to failitate the
proesses of keeping and managing personal information. The limitations of hu-
man memory ause the need for an external representation and repository in one
form or another of even small amounts of personal information, whih an be
used on the basis of human memory.
In personal information management the human ability to reall information
frommemory is therefore highly relevant. Estimates of human long-term memory
information apaity have been done [Lan86a℄. However, in terms of personal
information management the apaity as suh is not the primary issue, but rather
the ability and the way in whih reall and reognition of information takes
plae. This has impliations for failitating the proesses of personal information
management.
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3.1.1 Known Information and Reall
As mentioned in Setion 2.5.2 the purpose of keeping information may be to
avoid remembering and repeating a sequene of steps required to obtain the
information again. Suh a sequene of steps might be long and tedious. Therefore
it might be diÆult to keep the sequene in memory and reall it aurately for
the purpose of later retrieval of the information. Human memory makes suh a
strategy for keeping information ineÆient and unreliable. Instead an approah
is the storage of information in some external representation from whih the
information an be retrieved later.
As mentioned in the previous hapter personal information is information
that is handled and kept by an individual with the purpose of enabling suh
future use of the information. As the information has been handled by the
individual and led by means of individual strategies, it means that the ability
to use it later rely onsiderable on the ability to remember about the information
and the strategy used to le it. Thereby realling the original sequene of steps to
retrieve the information is avoided. This haraterization of personal information
allows personal information to be onsidered known information.
The information has some kind of external representation, and the informa-
tion may be organized by means of an information sheme. However, indepen-
dently of the external representation and the sheme used for possible organi-
zation of the information the reall of information depends on human memory.
The individual may have at least partial memory of the information and may be
able to reollet something from memory about the information. As mentioned
above the human memory of the information is haraterized by being assoia-
tive. This means that retrieval of information from an external representation
rely on the ability to reall elements of the information or the meaning of the
information. Also the ontext of the information is important for reall. The
ontext inludes the information assoiations that exist when the information is
stored or used [Lan88℄. Naturally knowledge about the personal strategy used
for storing the information in an external representation is essential too.
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3.1.2 Mental Representation
The approah used for ling the personal information therefore assume that the
individual an remember something about the information and may be able to
reollet something from memory about the information in order to retrieve and
use the information. This reolletion an inlude dierent dimensions of memory
about information regardless of the approah used to organize the information.
Even if the information was not organized as suh using a partiular strategy.
For instane the individual may partly remember the ontent of the information,
or the time the information was used or reeived, the person from who the
information originated, or a ategory under whih the information was led.
This means that many dierent strategies may be used to keep information
and information may have many dierent formats and dierent medias (paper
douments, eletroni douments). However, independently of these parameters
the personal information kept by an individual has a representation in the mem-
ory of the individual. This means that humans form a mental map of the personal
information in the external representation and the struture of that information,
see Figure 3.1. This inludes the relations between the information as pereived
by the human. It also inludes a representation of the strategy used to store and







Figure 3.1: External representation of personal information and human mental
representation of that known information
In order to keep attention on the task at hand an external representation
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or repository must require as little storage and retrieval eort as possible. As
mentioned in Setion 2.8.3 this is known as the storage retrieval dilemma. As
pointed out by Cole [Col82℄ information must be available at a level so that it
allows the development of "a ognitive model adequate for subsequent intera-
tions". The model forms the basis on whih storing, nding, and retrieval of
information may take plae.
The proesses of nding and retrieving information are based on ontext
and assoiations of information available in the mental representation of the
personal information. This means that retrieval is based on dierent types of
ues assoiated with the information.
3.2 Dimensions of Memory
As suh humans remember about their information along many dierent dimen-
sions. Suh dimensions of memory inlude:
 Spatial { where is it loated, whih plae?
 Temporal { when was it used or stored?
 Identiation suh as a name or a number { what was it alled?
 Classiation { assoiated ategory { how was it led or ategorized?
 Content { what does it ontain? What is it about?
These dierent dimensions of memory may be used in reolleting the infor-
mation [Lan86b℄ [Lan88℄. The spatial loation of an information item is one
dimension of the human memory. For instane an individual may reall that an
information item was left on the upper-left side of a table, in a partiular pile,
or on a shelf in the oÆe. He may remember when the information item was last
used, whih represents a temporal dimension of memory about the information
item. Additionally he may partially reollet the ontent of the information item
or the size of the information item by some measure. For instane that is was a
doument about a partiular topi and that it ontained about ten pages.
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Dierent dimensions of memory is relevant and additionally both reall and
reognition may be used in the proess of nding and retrieving information,
as mentioned in the previous setions. This means that information manage-
ment beomes a omplex proess that inludes a ombination of tehniques and
memory for storing, nding, and retrieval of information.
3.2.1 Spatial
As mentioned above one dimension of memory is spatial memory, whih means
that human spatial memory apabilities an be utilized to store and retrieve
information. Those ognitive apabilities are highly developed and strong as
humans navigate a physial spatial environment.
In the study by Cole [Col82℄ it was observed how spatial memory was im-
portant as a way to ompensate for the diÆulties of ategorial organization
of information. Categorization of information may impose a diÆult and time-
onsuming task upon humans. As a onsequene leaving information in a spatial
struture is pereive as easier and the mental spatial representation of the in-
formation enables humans to retrieve the information by using spatial memory
ues. It is pereived that little eort is needed to store the information, as infor-
mation is simply left in a spei loation. Preferene for spatial organization
has also been observed in the apparent preferene for piling of information by
some subjets [Mal83℄.
Little eort might be needed to retrieve the information later, as it an be
retrieved at the spei loation by means of the spatial memory ues. Searhing
the spatial information struture is similar to that of navigating the physial
environment. This inludes the use of landmarks, suh as, diretional ues,
paths, borders, and topologial relations. A spatial organization of information
inludes relations among the information as a navigational ue. Suh spatial
organization allow for a representation of the relationships among information
entities as pereived by humans. The relations between information entities
may be mapped to a spatial organization of those information entities in terms
of proximity. This means that humans an map their personal understanding,
pereption and use of the information onto a spatial layout, whih support the
pereived relations among the personal information. Related information is in
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the same pile or the same area.
Both reall and reognition is relevant in the proess of nding and retrieving
information by means of spatial memory. Reall may be neessary in order to
initiate retrieval of information. However, a spatial arrangement of information
strongly supports the human reognition of information. This inludes reogni-
tion of positions and landmarks, and sanning of an area, in order to reognize
information.
A potential problem is the salability of information entities, whih an be
organized eÆiently this way [FFG96b℄. As the amount of entities inrease it
may beome diÆult to remember exat spatial loations, and the retrieval task
may instead beome a time-onsuming manual searh task. Several information
entities may have to be visited and searhed in order to loate the spei entity
needed. In the study by Malone [Mal83℄ it was observed that some subjets
organized their information in many piles, and therefore had to go through piles
and searh for information to nd it. So although human spatial apabilities
are strong the organization of information by means of spatial organization may
have some limitations in terms of salability.
A positive side eet of organizing information by means of a spatial arrange-
ment is that the information may also serve the important reminding funtion.
Information an be kept within sight in the spatial organization. The informa-
tion itself will remind of tasks to arry out. Often humans ahieve reminding by
means of a spatial arrangement of information by leaving information or objets
in loations that are either in sight or frequently visited (see Setion 2.4).
In eah dimension there is also relations to other information entities. In
terms of spatial relations this is the relative position of information entities, in
terms of temporal relations these are expressed as "before" or "after", and in
terms of semanti relations the relations are how the information entities relate
to eah other in spei semanti terms.
3.2.2 Temporal
Another dimension of human memory is episodi memory. It is the memory of
events in serial form and temporal understanding is a very fundamental ognitive
apability. With this type of memory humans are able to reonstrut information
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about events on the basis of when it ourred in time. Thus humans may utilize
episodi memory of events in order to reall information in terms of when it was
reated, found, or used. In this way temporal information in terms of episodi
memory may support the retrieval of information.
Human understanding of temporal onepts is losely related to spatial mem-
ory and onepts mentioned above. Temporal properties an be understood
in terms of the spatial properties and apabilities. Humans use gurative or
metaphorial way of expressing temporal information and relationships. For
instane metaphors are used to refer to temporal onepts. That is, spatial on-
epts are used when referring to temporal aspets. For instane you have the
whole day before you, or Danish time is ahead of British time, and it was left
behind. Therefore the strong spatial apabilities an to an extent be mapped to
temporal aspets. Cues relevant for spatial navigation are also relevant to that
of temporal navigation.
The relations among temporal information or events an be expressed in
terms of spatial relations. For instane they an be expressed as before and
after, simply meaning that one event happened before or after another event.
This indiates how spatial navigation an be utilized when navigation temporal
bases information.
This ognitive apability is also powerful, but it relies on the human episodi
memory, that is, the ability to reall events and information assoiated to the
events. If no or little information an be realled about when an event took
plae this approah fall short. An aspet is the temporal auray or level of
detail of whih information may be realled, that is, at whih temporal level the
information is realled. For instane the year, month, week, day, or hour an
event took plae. Thus the eÆieny of temporal organization of information
may depend on whether the reognition aspet an be utilized also. For instane
sanning for information based on the temporal level of the information that the
human is able to reall.
The spatial apabilities mentioned above allowed good utilization of reall and
espeially reognition. However, temporal apabilities may have less utilization
of reognition due to less navigational ues ompared to spatial memory.
Also a potential problem is the salability of information entities, whih an
be organized eÆiently by means of temporal information. Inreased amount of
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temporal based information may lead to diÆulties realling information at the
level of temporal preision needed. As with spatial organization retrieval may
lead to a time-onsuming manual searh task.
3.2.3 Semanti
Finally human memory inludes semanti memory. This type of memory inludes
fats, onepts and skills, whih have been aquired based on experiene. As suh
information has been derived from experiene it an be used independently of
events (episodi memory).
Humans may assoiate semanti information to information in memory. For
instane reate a semanti identiation, name or desription of information.
This may be naming of information entities, reating of identiation number,
olor-oding, and other semanti oding of the information.
Stritly speaking spatial and temporal dimensions an be onsidered seman-
ti information as well, as they desribe "where" the information is or "when"
information related to an event took plae. However, the spatial and temporal
dimension are very fundamental dimensions of information as they map to fun-
damental ognitive apabilities and understanding. The semanti information
mentioned above provides an abstrat or logial desription of the information,
rather than the "where" and "when" of the information.
Information strutures and shemes in whih information is grouping or at-
egorization is also haraterized as semanti information. As disussed in the
previous hapter there are many possible ways of doing suh lassiation and
many dierent dimensions on whih suh lassiation may be based. In a ase
study Kwasnik [Kwa89℄ of how people lassify information in an oÆe environ-
ment it was found that the use of douments was the dominant property on
whih lassiation was based. This indiates that situation and ontext have
an important eet on how information is lassied rather than the information
itself.
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3.2.4 Partial Memory
Based on the above mentioned dimensions of memory retrieval of information
from long-term memory may take plae. This means that humans may be able
to retrieve information based on dierent elements and strutures of that infor-
mation. Additionally the retrieval of information may be based on either reall
or reognition or a ombination of both.
For instane memory of a partiular doument ould manifest itself in terms
of memory of:
 Where it was left (spatial)
 When it was reated (temporal)
 When it was last used (temporal)
 The topi of the doument (semanti)
 A ategory under whih it was led (semanti)
 Parts of the ontent of the doument (semanti)
However, studies of personal information management have indiated that
humans may only have partial memory of their personal information. This means
that although a partiular information entity an be assoiated to many dierent
memory dimensions humans may only be able to partially reall these [Col82℄.
Lansdale [Lan86b℄ did exploratory experiments with realling apabilities
based on assoiations of ions, olours, and loations of a doument versus ver-
bal names of ategory, olour, and name adjetives. It was found that subjets
performed equally. The degree of semanti link between the attributes assoi-
ated and the adverts were important. It was found that ion shapes and ategory
words gave the best reall. Colour and olour names and adjetives and loations
were less eetive in his experiments.
An important result obtained from the experiment was that these dimensions
are not orrelated. This means that the reall of dierent dimensions of oding
turned out to be independent. The likelihood of realling a dimension of oding
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was independent of another dimension of oding already realled. For example
the likelihood of realling olour was independent of whether the subjet had
already realled a shape or loation [Lan86b℄. In the example above this would
imply i.e. that realling when the doument was last used is independent of
the ability to reall under whih ategory it was led. As suh human memory
of personal information an be haraterized as being partial and the dierent
dimensions of memory of the information is independent.
3.3 Storage-Retrieval Trade-os
As humans may only be able to partially reall information it has impliations
for the atual praties hosen to keep and le information as disussed in the
previous hapter. However, the ognitive issues may provide additional under-
standing of suh dierent praties of personal information management observed
in studies of these.
One aspet is the relutane to le information away. For instane it has
been observed how lassiation of information is avoided. It is diÆult to deide
how to atually le or ategorize the information. Additionally there is a risk
that the information will be irretrievable later. A oping strategy is to put the
information in a physial or virtual plae. This enables the utilization of spatial
memory apabilities when retrieving the information. In physial spae also
semanti properties may be used as well, suh as what did the information look
like, e.g. the size or olour of a doument. This also allows the utilization of the
strong reognition apabilities. This may further failitate the retrieval proess.
Additionally the storage of information in a spatial arrangement may be easier
than storage by means of a lassiation sheme in terms of the ognitive burden.
If the information is stored into piles this often lead to an impliit temporal order
of those piles, as reent information is on the top of the pile. This enables the
temporal dimension of memory to be used in retrieval of information. These
aspets an explain the preferenes for suh spatial and temporal arrangement
observed in studies of information management behaviour [Lan88℄.
By using suh information management strategy humans do not have to rely
on their ability to reall an abstrat or logial struture or lassiation sheme
from memory. However, a potential problem of the approah is that it may not
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be salable to a large quantity of information, as the retrieval proedure may
beome ineÆient. For instane muh sanning to nd the information needed
is time-onsuming and diÆult. But for a small quantity of information the
approah has been observed to be useful.
Classiation of information is also problemati in terms of ognitive issues.
A lassiation sheme has to be reated and maintained, whih in itself is a
diÆult (and time onsuming) task [Lan88℄. This means that humans have to
remember and be able to reall the lassiation sheme used. The storage
of information itself takes away the fous and attention from the atual task
at hand. Although that is a general problem of information management it is
extensive in storage by means of lassiation.
As mentioned in Setion 2.9.2 limited knowledge of a topi makes it a diÆult
task to reate a sheme that will be useful over time. As the knowledge of the
topi expands over time a diÆult reorganization of the information may be
needed. Or there might be other reasons for altering a lassiation sheme over
time, suh as the ontext of use of the information or other external inuene.
Even if a topi is well known lassiation is still diÆult for other reasons. It an
be diÆult to remember and reall labels (properties) assigned to the information
for instane assigned names or identiation of the information. Barreau and
Nardi reported that subjets in their studies were unable to remember lenames
of les reated earlier the same day [BN95℄.
Additionally information is not easily organized into neat ategorization stru-
tures. Information often falls into overlapping ategories with no obvious separa-
tion. Malone [Mal83℄ argues that the problem of overlapping ategories is what
auses little motivation to do lassiation, as it may lead to problems retrieving
the information. He argues that this is the primary motivation for organizing
information into piles in the oÆe environment. Thereby there is no need to
onsider dierent ategories.
The problem of lassiation is inreased by ambiguities in language. Am-
biguities an be onsidered a ognitive problem, as they are partly due to the
struture of language, as language ontains ambiguities. This implies that at-
egory names (labels) an be ambiguous. Thus both storage and retrieval of
information may be diÆult, for instane if retrieval by ategories dierent from
the ones used when ling information. Language ambiguities therefore lead to
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an additional ognitive burden, as fairly aurate memory of the meaning of
ategories hosen must be remembered for the entire lassiation sheme. Op-
timally the lassiation would need to be unambiguous to obtain the highest
level of eÆieny. Finally the ontext of the information has an inuene on the
way it is ategorized. The use of information in one ontext may lead to one
lassiation, whereas another ontext of use may lead to an entirely dierent
lassiation [Kwa89℄. The ability to retrieve the information therefore depends
on the ability to establish a similar ontext and interpretation of the informa-
tion for retrieval. As suh it depends on the ability to reall both ontext and
interpretation of the information
Storage and retrieval of information is therefore a trade-o among dierent
ognitive aspets and between dierent diÆulties of managing information.
3.4 Retrieval by Reall and Reognition
Retrieval is based on the ability to reall information frommemory along dierent
dimensions. As disussed the memory of information is partial, but even with
some memory of information this may not be suÆient for retrieval to sueed
in all situations. Additional ues may be needed in order to support the human
ognitive apabilities and enable retrieval of information.
3.4.1 Interplay Between Reall and Reognition
As disussed above dierent strategies may be used for ling and nding infor-
mation: loation-based (spatial or temporal) and logial (semanti). In the rst
the user tries nding the information by realling its loation. The user then nav-
igates to that loation for the information. In the study of use of le/doument
management by Barreau and Nardi it is reported that subjets "often view les
in the target loation by date, by name, or by some other harateristi in order
to identify the le from the list they are sanning" [BN95℄. This means that the
proess of retrieving the information needed is a two-phase proess where the
initial step is realling from memory about the information. This may nd more
information than the partiular information needed. Thus the seond step is to
go through the information to nd the partiular information needed.
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In the example above the initial step is to reall and navigate to the loation
in whih the information an be found. The seond step is to reognize the infor-
mation among the information available in that loation. In the example sorting
the available information by dierent attributes serves that purpose. Suh re-
trieval of information utilizes ombinations of reall and reognition. Initially
reall is used. Whereas reognition is used in order to nd the partiular infor-
mation entity from a list. However, the seond step may also inlude further
reall. In the example reall of approximate date, name, or other harateristi
may help the proess of reognition from the list.
Semanti oding of information may not be the one best suitable. As men-
tioned earlier it was also found in the study [BN95℄ that often subjets were not
able to reall le names even for les reated the same day. Reognizing a le
name from a list was preferred instead. This is in aordane with the nding
that reognizing requires less ognitive eort than reall [EK95℄.
Thus reall and reognition are both aspets of the human memory struture.
Realling is ative in the sense that it requires searhing for information and
retrieving it from memory. Contrary reognition is passive in the sense that a
piee of information is ompared to information stored in memory. Reognition
is less demanding from a ognitive point of view, and is more powerful than
reall [EK95℄. For instane when humans try to reall a set of names from
memory they might not be able to reall the whole set, whereas if they are
provided with a list of the names, they will reognize a larger set of names.
This indiates that naming of information entities is not always an eÆient way
of organizing and storing information. Some entities may not have a natural
name, and oming up with one is artiial and thus easily forgotten, as found
in the studies by Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄. Although personal information is
onsidered known information there may be situations where humans may not
be able to reall suÆient information, whih enable atual retrieval of a spei
information entity. In that ase a piee of information an be said to be forgotten.
However, the term is unsuitable, as providing additional information ues may
atually enable humans to remember the information later. Thus additional
means may be needed to enable retrieval.
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3.4.2 Reminding
In the previous hapter it was disussed that reminding is an important aspet
of personal information management [Col82℄ [Mal83℄. In the disussions above
retrieval has been disussed as an ative proess initiated by humans. Reminding
an be seen as an information retrieval proess as well. In that ase it is a passive
proess, whih is not initiated by humans.
The observations of reall and reognition as memory aspets are important
for the reminding aspet of personal information management. In order to be re-
minded of information humans naturally rely on reognition rather than reall,
as reognition is the passive proess and reall is the ative proess. For in-
stane reminding allows avoiding atively remembering information, as the good
reognition apabilities an help serve reminding.
As mentioned in the previous hapter studies of personal information man-
agement has indiated some preferene for spatial organization of information
in order to support reminding. As disussed above spatial organization strongly
utilizes the reognition aspets of memory. That is, when navigating to a par-
tiular spatial loation it enables related information to be reognized and used.
This also serves the reminding funtion of personal information management,
in that humans are reminded of information when reognizing information in a
partiular ontext or situation of use.
3.5 Classes of Information
Finally the dierent lasses of personal information, ephemeral, working, and
arhived information disussed in Setion 2.7 are revisited and disussed briey
from a ognitive point of view. The dierent lasses of personal information also
imply dierent levels of interation, that is, dierent handling and use of the
information. This means information in dierent situations of use, and over dif-
ferent time-spans, whih means it has impliations for the utilization of dierent
aspets of human memory.
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3.5.1 Ephemeral Information
As disussed in Setion 2.7.1 ephemeral information is information that is mainly
used on a short-term basis and it is also referred to as ation information. There-
fore it may involve little memory as suh, as the information is typially in sight
and typially used immediately. Therefore retrieval of ephemeral information re-
lies more on reognition that on reall. This is also supported by the observation
that it is typially not stored away, but rather handled in an ad ho manner.
However, dealing with and organizing ephemeral information an be problem-
ati if it is not supported well by the tools used to support personal information
management. Therefore observations have shown that it is often done in a very
ad ho manner [BN95℄. Therefore the limitation of short-term memory [Mil56℄
is relevant ognitive issue.
3.5.2 Working Information
Working information is used frequently ompared to the other lasses of per-
sonal information (see Setion 2.7.2). This information is typially relevant to
ongoing tasks, and usually organized in a more strutured way than ephemeral
information. This implies that retrieval of suh information rely more on reall
than ephemeral information. However, spatial organization of the information
may be used and thus both reall and reognition are important aspets. Ad-
ditionally the management and use of this information typially rely on both
short-term memory and some degree on long-term memory. As the information
is frequently used it is easier to reall the storage loations of information, and
a possible lassiation of the information.
3.5.3 Arhived Information
At some point working information turns into arhived information (see Se-
tion 2.7.3) if it is deided to keep the information for possible future long-term
use. However, as the information is infrequently used more systemati organi-
zation of the information is typially used. Observations by Cole [Col82℄ and
Malone [Mal83℄ have shown that typially some kind of lassiation systems is
used to arhive the information rather than spatial or temporal strategies for
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ling. Therefore this lass of information relies on long-term memory and the
reation of shemes, whih enables the possible later retrieval of the arhived
information. As disussed in the previous setions this auses a ognitive burden
on humans as the reation and maintenane of a lassiation sheme is diÆult.
3.6 Summary
The most important issues in personal information management disussed in this
setion an be summarized as follows:
 Humans have partial memory about their personal information (along sev-
eral dimensions), whih means that supporting systems should make it
possible for humans to utilize this partial memory
 Organizing information is diÆult { oming up with a good lassiation
sheme is diÆult. Arhiving information (using the sheme) is time on-
suming and diÆult.
 It might be ambiguous how or where the information ts into the lassi-
ation sheme.
 Information and information strutures hanges over time.
 The ontext in whih information is used hange over time.
In the following setions we disuss how dierent models and omputer-based
approahes to support personal information management support these issues.




As seen in the previous hapters personal information management is a omplex
area as it involves information at many levels and kept and used under dierent
irumstanes. There is a diversity of personal information used in relation
to dierent ativities. The level of struturing of the information varies and
information is interated with in dierent ways. Also the frequeny of use varies
widely.
When onsiderable information quantities are dealt with as part of daily
ativities some kind of external system must be used to support and failitate the
management of personal information. This is due to human ognitive apabilities
suh as memory apabilities as disussed in the previous hapter. The issues and
aspets involved in personal information management have impliations for the
way in whih personal information management an be supported by both paper-
based and interative systems. Supporting and failitating the proesses involved
in personal information management are therefore not trivial.
The quantities of personal information and the human ognitive limitations
(e.g. memory) are reasons that tools supporting personal information manage-
ment are needed. The more time spent ling and managing information, the less
time is spent performing the atual tasks at hand. A hallenge for personal infor-
mation management systems is therefore to failitate the proesses involved in a
way so that the time spent ling and managing information as suh is minimized.
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Dierent approahes and systems to support and failitate personal informa-
tion management have been tried out both in the researh and ommerial spae
over the last deades. This hapter disusses these dierent general approahes
and systems from the perspetives of personal information management and og-
nitive issues, whih have been disussed in the previous hapters. Advantages
and disadvantages in terms of supporting the issues involved are disussed.
4.1 Expressing Intent
Systems that aims to support and failitate personal information management
needs to address a number of issues inluding human ognitive issues. Supporting
systems basially provide an external representation of the personal information.
At the same time the human has an internal representation of the personal
information in the sense that he is able to reall the information along dierent
dimensions. This may inlude reall of parts of the information, when it was
last used, the ontext in whih it was used, or other information assoiated with
an information item. That is, the internal representation in human memory
inludes relations to ontext and experienes. These entities are tait knowledge,
whih is inside the human memory only, and does not have an external symboli
representation.
Therefore personal information management involves the interplay between
the human internal representation of the information and the external repre-
sentation in some external system. An issue is the gap between how humans
perform personal information management and how the system atually support
the proesses involved in personal information management and how easy it is
for humans to map their personal information management intents to intera-
tion with the system. Thus an essential problem that systems need to address
is how humans an express their intent. On the basis of the task at hand and
the internal representation of information humans express intent. This intent
must be mapped onto the system and the external representation. The essential
issue is to bridge the gap between what humans know and an reollet about
their personal information from memory and how they an map that knowledge
onto interations with an interative system, in order to retrieve, manage, and
use information in an external representation. Figure 4.1 illustrates proesses
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involved in personal information management, inluding the interplay between













Figure 4.1: The proesses involved in personal information management and the
mental representation of known items
The proesses inlude information disovery, information item, storage and
retrieval of those items in an external representation, and the human mental
representation of those know information items. The expression of intent is the
mapping between human and system.
Systems that aim to support personal information management must there-
fore utilize and support this interplay and human ognitive apabilities in order
to bridge this gap. The dierenes in the two representations mean that humans
perform a mapping of expressing intentions from the task domain (soure) to
the atual interations in a system domain (target). Humans typially remem-
ber far more about their personal information (along many dimensions) than
they are able to use in retrieval proedures in interative systems [Lan88℄. As
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an example some approahes only allow humans one or few ways of expressing
how to retrieve information from an external representation. Similar storage of
information is only allowed along one or few dimensions in many approahes.
Humans may be apable of expressing many features about the information
that for instane interative system annot use as input in order to retrieve
the information. This implies a ognitive load on the human to onvert that
knowledge about the information into something that an be used as input in
the system. That means onverting the intent into an expression that the system
understands.
Example: "I know about the projet that it has information about X, Y, and
Z. But I don't remember when it was used or under whih ategory it was lled.
So now I need to searh the entire system for X, Y, and Z."
Example: "I had the phone number for this person, but is it stored in an
e-mail message, in a doument, in my address book, a bookmark to a webpage
that has it, or in my alendar?"
The mapping is inuened by the onstraint of the possible ways of interation
with the system. The further the gap is and the omplexity of the mapping the
more it requires the user to take attention from the task at hand to the atual
spei interations of the system. One issue is the spei way in whih the
external representation is used. Another issue is that interative systems may
have spei terminology, suh as, ommands, les, appliations, ursor, et.
The user is familiar with a soure domain, and the terminology used in that
soure domain.
The aim of systems supporting and failitating personal information manage-
ment is therefore to bridge the gap and redue the omplexity of the mapping of
intent in the task domain to the operations on the tools, thus leading to a more
eÆient and usable personal information management system.
4.2 Supporting Personal Information Management
Personal information management has been studied for the last ouple of deades.
Initial studies of suh as those by Malone [Mal83℄ and Cole [Col82℄ involved ob-
servations of oÆe work at a desk and paper-based systems for the support of
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information management. More resent studies have involved personal informa-
tion management of eletroni information, suh as, management of emails and
bookmarks. Therefore the information environment has hanged onsiderable
over the last deades, as more information has beome available through om-
puter networks.
However, the fundamental issues involved in personal information manage-
ment are essentially the same whether the information is managed in a paper-
based system or in an interative system. Therefore it is important that both
types of systems address the issues involved in personal information management
and human ognitive apabilities disussed in the previous hapters in order to
provide usable support.
In the interative systems domain the types of approahes to personal infor-
mation management an be divided into two groups:
 The rst inludes systems that are haraterized by an approah that
is similar to a physial personal information tool or systems based on a
metaphorial approah
 The seond inludes systems that are not based on a physial tool, approah
or diretly on a metaphor
In the rst group belong a group of personal information management spe-
i software and the traditional desktop system approah [JRV
+
89℄. In the
seond group belong approahes suh as Lifestreams [FFG96b℄, Plaeless Dou-
ments [DELS99℄, Haystak projet [AKA99℄ and Lotus Agenda [KKB
+
90℄. To-
gether these approahes represent a fairly wide spetrum of dierent approahes
to personal information management and together they highlight important is-
sues involved in designing suh interative systems.
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4.2.1 Personal Information Management Spei Software
Traditional types of personal information would be kept in a paper-based form
in terms of information in address books, alendars, to-do lists, and diaries.
In a similar way software appliations have been reated to support personal
information management. Initial interative systems have tried to mimi the
traditional approahes and tools. Some of these systems have been designed to
losely resemble physial paper-based systems, suh as paper organizers.
Suh systems an be haraterized as tailor-made systems, as they serve the
purpose of supporting very spei personal information management tasks and
funtions. They map funtions from the traditional paper-domain diretly to
funtions in the interative systems domain. To the extent possible the same
set of funtions are available in both domains. Additionally the funtionality is
divided into the same areas and sets of funtions with lear boundaries among
funtionality. For instane separate areas that deal with addresses, alendar,
and to-do items.
An example of this approah is omputer desktop appliation software de-
signed to be very similar to traditional paper-based systems. For instane desk-
top software systems, suh as Lotus Organizer (see Figure 4.2) and others losely
mapped the funtionally of paper-based tools into the software approah. Es-
peially visual features where inluded in order to losely resemble the visual
appearane of a paper-based alendar and organizer.
Examples of funtional features and visual similarities inlude:
 Clear division of funtional areas (address, alendar, to-do items)
 Visual appearane { book with spiral binding and paper pages
 Pages looking similar to paper-systems (units of information)
 Alphabeti index pages
 Index pages similar to paper-based systems (with dierent olors)
 Trashan to disard information
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Figure 4.2: Sreen shot of the Lotus Organizer software appliation
Some of these visual features are of ourse unneessary parts of the user
interfae from a stritly funtional point of view. The book and spiral binding
does not serve any funtional purpose, only a visual purpose to undersore the
paper metaphor used in the system.
A potential benet of suh a metaphorial approah is that it allows the
transfer of knowledge from a soure domain (the paper-based systems) to a
target domain the software system. Thus the purpose of this strategy is to
allow the users of systems to be able to quikly learn to use the system and
user interfae. If users are used to a paper-based organizer system they should
be able to easily reognize the orresponding elements in the software system
and use those elements. The software system has funtionally that is similar
to that of a paper-based system. It might have additional funtions suh as
bakup and searh mehanisms and the ability to show alendar information in
dierent month{, week{, and day-views. However, iking through the pages
of the paper-based system might be faster than searhing or shifting pages in
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the software system. Also the software only allow the user to input information
in spei areas and elds. The user must navigate to those elds and input
information, whereas the paper organizer allows the user to write a quik note
or annotation anywhere on any page.
The approah learly has both benets and disadvantages. However, in a
omparison of the paper-based and software based systems issues whih inuene
situations of use must be taken into aount:
 Physial fators (size and weight)
 Interation (pen vs. keyboard)
 Situation of use (stationary vs. mobile tool, plaes of use, standing, sitting,
et etera)
The software approah might have the drawbak of not being portable like the
paper-based organizer. Therefore the user is limited to a stationary situation of
use typially behind a desk using a omputer desktop system. Espeially the issue
of portability potentially yields two dierent situations of whih are unsuitable
for diret omparison. The paper-based solution learly has advantages in mobile
situations of use and easy writing notes and annotations anywhere. Whereas the
eletroni solution may have benets in an organization ontext where employees
need to view the alendar of olleagues and simultaneously perform booking of
meetings in a number of alendars. It is noted that reently mobile interative
personal information management solutions have beome available whih makes
the omparison of the approahes more omplex.
Nevertheless it is relevant to onsider the funtionality of the approahes in
the two dierent domains. The main benets and disadvantages an be sum-
marized as follows. The approah disussed here learly has the metaphorial
benet of allowing transfer of knowledge from the paper domain to the intera-
tive domain. This potentially allows those familiar with paper-based organizers
easier learning of the software-based organizer. However, the metaphorial ap-
proah is also the disadvantage of the approah. By losely simulating physial
artifats suh solutions does not neessarily take advantage of the possibilities
in the interative systems domain. The paper metaphor may introdue a set of
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onstraints on the interative system that are unneessary and prevents utiliza-
tion of the benets of the domain. Suh limitations ould inlude the navigation,
visualization, and use of information in the system. For instane there ould be
more eÆient ways to navigate the information than turning virtual pages, and
other ways of visualizing the information than through units of paper. There-
fore suh an approah to the onstrution of personal information management
systems may be imposed by a set of artiial onstraints and not fully utilize the
potential of the interative system domain beyond a few features as mentioned
above.
In general these traditional PIM software appliations does not neessarily
utilize the full potential of a omputer-based system. Instead of simulating the
physial paper-based systems used to support personal information management
other approahes might provide better support for the ativities and proesses
involved.
4.2.2 The Filing Cabinet Metaphor and File Systems
Many dierent user interfaes for omputer systems exist. However, a hierarhi-
al le system is the typial underlying storage mehanism in many omputer
operating systems. Suh storage system is based on the physial ling abinet
metaphor with drawers, folders, and papers.
This approah transfers the (manual) management proesses that take plae
using a physial ling abinet to a omputer based one. Thus it does not ne-
essarily utilize the possibilities in a omputer-based system. Classiation of
information and nding a plae (typially only one) to put an information en-
tity is required. This is diÆult from a ognitive point of view as disussed in
Chapter 3. Also it has been identied in studies of personal information man-
agement that "muh of the organization on people's desktops onsists of untitled
piles, bit that most omputer systems require any new doument or group to
be titled" [Mal83℄. As has been disussed studies of personal information man-
agement have shown that information handling and use inludes a variety of
information types and levels of interation. The frequeny of use also varies and
the information strutures and use may hange over time.
As suh there are a number of reasons why hierarhial le systems may
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not support the full range of personal information eÆiently. This explains why
oping strategies have been observed in these studies as well.
4.2.3 Desktop Approah
For the past deades the desktop paradigm has been the most widespread meta-
phor for omputer user interfaes, that is, the user interfae to personal omput-
ing operating systems. The desktop paradigm an be onsidered an approah
to personal information management. However, when disussing the desktop
approah in terms of personal information management support, it has to be
observed that the primary goal of the desktop model (when it was introdued)
was not to support personal information management as suh, but rather that it
should be easy to learn to use the system [JRV
+
89℄. That was one of the ideas
behind the metaphor, that is, a way to ease learning to use the user interfae.
Knowledge from a soure domain an be used to in the target domain, that is,
the user will have a better hane to guess or understand how the user interfae
works. That proess should be faster beause of the knowledge from the soure
domain. The user of the system would be familiar with onepts from the of-
e domain and be able to transfer the knowledge about those into the target
domain.
This explains the metaphorial approah, whih tried to take elements from
the traditional oÆe environment thus enabling faster, and easier learning of the
new omputer-based tools. These elements inluded the ling abinet, paper
douments (les), folders, and a trashan. An additional set of metaphors is
found in the windows, ions, menus, and pointers (WIMP) interfae elements. A
metaphorial approah might failitate learning, but a potential problem is that
the metaphor eventually breaks.
The paradigm was also introdued in order to failitate oÆe automation,
as it tried to map existing work praties, suh as doument handling and the
ling abinet in a hierarhial le system in the eletroni domain. A goal was
to failitate the proess of reating paper douments, why software appliations
typially are doument entered, and enable the reation, handling of paper
douments, and printing. Typial examples are so-alled produtivity software
suh as spreadsheet and word proessing appliations.
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However, studies have shown several usability problems in the "desktop
paradigm" approah. The desktop paradigm does not neessary sale well to
the situations of today, where omputers are networked, the information quan-
tities are higher, and the available funtionality in terms of available ommands
are orders of magnitudes higher.
In the beginning the desktop model was applied with only a few appliation
programs: word proessing, spreadsheets, and presentation software. Eah of
the appliations had limited funtionality as they had a relatively small num-
ber of ommands ompared to similar appliations today. However, eah new
release of the appliation software typially introdues additional funtionality
and thus many new ommands. Thereby making it more diÆult to learn and
use [Ras00℄ [Nor98℄.
In addition the le system held only relatively few les, so the hierarhial
le system did not present a major problem in terms of usability initially. As the
number of les in the le system is low and the number of available ommands
in the appliation menus is low then the model is usable. The reason is that
the user an easily "san" menu item or information needed, sine there is a low
number and it ts on the sreen.
As, appliations have inreased in funtionality by adding additional features
and thus the number of available ommands in eah appliation has inreased.
Therefore appliation menus were hanged into hierarhial menus in order to
t the inreasing amount of ommands and options into the available spae on
the display.
Although the desktop paradigm was not reated to enable personal infor-
mation management as suh, it is atually used to serve personal information
management purposes. Studies by Nardi and Barreau [BN95℄ have shown the dif-
ferent lasses of personal information use are found in the use of desktop systems
too. Also users use strategies in whih desktop systems an serve the reminding
funtion, suh as, leaving ions in speial plaes on the desktop [BN95℄. Another
ad ho method is to leave e-mails in the inbox to serve the reminding funtion.
As e-mail was originally intended to support asynhronous messaging only, this
learly indiates an example of unintended use [WS96℄. Although the system was
not designed to enable these personal information management features users of
the system have developed oping strategies that enable them to use the system
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in unintended ways for the needed purposes.
Today the desktop metaphor and variants of the sheme is the most widespread
and ommon user interfae for omputer systems and handheld devies suh as
personal digital assistants. As this approah mimis the physial desktop and
oÆe, it requires the user to do ling and management of information manu-
ally. Filing is done similar to the way this would be done using a physial ling
abinet. The approah was designed when omputer hardware and storage was
limited, and therefore only had few software appliations and le systems held
limited quantities of information.
Current systems have beome muh more powerful. The number of applia-
tions and the amount of storage has inreased drastially. Thus desktop om-
puters must handling of orders of magnitude higher quantities of information.
Although desktop operating systems have hanged over the last deades, the user
interfaes are still built upon the same underlying model. Additionally the un-
derlying mehanism for storing information into the system is still based on the
ling abinet metaphor, that is, a hierarhial le system with les and folders.
This approah does not appear to sale well with inreasing quantities of
information and types of information. Additionally the approah is not tai-
lored for the support of personal information management as suh. File systems
may provide some level of support for arhived information, but ephemeral and
working information has less support [BN95℄. Similar the support for loosely
strutured information is not built into the model, why users have to develop
oping strategies. Also to enable support of reminding users have to use the
system in alternative ways. Finally a strit hierarhial information struture
is limited in the way storage and retrieval may take plae, and thus does not
enable taking full advantage of the dierent dimensions of memory involved in
reall from human memory.
4.2.4 Alternative Approahes Researhed
Over the years other approahes to the support of personal information man-
agement have been researhed. These alternative approahes have explored how
to utilize advantages in the eletroni domain. This has inluded researh of in-
formation retrieval and dierent ways of organizing, visualizing, and interating
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with information stored in personal information management systems.
On area of researh that has reeived muh attention is information retrieval.
However, the main onern of this branh of researh has not been on retrieval
of known personal information from information systems. Rather it has assumed
that the information is already in the system { in a database and mostly not
entered or stored by the user of the system. In that ase the user typially has
to learn a lassiation sheme, or searh keywords to retrieve the information.
Entry and handling of information espeially of ephemeral information, that
is, ative non-arhived information has gotten less attention in HCI researh
[BN95℄. However, a researh area that has gotten some attention is information
visualization, for instane approahes that enable visualization of large informa-
tion quantities for easier information retrieval and exploration [Shn96℄.
These general researh areas mentioned above have some relevane to per-
sonal information management, however researh that address the partiular
problems of personal information management have also been arried out over
the last deades.
Espeially dierent approahes to personal information management have
been researhed over the last deades. This inlude researh that have proposed
novel user interfaes that aim to improve interation and provide better support
for the spei harateristis and issues involved in personal information man-
agement. Thus failitating the proess of information organization, managing
inreasing quantities of information and varying information types. Addition-
ally supporting the inreasing amounts of ephemeral and working information
that information workers deal with on a daily basis.




Systems that support personal information management in general typially
support multiple information types in a ombined system, for instane a om-
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bined alendar, address book, to-do, and notes system, as disussed in Se-
tion 4.2.1. Other systems support only a spei domain of personal information
management. An e-mail system that supports the management of e-mails and
olletions of e-mails is an example.
The approahes disussed below address the problems of personal informa-
tion management and therefore typially take into aount the relations among
dierent types of information, and that information is related aross ativities.
Therefore these approahes typially address the management of an entire do-
main of personal information, inluding information of dierent type rather than
addressing the management of a single information type only.
The overall purpose of these systems is to support and failitate the proesses
of information management. Having the user to fous less on the information
management as suh, and more on the information use, and the atual task at
hand.
4.2.5 Temporal
One area that has been researhed is to utilize dierent dimensions of memory.
That is to allow the users to organize information in dierent information stru-
tures, and not neessarily enfore a hierarhial information organization and
expliit naming of information entities.
One example is the temporally based approahes to personal information
management. Examples of suh approahed that have been researhed are:
 Lifesteams { address the problem of having to name objets, ategorize
them, and store them into a hierarhial struture [FFG96b℄.
 Time-mahine omputing from Sony researh [Rek99℄ { the starting point
is the traditional desktop metaphor. The extension is to allow the user to
move bakwards in time and retrieve information from the desktop in an
earlier ontext
 Pile metaphor { an approah from Apple whih support unstrutured and
semi-strutured information in terms of piles [MSW92℄. These piles are
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similar to streams in terms of being impliitly temporally organized infor-
mation (but not neessarily stritly so).
An alternative to the desktop model is the Lifestreams model [FFG96b℄ that
addresses the problems introdued by hierarhial le systems. The Lifestreams
model was originally a researh projet from Yale University, and later ommer-
ialized by Sopeware (previously Mirrorworlds). Lifestreams is desribed as a
network aessible data arhive for time-ordered information { a time ordered
stream of douments. A suitable metaphor for desribing the system is an "ele-
troni diary" metaphor, meaning that the overall organization priniple is the
temporal dimension.
The unit of work in Lifestreams is douments. Doument formats inlude
those found in a regular omputer desktop environment, suh as, word proessing
douments, spreadsheets, reports. However, it also inludes information suh as
memos, alendar entries, e-mails, et etera.
The goal of the system is to derease or eliminate the time spend managing
information, thus enabling the user to keep attention to the task instead of the
information management as suh. Using a temporal organization of user do-
uments in the user interfae the user is no longer required to expliitly name
les or organize les into a hierarhial struture. Instead all les are organized
into a linear stream by temporal attributes, suh as, the time when the le was
reated or used. This means when a new doument is reated it is not neessary
to provide a lename or put it in a spei loation, as is the ase in the desktop
model. Douments are automatially arhived by the temporal property. Thus
some level of ephemeral and working is available as suh information is in the
"present" front of the stream and highly visible to the user, while older informa-
tion is automatially pushed into the past further from the user's view [FFG96b℄.
Retrieval of douments in the system is done based on temporal attributes.
The design rationale is that douments are easier to nd if retrieved in the same
(temporal) ontext they were reated in. The argument is that in retrieval from
a doument hierarhy it might be ambiguous where the doument is loated, as
disussed in Setion 3.3. In addition the ontext in whih the doument is used
might hange over time. These are among the reasons for the time-based notion
in Lifestreams.
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As disussed in Setion 2.4 an important aspet of personal information man-
agement is reminding [Mal83℄ [BN95℄. In Lifestreams it is argued that reminding
is an integrated part of the model, as reminders are simply put on the stream
in the future, and will automatially appear "on top" of the stream, that is,
in the front of the urrent stream. This makes it visible to the user. These
so-alled "future douments" an also serve as plaeholders for meeting shed-
ules [FFG96b℄. This approah is suitable for information or a reminder where a
temporal property is naturally assoiated, but seems less suitable for information
or reminders where no logial temporal property an be assoiated.
Time-based user interfaes were suggested as a design possibility from the
ndings in the study by Malone [Mal83℄ mentioned earlier. It was suggested
that the temporal parameter is used for information lassiation. Either based
on the time the information was reated or by the time it was last used. "One
an imagine a system where users searh for a doument by kind of simulated
time-lapse photography of the history of their desktop. They ould 'rewind' and
'fast forward' the desktop to loate the last time the desired doument was on
the desk" [Mal83℄. The Lifestreams approah resembles the proposal by Malone.
However, a system that is even loser is a time-entri workspae found in
"Time-mahine omputing" from Sony researh [Rek99℄. The potential of nding
information from an earlier temporal ontext is researhed. The starting point
of the information environment is the desktop user interfae. Then the system
allows the user to move bakward in time (similar to Lifestreams) to get a view
of the desktop information environment in an earlier state and ontext. The idea
is to support retrieval by establishing an earlier ontext in whih the information
was used.
Finally the "pile metaphor" projet from Apple omputer is also relevant
from a temporal approah perspetive. This user interfae model is also based
on a diary metaphor [MSW92℄. As disussed in Setion 2.6.2 piles may have an
impliit temporal order. Therefore this approah an be onsidered time-based
as well.
Lifestreams and Time-mahine omputing seem to have a strong emphasis
on supporting retrieval of arhived information. As the time-mahine omput-
ing approah is strongly based on the traditional desktop approah it seems it
would have some limitations in support for ephemeral and working information.
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Lifestreams support reminders in terms of information appearing at the front
of streams and substreams. However, in general the approah appears to have
only some level of support for ephemeral and working information. The Lifestre-
ams approah has advantages over the traditional storage in hierarhial based
systems as it removes the requirement for expliit naming of information and
expliit organization of information in a hierarhy. Also it allows information
of dierent types relating to the same ativity to be stored together in streams.
A potential drawbak of the solution is that the fous is on temporal based re-
trieval, thus utilizing only the temporal dimension of retrieval. This requires
the user of the system to be able to reall along one dimension, that is, when
information was used. It is noted that some searh failities are available in
implementations of the Lifestreams approah, thus enabling alternative ways of
retrieving information from the system via generated substreams.
The pile metaphor appears aimed as an addition to existing systems, thereby
enhaning the support of unstrutured and semi-strutured information in exist-
ing systems suh as desktop systems. As Lifestreams it avoids foring users to
expliitly name information entities, but rather keep them in a semi-strutured
sequene { the pile. Thus the pile metaphor may enhane the level of support
of unstrutured and semi-struture information in existing systems. These are
important properties of personal information management.
4.2.6 Spatial
Another dimension of human memory that an be utilized is spatial memory.
In this approah information is stored in a spatial way in a two{ or three-
dimensional virtual environment. Retrieval of the information is based on the
human apabilities to reall spatially where information is loated.
Examples of systems that use this approah inludes Zoomable interfae
PAD++ [BH94℄ and Data Mountain [RCL
+
98℄. Both represent systems that
enable users to organize douments in a spatial virtual environment. PAD++
provides a zoomable surfae onto whih douments an be plaed. The user an
pan the zoomable areas and zoom in and out on the surfae in order to view
douments in larger detail. One appliation of the PAD++ zoomable interfae
tehnique is for personal information management. In that ase the personal
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information is managed by plaing it onto the two-dimensional surfae. Rela-
tions of information items is ahieved by spatial proximity, for instane storing
related information items in a hosen area on the two-dimensional surfae. Data
Mountain is a three-dimensional doument management system. It enables orga-
nization of bookmarks (webpage douments) in a spatial environment, but the
system is general in the sense that it allow the organization of other types of
douments as well.
An advantage to these approahes is that it enables a exible way of storing
information in dierent levels of struture. It does not enfore a hierarhial
information organization and expliit naming of information entities as infor-
mation is simply organized spatially. However, the approah does enable the
reation of logial groups of related information in terms of spatial proximity.
If a hierarhial struture is needed it is possible to map this to a spatial in-
formation struture for instane in the PAD++ approah. The surfae an be
divided into any number of areas where information is loated together. Levels
in the hierarhial struture an be ahieved by zooming in on a partiular area
that again an be divided into any number of sub-areas. Thus the struture of
information in the PAD++ approah an be said to have an impliit hierarhial
struture. At the same time the approah allow less strutured information as
well. As suh the approah supports information that have varying degrees of
struture, as information an be strutured, semi-strutured, and unstrutured.
As the approah enables less strutured information is may also be more suitable
for ephemeral and working information.
As a nal example of the spatial approah the desktop approah disussed
previously an be mentioned. This also involves a spatial approah in the sense
that it utilizes some elements of spatial organization. For instane plaing do-
uments or ions on the desktop itself represents a two-dimensional spatial en-
vironment. As have been seen in studies this is typially used to enable re-
minding. Thus the spatial approah is advantageous in terms of reminding as
studies have pointed out the preferene plaing information spatially in order to
be reminded [Mal83℄ [Col82℄ [BN95℄.
Utilizing human spatial memory apabilities seems to be an attrative ap-
proah, as those apabilities may support information management well, and
also resemble how information is managed in the physial environment. Also
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human spatial memory apabilities and visual pereption are strong (see Se-
tion 3.2.1).
One pratial problem that spatial based systems have had to deal with is
that implementations need powerful omputers to render a spatial environment.
With less powerful mahines this an potentially ause long response times when
navigating the spatial environment, whih then beomes a umbersome and slow
proess. Thereby navigating and using the information appears ineÆient. As
omputers beome more powerful this spei issue will be less of a problem and
the spatial navigation may support reasonable response times.
With zooming interfaes all information ts onto one display area, but with
little detail at the top level. In order to get the details of the information the
user has to zoom in to bring spei information into fous and detailed view.
Thus information is shown with dierent levels of details depending on the depth
of view. The proess of navigating a virtual spatial environment involves moving
around the spatial struture by panning and zooming, whih may ause the
proesses of information storage and retrieval to take longer ompared to other
approahes. Another issue is that it may lead the user to the feeling of getting
lost in the information environment. Implementations of zooming interfaes
typially inlude a feature that allows the user to return to a home position or
known starting point.
It is questionable if utilizing only spatial apabilities may provide support for
the full range of information and issues involved in personal information man-
agement. Additionally the salability of the approah in terms of information
quantity is an issue. For large quantities of information other means of infor-
mation organization and searh failities may prove to be more eÆient. An
eetive searh mehanism may be more eÆient than navigating the spatial
environment in the ways desribed above. Further studies of use of suh systems
for personal information management would be required in order to establish the
usability over long time use and for onsiderably quantities of information.
However, that does not mean that the spatial approah is ineÆient for all
situations involved in -personal information management. Espeially in terms
of supporting reminding in personal information management tools spatial or-
ganization of information seems to be highly relevant. Also inluding some level
of spatial organization of information may enhane support of ephemeral and
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working information. Avoiding naming and lassiation of suh systems is an
important issue (see Setion 3.4.1), and the spatial approah is one way to ahieve
this.
4.2.7 Attribute-Oriented Approah
A ritique of the approahes disussed above is that they are limited in the way
in whih they allow storage and retrieval of information. The approahes only
utilize few dimensions of human memory. If the user of a system is only apable
of realling information partially it may be diÆult to perform retrieval in the
system. For instane if the user only realls when information was used retrieval
is diÆult if the information is stored in a spatial-oriented system. This may
lead the user to a time-onsuming manual searh of the virtual environment in
order to retrieve the information needed. Searh failities ould be available in
atual system implementations. Sine the user has to searh for the information
by other means it ould be an indiation that the approah is not working or that
the approah is not suitable for the type of information stored in the system.
Another problem is that information an only reside in one plae. For in-
stane a doument an only be plaed in one partiular loation in the spatial
environment. However, the information may belong naturally in more than one
ontext, and thus be organized in multiple ways as part of dierent groups of
related information. Finally enforing a hierarhial information organization
may not be suitable for all types of personal information. This approah is also
limited to information in one loation and thus one way of nding and retrieving
the information. In le systems les typially have a set of standard attributes
suh as the type of information, the size of the information (e.g. le size), the
date of the reation of the information, the date of the last modiation of the
information, name of the person who reated the information, et etera. These
are properties that an be used in the retrieval proess one a group in whih
the information resides (see Setion 3.4.1).
The issues mentioned above have been addressed in another branh of ap-
proahes to personal information management and doument management { the
so-alled attribute-oriented or assoiative systems. In these systems information
is organized by assoiating desriptive attributes to the information entities.
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An example is the semanti le system [GJSJ91℄, whih is an extension of a
traditional hierarhial le system. In this approah attributes are automatially
extrating from the ontent of the les in the system. The attributes are indexed
and enable the user to establish queries on the le system, and thereby retrieving
les from the semanti le system by means of the keywords assoiated with the
les. Thereby a number of virtual diretories an be established, that is, a more
exible way of retrieving information from the system ompared to traditional
le systems. This means that the information may be retrieved in multiple ways,
as the same information may be available in multiple virtual diretories.
The semanti le system represents an example of general le management
and is not speially meant to support personal information management and
the speis of suh systems. There are other similar approahes that are tar-
geted towards supporting personal information management. These approahes
inlude:




 Plaeless douments { Researh projet from Xerox [DELS99℄, [DEL
+
00℄
 Haystak { Researh projet from MIT [HKQ02℄
 Lifestreams { an also be ategorized as an attribute-oriented approah
[FFG96b℄
Although these systems generally provide support of personal information
management they are dierent approahes that eah emphasize dierent sets of
aspets of personal information management. Nevertheless they share some sim-
ilarities in terms of the underlying storage mehanism and means of retrieving
of information. Common among the approahes is that they use some kind of
attribute-oriented sheme. This generally means some way of assoiating mul-
tiple desriptive attributes to information entities kept in the systems. This
typially enables a more exible way of organizing and retrieving information
ompared to traditional hierarhial-based approahes. For instane informa-
tion may be organized in multiple ways based on the attributes assoiated with
the information entities. This enables information to appear in multiple ontexts
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of use. The approah therefore potentially provides a better support for retrieval
of information, as multiple dimensions realled from human memory about the




90℄ is an example of personal information management
spei software. Although this software is DOS-based with a simple text-based
user interfae the approah in this software is somewhat dierent from the typ-
ial examples of personal information management spei software mentioned
in Setion 4.2.1. The aim of this approah is to a larger extent to address some
of the spei issues involved in personal information management. The system
handles simple traditional personal information suh as alendar items, to-do
items, memos, addresses, tasks, alls, et etera. However, it is dierent as it uses
an attribute-oriented sheme referred to as an item/ategory database. Where
traditional systems have separate system-dened areas and views of eah type of
information suh as addresses and alendar information, Agenda have no xed
boundaries or areas based on information types. This means that related in-
formation of dierent types an be organized together in so-alled views, whih
an be reated and tailor-made by the user of the system. Thus Agenda an
be haraterized as having a muh higher degree of exibility in terms of stru-
turing, organizing, and using the information kept. This also means support of
less strutured information, as the information entities does not have to be ex-
pliitly named or organized into a spei struture. Additionally the approah
allows the information strutures and ontexts in whih information is used to
evolve over time. Finally Agenda appears to have a higher level of support for
ephemeral information, as it allows easy and quik writing of information suh
as a phone number or short piee of text into the system.
Plaeless Douments from Xerox Xerox [DELS99℄, [DEL
+
00℄ addresses some
of the problems in hierarhial-based systems. Speially it addresses the prob-
lem of having to plae information into one spei plae in a hierarhial in-
formation struture (or other information struture), and the requirement to
afterwards retrieve it by navigating to that one spei loation in the struture.
This inludes the issue that loation of information may be ambiguous as infor-
mation may belong in multiple loations. The aim of the approah has lead to
the name plaeless douments, indiating an approah where information is not
stored into one spei loation.
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The approah taken is also attribute-oriented and based on the observation
that information stored in hierarhial strutures already has a number of de-
sriptive attributes assoiated. The doument overview.pdf stored into a tree
struture arries some information already.
/work/projets/nexus/paper/overview.pdf
Eah level in the struture ontains information about the partiular dou-
ment. That it is work-related, belongs to a projet, the name of the projet is
nexus, that it is a paper, and that the type of doument is PDF. Additionally
eah le typially have some system spei properties as well. The Plaeless
Douments approah allows multiple attributes to be assoiated with douments
in existing le systems and mehanisms for grouping douments in the system
based on these attributes.
The Haystak projet is also an approah that aims at providing a platform
for personal information management. The fous is mainly the inreasing quan-
tities of eletroni information that is dealt with on a daily basis, suh as, emails,
bookmarks, and eletroni douments. The approah is also using an attribute-
oriented sheme based on the Resoure Desription Language (RDF) [MM03℄.
Similar to the previous systems the approah allows multi organizations of in-
formation.
Lifestreams (disussed in Setion 4.2.5) an also be ategorized as using an
attribute-oriented approah. The system allows users to searh by means of
keywords and substreams of mathing information entities are reated based on
suh searh queries. Thus the basi mode of operation in the system is streams
of douments.
In the disussion of the various attribute-oriented approahes disussed above
some advantages of this approah over traditional approahes in terms of sup-
porting personal information management spei issues have been pointed out.
Although these approahes have dierenes the major aspets and gains of the
attribute-oriented approah are ommon. This means that the approahes ad-
dress a set of ommon problem typially identied in traditional systems, suh as,
the desktop approah, hierarhial-oriented systems, and personal information
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management spei software.
The essential dierene ompared to traditional systems is that assigning of
any number of attributes typially allows multiple ways in whih the informa-
tion an be retrieved and used. Thereby information that an be realled from
human memory an be used in multiple ways in order to failitate the retrieval
proess in the systems. Multiple ways of organizing the information also fa-
ilitates information strutures evolving over time. In traditional approahes
suh as hierarhial organized information it an be a omprehensive task to
reorganize the information and information strutures. In the attribute-oriented
approah information may reside in multiple strutures and thus new informa-
tion strutures an be reated over time. Therefore the information may also be
used in dierent ontexts depending on partiular task or projet.
In eld studies of the use of traditional le systems it has been reported [BN95℄
that users found that it was diÆult to remember le names, even the names of
les reated the same day, e.g. ephemeral les. In some situations it is diÆult
for users to ome up with a useful name for an information entity. There might
not exist an obvious name for an information entity due to the nature of the
partiular information (see also Setion 3.3 and 3.4.1). Attribute-oriented sys-
tems typially do not enfore any expliit naming of information entities. Instead
dierent types of attributes are assoiated with the information. This leads to a
higher degree of exibility and no need to expliitly name an information entity
when no obvious name is available.
4.2.8 Assoiative Approah
Hypermedia-based systems are shortly mentioned due to their widespread use
today. The underlying data model of hypermedia systems expresses the inter-
doument relationships as the basis for the information struture. As suh it
is a relevant model to onsider for personal information management as well.
Also implementations of hypermedia-based (e.g. web-based) personal informa-
tion management systems exist.
One the one side it may be fairly easy to learn and use the underlying navi-
gation model of hypermedia-based systems, as it is fairly simple. However, user
interfaes built on top of the model are not neessarily simple.
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Hypermedia-based personal information management systems inlude web-
based portal systems (e.g. Yahoo!). The portals typially allow the user to
manage e-mails, address book, alendar, notes, to-dos, and a set of additional
servies. These may inlude instant messaging, bookmarks, photos, news ser-
vies, weather information, and more. Typially the implementations of these
systems are similar to those mentioned in Setion 4.2.1 where there may be little
integration between the various information types. It may also be diÆult to
organize related information of dierent types together as the dierent types of
information are aessed and handled in a ompartmentalized way.
An obvious advantage of this approah in terms of omputer-based personal
information management is its availability and aessibility. The information
is available through any mahine with a web browser and a onnetion to the
Internet. However, from a strit user interfae and interation perspetive, these
approahes are onstrained by the usability of the web and browsers as suh,
meaning sub-standard user interfaes and interation ompared to traditional
graphial user interfaes.
The main point in terms of personal information management is the presen-
tation of interlinked information. Struture and organization of the information
is by a graph of interrelated information. But most hypermedia systems still
only have one anonial view of the information entities [Nie95℄. As have been
disussed multiple views of information are relevant for personal information.
Also dierent information entities may be related and linked using the assoia-
tive approah. Only some initial attempts have been made to develop personal
information management systems based on suh an assoiative approah.
4.2.9 Personal Digital Assistants
The desktop and web paradigms represent the domination appliation user inter-
faes of today for the stationary situation of use, suh as, a desktop (or laptop)
PC with a user sitting behind a display, using the keyboard and mouse as the
input. However, in the last deade Personal Digital Assistants (PDA's) have
beome popular and widespread also. A diret omparison is not appropriate,
sine PDA's are handheld devies that often t in a shirt poket and is meant
for a mobile situation of use.
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Nevertheless PDA's are mentioned, as they are typially built around the
notion of personal information management. An example is the Palm-based
user interfae, whih is tailor-made for personal information management [Ber00℄
ompared to modern desktop implementations. PDA's typially support tasks
suh as keeping alendar information, address information, reminders, notes and
memos. Some PDA's support additional personal information management re-
lated information, suh as, e-mail and instant messages, expenses, et etera.
These type of systems are typially similar to those mentioned in Setion 4.2.1,
however mobile information applianes, suh as, mobile phones and PDA's have
limited funtionality ompared to desktop systems, due to lower omputing
power, and limited input and output apabilities. Input is provided trough a
pen or a small-sized keyboard, and output through a display with smaller size
and resolution. The situation of use is dierent, as the user typially holding
the devie with one hand and operating it with the other (pen or keyboard).
Generally these systems are targeted for a mobile situation of use, whih is of
ourse highly relevant aspet of personal information management too.
4.3 Disussion
In the previous setions a wide range of dierent approahes to the support
of personal information management by means of an interative systems have
been disussed. The approahes are somewhat dierent and eah emphasize and
address its own set of personal information management problems.
The following setions point out some of the essential issues in personal infor-
mation management and disuss to whih extent the dierent approahes address
these issues.
4.3.1 Struture Part of the Interfae or Part of the Information
The organization of information is obviously one of the most essential issues
in personal information management, that is, how the user may struture his
personal information by means of a personal information management system.
As disussed in Setion 2.7 dierent levels of organizational struture is essential
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as the dierent lasses of personal information typially dealt with is strutured
in dierent ways. For instane the level of struture applied to information
depends of the use of the information.
Both unstrutured, semi-strutured, and formally strutured information an
be found in the way humans deal with and organize their personal information.
Typial systems only inlude an information organization sheme that is based
on the hierarhial strutured information. An example is email software applia-
tions that allow the user to perform an organization of emails into a hierarhial
struture only. This approah is suitable for formally strutured information,
but is less suitable for less strutured information. Other approahes support
less strutured information, for instane the pile metaphor from apple [MSW92℄
and some attribute-oriented approahes as well (as mentioned in Setion 4.2.7).
One issue is the problem of varying levels of struture. As mentioned the
approahes might allow more or less exible ways of organizing information at
various levels of struture. Some systems determine the struture of information
as it is built into the system (the user interfae). The email software mentioned
above is an example of this approah. Other systems enable the user to deide
the atual struture of the information rather than the system.
In traditional reord-oriented databases, suh as relational databases, sys-
tems developers are the ones that reate and hange the struture of the database
(rather than end-users). One dened a reord-oriented database has a stati
struture into whih the user has to organize his information. A developer rather
than an end-user of the system does hanges of the information struture as suh.
As has been disussed previously personal information management is hara-
terized by information that is sometimes poorly strutured and in an ad ho
manner [Mal83℄ [KKB
+
90℄. As suh the ontext and struture of personal infor-
mation is likely to evolve and therefore hange over time. Many of the traditional
systems mentioned in Setion 4.2 are inexible in this way as the end-users are
restrited by the struture available in the system. Some systems require that a
systems developer is apable of adapting the database to urrent needs. Other
systems allow end-user to adapt the struture of the information over time as
the ontext of the information and the struture need to hange [KKB
+
90℄.
The general issue is whether the information struture is part of the user
interfae of a partiular system or the information struture is a part of the
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information (the ontent).
Another example of the rst type is hierarhial-based organization, whih is
somewhat inexible as the struture is enfored by the user interfae of systems
based on this approah. For instane le systems where the struture is an
inherent part of the user interfae rather than the information itself. The user
typially has no other option than to organize the information (e.g. les) into the
hierarhial struture provided by the user interfae. Even if the information to
be organized is not of a hierarhial nature it still has to t into that partiular
information struture. Thus the struture is part of the user interfae and less
exibility is left to the user in terms of information organization.
In the latter approah the information struture is part of the information
itself. This means that the struture of the information is determined by the user
by whatever means is available in a partiular system. This means a higher level
of exibility is provided for the user to organize the information. In this ase the
struture beomes part of the information itself rather than being predetermined
by a partiular system.
Table 4.1 provides an overview of the approahes previously disussed and
indiations of the information organization approah used in the partiular sys-
tems.
4.3.2 Ephemeral, Working, and Arhived Information
Another essential personal information management issue dierent levels of in-
teration with personal information. This issue is related to the issue of various
levels of struturing of the information disussed in the previous setion.
As disussed in Setion 2.7 three lasses of information or levels of interation
has been identied in studies of personal information management. This has
been identied in both physial oÆe environments and in the use of interative
systems for personal information management. However, the level of support for
these dierent types of information varies widely in existing personal information
management approahes.
The support of arhived information has reeived a lot of attention in both
researh and existing systems, suh as information retrieval and database systems
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Struture Struture
part of ontent part of the interfae
Lifestreams Entities have Time-based struture
assoiated attributes
Haystak Colletions formed by properties
assoiated with objets
Plaeless Colletions formed by attributes
Douments assoiated with douments
Lotus Items have ategory attributes
Agenda and user-dened views
PAD++ Organization is deided by





Table 4.1: Information struture in ve dierent approahes that support per-
sonal information management
1) Information struture is part of ontent, or 2) information struture is part
of the user interfae of the system
for long-term storage (arhiving) of information. All approahes disussed above
provide support for arhiving information and aim to failitate the proess of
arhiving information for later retrieval. The mehanisms to ahieve this aim are
dierent in terms of hierarhial-based system, temporal ordered information, or
spatial arranged information. For instane desktop-based systems with the ling
abinet metaphor also primarily provide support for arhived information, and
less support of the other levels of interation.
Working information is haraterized as ative information that is being used
as part of ongoing ativities, and therefore the information must be easily a-
essible in the immediate information environment. This level of interation has
some level of support in personal information management systems. For instane
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the desktop-approah provides multiple open windows that provide multiple si-
multaneous views of ative information. This enables multiple onurrent aess
points to working information, and an analogy to a physial desk with multi-
ple personal douments used as part of an ongoing ativity. Another way the
support is ahieved is plaing ative information on the desktop. The desktop
environment allows spatial layout of the ative information thereby providing
aess through the immediately available environment. In the study by Barreau
and Nardi [BN95℄ subjets reported that this lass of information was supported
suÆiently in the desktop-based system used in the studies.
Supporting ephemeral information has reeived little attention in human om-
puter interation researh and in the design of personal information management
systems aording to Nardi and Barreau [BN95℄. Among the dierent levels of
interation the primary lak of support seems to be in the area of ephemeral in-
formation. Espeially handling large quantities of ephemeral information is still
an issue that needs further researh. Ephemeral information is haraterized as
being unstrutured, or semi-strutured and used in an ad ho manner. Current
systems (e.g. le systems) demand that information entities are provided with a
name and stored into a hierarhial struture. This is not suitable for ephemeral
information due to its harateristis. It must be easy and fast to get a piee of
ephemeral information into a system, if it needs to be handled in the system. If
a system requires multiple steps to reate a doument, provide a name, before
the information an get into the system it would seem too troublesome to handle
this type of information.
The support of the dierent levels of interation varies among the dierent
approahes dierent sets of personal information management problems are ad-
dressed by the approahes. However, only limited studies have been arried out
to in order to get an understanding of how the various levels of interation are
supported in the dierent approahes. Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ have done some
initial observations in studies of le organization using desktop-based systems.
The level of support for the dierent levels of interation is quite dierent in the
general approahes. This is due to the emphasis on dierent aspets of personal
information management. Espeially arhived information has reeived atten-
tion. However, further researh is needed in order to establish an understanding
of atual level of support in the dierent approahes to personal information
management.
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4.3.3 Eet of Approah on User Strategies
The approahes to the support of personal information management onsidered
in this hapter are dierent and also address dierent sets of problems. The
approahes support dierent aspets of personal information management, whih
also means that at some point there ould be impliations of the atual approah
or system on the information organization and management strategies hosen by
the users. The question is to whih extend the system as suh has impliations
on the personal information management strategies.
Fertig et al. [FFG96a℄ have argued that the tools available
1
ould strongly
inuene and onstrain the ling and organization strategies hosen by the sub-
jets. They argue that some of the ndings of Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ are
artifats of the desktop and le metaphor (hierarhial ling sheme). However,
similar ndings to those of Barreau and Nardi have been reported from other
studies of information organization [Mal83℄ [Col82℄ [Lan88℄.
Nevertheless, the argument is relevant, as it seems to be a reasonable guess
that there would be inuene from the supporting system on strategies hosen,
espeially in terms of the onstraints of the system. Additionally the lak of
some features in an interative system might inuene the users to hoose non-
optimal ling strategies. For instane the relutane to use searh features might
be aused by their ineÆienies [BN95℄. Users might develop dierent ling pref-
erenes if the system implemented eÆient indexing shemes, thereby drastially
reduing the searh response time. It is often faster to loate a le (doument)
using modern web searh engines than nding a le using the standard searh
mehanism on modern desktop systems in terms of system response time.
Fertig et al. [FFG96a℄ also question the preferene for and value of loation-
based searh in terms of the periods of time it is used. The way the infor-
mation is used might hange over time. Therefore Fertig et al. suggests using
the temporal dimension as the key to information arhival in their Lifestre-
ams model. However, as have been disussed information retrieval is not one-
dimensional, but based on assoiations with information of similar type, topi,
time or plae [FFG96a℄. It has been pointed out in several studies, that loation
is important for the reminding funtion, however, Fertig et al. suggests that the
1
Fertig et al. disuss ling using desktop systems and hierarhial ling systems
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observations in the study by Barreau and Nardi might be a oping strategy sine
the systems studied did not oer any better alternatives. It is onsidered an ad
ho user onvention, whih has a number of potential problems. For instane
there is no guarantee that the user will atually be reminded and that it only
sales to a limited number of reminders, due to limited sreen spae on typial
systems. Nevertheless, there are indiations from multiple studies that users
do in fat use loation as a reminding tool, in one way or another. This has
been identied in both physial environments [Col82℄ [Mal83℄ and interative
environments [BN95℄.
A onlusion from the study by Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ was that subjets
were relutant to arhive information. It is pointed out by Fertig et al. [FFG96a℄
that this might be a onsequene of the systems used by the subjets in the
study. The systems fore users to ome up with a ling sheme, and organize
information (les) into a hierarhial struture. As disussed previously, this is
a time onsuming and diÆult task. The eort to reate the sheme may exeed
the gain.
Additionally the ontext in whih the information is used hanges over time.
This might explain the relutane of the subjets to arhive their information.
Barreau and Nardi [BN95℄ reported how subjets explain how they have de-
veloped elaborate ling shemes, but abandon using them sine it required too
muh work to maintain and use them. It seems that an arhiving sheme may
only be suitable for a limited olletion of personal information; it does not sale
beyond a ertain quantity of information or beyond a ertain time span. Either
the ling sheme need to evolve as the quantity of information inreases, or this
ould happen over time as personal information needs hanges.
4.3.4 Summary of Approahes
The number of issues involved in personal information management makes it
quite omplex. The dierent approahes have dierent levels of support for the
various issues involved. The previous hapters have provided an attempt to sum-
marize the essential issues involved in personal information management and the
human ognitive issues involved. In this hapter the issues have been disussed in
terms of dierent system approahes to personal information management. Eah
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approah typially emphasizes its own set of features in terms of supporting and
failitating personal information management.
In the desktop environment eah appliation allows the user to reate and
edit a le, but with no notion of the ontext in whih the le is used. The
les are organization into a hierarhial le system, and the user must reate
a lassiation sheme, and naming of les. Additionally, the user an use the
desktop as a spatial plaeholder for ions that are referenes to les in the le
system. Thus the model an be regarded as being a hybrid hierarhial, spatial,
and semanti (naming/identifying) information struture. Reminding is typially
supported by means of leaving information in spei loations, suh as the
desktop or in the email inbox [ABC98℄.
The Lifestreams approah addresses the problems of naming and organizing,
as all douments are automatially temporally organized with the benet of no
need to expliit name or organize douments. The emphasis is on temporally
strutured information, and as a onsequene relies on the ability to retrieve
information by establishing an earlier ontext by means of realling the temporal
ontext of the information.
Spatial approahes, suh as zoomable interfaes utilize the human spatial
memory apabilities and a spatial oriented way of organizing information. These
approahes also address the problems of expliit naming of information entities.
However, a potential problem is that information may only reside in one physial
loation, when it may belong to multiple ontexts and groups of information.
Simply opying the information to multiple loations introdues other problems,
suh as keeping all opies up to date.
Speialized tailor-made user interfae for personal information management
for handheld devies suh as Palm devies. The information struture is based
on one-dimensional (one level) ategories, as eah information entity an be
assoiated with exatly one ategory.
The addition of piling apabilities into existing systems, adds the apabilities
of semi-strutured information whih otherwise has little support in hierarhial
information arhiving systems. This approah also avoids expliit naming of
information entities.
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Attribute-oriented approahes suh as the ones found in Lotus Agenda, Plae-
less douments, and Haystak, emphasize the dierent levels of struture of per-
sonal information. It allows unstrutured, semi-strutured, and formally stru-
tured information. The information struture is based on a one-to-many rela-
tionship between information entities and assoiated attributes. Suh approahes
allow the struture to hange over time, and multiple organizations of the same
information.
Table 4.3, 4.2 and 4.4 provide an overview of issues involved and indiate the
support provided in the dierent general approahes to the support of personal
information management that has been identied in the researh of the area.
4.4 Summary
Given the human apabilities, suh as memory apabilities, the hallenge is to
onstrut systems so that they support the speis of personal information
management. Based on what an be realled from memory intent is expressed.
This an be to organize, retrieve or otherwise use information kept in an external
representation. The problem is to express this intent based on reall of personal
information, and easily map it to ations that are useful in order to organize,
retrieve or use information in the external representation.
As disussed in the previous hapter the humans are apable of realling
information along many dierent dimensions. However, as seen in this hapter
many urrent approahes to personal information management only allow a xed
and limited way of aessing and organizing information. This fores a transfor-
mation of what the human is apable of realling about the information into a
spei format or request in the system that holds the external representation
of the personal information.
Often humans are apable of expressing a lot more about their (personal)
information than an be mapped diretly onto an external representation of that
information in a system that aims to support and failitate personal information
management. A hallenge is this gap between expressed intent by the human
and whih ues an be used to organizing, retrieve and use information in an
external representation of that information.
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In addition the issues involved in personal information management are quite
omplex, as it involves dierent lasses of information, with dierent levels of in-
teration, organized in dierent ways, and where information use and information
strutures are likely to hange over time. This means that personal information
management systems need to support a diversity of ativities and diversity in
ways the information is handled. The dierent approahes to the support of
personal information management disussed eah emphasize dierent aspets of
personal information management and therefore also provide dierent levels of
support of the issues involved.
Some problems identied in urrent systems an be asribed to the fat that
the information environment of present day is somewhat dierent from the infor-
mation environment these systems and approahes were designed to deal with.
The disussion of personal information management support in Setion 4.2.1
briey mentioned the issue that personal information environments are hanging
as more eletroni information is used as part of daily ativities. This inludes
information types suh as e-mails, bookmarks, and eletroni douments.
Originally the desktop metaphor of the Xerox Star [JRV
+
89℄ and Apple Ma-
intosh was meant to do oÆe automation and provide an easy understandable and
quikly learned user interfae. It is based on a doument-oriented information
approah mapping existing oÆes praties to the desktop system supporting
tasks and appliations suh as word proessing. The hardware of that time was
only apable of storing a smaller quantity of douments on loal hard drives. Few
appliations available eah with few ommands made the available information
and funtionality manageable. Today systems based on the desktop metaphor
are used to support personal information management [BN95℄ although that
was not the primary aim. The user interfae therefore supports handling do-
uments that an be printed, rather than fous on the spei issues involved
in personal information management. Suh systems designed as ling abinets
and for printed douments does not address issues suh as piling information, or
ephemeral notes, or tagging and dog-ear information.
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Some of the hanges that have ourred inlude:
 The number of dierent appliations has inreased
 The funtionality in terms of the number of ommands in eah new appli-
ation version has inreased
 The types of dierent information has inreased (e.g. multimedia ontent)
 The quantity of information handled has inreased
 Connetion to networked resoures has ontributed drastially to the in-
reased quantity of information available
 Communiation through interative systems (e.g. email and instant mes-
saging)
 The number of dierent information applianes used to support informa-
tion management has inreased yielding a more omplex environment of
devies and information repositories
These hanges have lead to an inreasing volume and variety of the ephemeral
and working information that the user must potentially manage.
The approahes disussed in this hapter provide dierent levels of support
of the aspets and ativities involved in personal information management. It is
a onsiderable hallenge for systems to support this diversity of aspets and a-
tivities involved in personal information management. In several studies within
the eld of personal information management there is an agreement on a all
for better tools for the support of personal information management. Espeially
for the support of the inreasing volumes and variety of ephemeral and work-
ing information have been pointed out [BN95℄ [FFG96a℄ as this has reeived
less researh attention. Moreover as the omplexity of the information envi-
ronment, available information, and types of information inreases the need for
a fundamental understanding of the proesses involved in personal information
management inreases. This understanding ould potentially provide the basis
needed in order to provide suh tools.
Approah Metaphor Informa{ Organization Naming of Information
tion of informa{ information aess and
entity tion entities entities entry
Life{ Diary Dou{ Temporal No { External
streams or ments streams attributes appli{
pile an be ations
assoiated
Haystak None Objets Views { No { Integrated
properties properties in views
assoiated assoiated
Plaeless None Dou{ Colletions No { External
Dou{ ments attributes attributes appli{
ments assoiated assoiated ations
Lotus None Items List in No { Integrated
Agenda user{ attributes in views
dened an be
views assoiated
PAD++ "Spatial" Dou{ Spatial No External
ments appli{
ations
Desktop Desktop Files Hierarhial Files and External
Dou{ le system folders appli{
ments have names ations
Palm OS None Entries Appliation No { one Through
(text) spei ategory "appli{
(lists) an be ations"
assoiated
Table 4.2: An overview of properties in dierent interative systems that support
personal information management
1) The metaphor the system (user interfae) is based on, 2) The information
unit of work, 3) The organizational priniple for information entities,
4) Naming of the information entities, if any, and 5) How information aess
and entry is provided
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Approah Spatial Temporal Information Finding
information information lassiation information
organization organization by ontent
Lifestreams By the Files ordered Assoiated Searh feature
temporal by time in attributes over entire set
dimension "streams" of douments
Haystak Spatial layout Views ordered Assoiated Searh
of information by time properties failities
views
Plaeless Yes No Assoiated Spatial and
Douments attributes in olletions
Lotus No Entries Items an Searh feature
Agenda ordered by have aross entire
time (view) multiple
ategories(1) set of entities




Desktop Ions on the Sort Files in Searh folders,
desktop folders by folders le system,
time hierarhy or drives
Palm OS No Impliit in Entries are Searh feature
alendar assigned aross entire
only only one set of entities
ategory(2)
Table 4.3: Information entity properties in ve dierent approahes to the sup-
port of personal information management
(1) The ategories in Agenda are organized in a hierarhy. An item assoiated
with a ategory is also automatially assoiated with the parent ategory.
(2) The ategories in the Palm OS are appliation spei. This means that the
alendar has one set of ategories and the address book has a dierent set.
Thus the user has to maintain multiple parallel ategory sets.
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Projet Spa{ Tem{ Attri{ Hier{ Graph Unstru{
tial poral butes arhy Graph tured
Lifestreams (+) + + { { (+)
Haystak + (+) + ? ? ?
Plaeless douments + { + (+) (+) (+)
Lotus Agenda { (+) + { { (+)
PAD++ + { { (+) { +
"Pile" metaphor (+) (+) { { { +
Desktop systems + { { + (+) (+)
File System { (+) { + (+) {
Palm OS { { (+) { { {
Table 4.4: Types of information organization supported by dierent approahes
+ supported, (+) partly supported, { unsupported,
and ? indiates that is it unlear to what extent it is supported
Chapter 5
Uniation
This hapter extends the disussion of support of personal information manage-
ment to inlude user interfae and interation spei issues. This disussion
inludes user interfae and interation oriented problems that have been identi-
ed in studies of personal information management and that have impliations
for the support of personal information management.
The previous hapter disussed how the dierent existing personal informa-
tion management systems provide dierent levels of support for the issues in-
volved in personal information management as suh. From a user interfae and
interation perspetive it is disussed how it has been observed that humans
ome up with dierent oping strategies in order to arry out their ativities and
manage their personal information. This inludes interesting observations of un-
intended use of the systems in order to obtain the needed support of personal
information management related ativities.
Prior researh of personal information management inludes studies of infor-
mation organization praties in dierent domains and researh of dierent exist-
ing and novel systems that aim to address dierent issues in personal information
management. Often these studies fous on some kind of improvement for a single
spei information type. For instane there have been studies of enhanements
for email management [BDHS03℄ or bookmark management [RCL
+
98℄.
Although personal information involves many dierent types of information
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and ativities few studies have taken a general integrated approah to personal
information management. Although some types of information might be han-
dled in an isolated way dierent types of personal information is often handled
together by humans. However, as disussed in the previous hapter not all per-
sonal information management systems enable suh ombination, aggregation,
or interonnetion of disparate but related information entities. Suh personal
information inludes mail/messaging (asynhronous and synhronous ommu-
niation), to-do items (priority of tasks), alendar information (temporal-based
information), addresses, douments, et etera. Rather some systems have a om-
partmentalized way of supporting these dierent types of information. Eah of
these has dierent modes of operation, whih makes it diÆult to ombine and
organize related information. Moreover it means that users have to learn and
use multiple modes of operations depending on the information at hand, even
though the way the information is management is idential (e.g. in a hierarhial
struture).
A simple example of inonsistent aess to related or similar information in
system is in the way urrent systems enable aess to information that is kept in
a loal system versus the way in whih information is aessed when it is loated
remotely on a server. For instane urrent systems provide a desktop and le
system for aessing loal information, while for instane the webbrowser is used
to aess remote information. Therefore the user experiene is two dierent
models to support information from dierent loations, even though essentially
the same information is retrieved. As suh two dierent metaphors are living side
by side to do essentially the same [Der01℄. For example Raskin has suggested a
unied user interfae to loal as well as remote information (available through a
network) [Ras00℄.
Finally, as mentioned in the previous hapter, urrent systems are used for
a onsiderably larger variation of funtionality, appliations, servies and infor-
mation. The kind of information that is handled with omputers are no longer
limited to text douments, but now inlude spreadsheets, images, e-mails, notes,
alendar entries, bookmarks, sound, video, and other appliation spei infor-
mation. In addition network delivered ontent drastially inreases the quantity
of information that needs to be managed by humans. However, the same under-
lying model is still used as the basis for information management { even if the
numbers mentioned above have inreased drastially.
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5.1 Usage of Existing Systems
Studies of personal information management have identied problems in urrent
systems and that existing personal information management systems do not
address the omplexity, variety of information, and ativities in personal envi-
ronments. Additionally some interesting examples of unintended use of systems
and strategies used to ope with limited support of individual style or praties
have been observed.
5.1.1 Use of Email Systems
There have been some interesting ndings in studies of the use of email. One
suh nding is that some users prefer to use their email system as a entral
repository and manage a large subset of their personal information through the
email system. In these ases the email system has beome the main tool for
personal information management. This means that they use the appliation for
more than just sending, reeiving, and organizing e-mails. For instane they also
use it for keeping reminders, task management [Ma88℄, doument management,
and arhiving [WS96℄. Some also use the email system to keep bookmarks to
webpages and other material [JBD01℄.
These ndings have lead to researh that have tried dierent improvements
of email systems in order to enhane the support of these various types of infor-
mation and ativities. A reent example is the Taskmaster approah [BDHS03℄.
The ombination of the dierent types of information and ativities in the same
tool is an indiation that messaging, task management, to-do items, and other
information is used together as part of the daily ativities, and therefore nat-
urally put together in the same ontext. This indiates a need to keep related
information "in one plae" and having "a entral point of aess", that is, the
possibility of interrelating and organization of personal information aross in-
formation types in the same information strutures. Therefore it also seems
insuÆient to improve aess and support for only one ontent type when per-
sonal information management involves a variety of dierent information types
that are used together and aross dierent daily ativities.
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5.1.2 Keeping Bookmarks
Another interesting nding is from observations of keeping bookmarks to web-
pages [ABC98℄. Typial webbrowsers have a built in feature that allow users to
keep bookmarks to a webpage for later retrieval. Typially the URL, the title
of the webpage, and the date of retrieval are stored with the bookmark, and
this information item is typially kept in a hierarhial information struture in
the webbrowser. This feature has been speially designed to support users in
keep trak of webpages. Due to the hierarhial struture a problem is that as
the number of bookmarks inreases beyond a ertain level it beomes diÆult
to manage the bookmarks and less eÆient to nd bookmarks among the oth-
ers. Empirial studies have shown that users do not generally use the bookmark
features in webbrowsers at all [JBD01℄. The primary reason being that the book-
mark system does not t into the tasks that are being arried out. This means
that the bookmark feature does not store bookmarks in the ontext in whih
they are used. As an example a bookmark does not serve as a reminder if put
into the bookmark system as the users will have to expliitly visit the bookmark
system to obtain suh reminders.
Partiipants in studies of the use of bookmarks [JBD01℄ used a wide variety
of dierent strategies in order to keep suh information, and make use of it with
other information and as part of other ativities. For instane ad ho methods
were used to ope with the lak of the reminding feature. I situations where
reminding was needed partiipants would instead e-mail a bookmark to them-
selves or leave an ion on the desktop to serve as a reminder. Many additional
strategies have been identied in empirial studies of bookmark management.
Examples of strategies inlude:
 Storing bookmarks in douments
 Printing pages
 E-mailing bookmarks to them selves
 Storing bookmarks as shortuts in le struture
 Storing bookmarks as shortuts on desktop
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 Storing bookmark in personal website
 Using bookmark feature in web browser
 Typing in the referene diretly
The examples of non-use of a feature that have been designed speially to
serve the purpose of keeping trak of webpages indiates that it learly does not
fulll this needs of the partiipants. The information is used in a ontext and
the bookmarks systems in the studies did not allow the partiipants to manage
bookmarks in the ontext in whih they were used. This explains the variety
of oping strategies observed that allowed them to manage and use bookmarks
in the ontext of use. In the example where partiipants send bookmarks to
themselves in an email enable them to have ontextual information with the
bookmark, and then the bookmark (in the shape of an email) serves a reminding
funtion.
Other studies indiate that the same set of problems exists whether users
organize douments, emails or bookmarks into a hierarhial struture [WS96℄
[JBD01℄.
5.1.3 Multiple Parallel Strutures
A somewhat related nding is the result of studies arried out by Boardman
[Boa01℄. A number of subjets were interviewed about their information ling
praties, and in partiular their development of information hierarhies. It was
observed that some partiipants used similar ategorization shemes and had
similar information strutures in multiple distint appliations. As an example
they would have same hierarhial information struture in the le system and e-
mail folders. This means that the dierent information hierarhies in the personal
information spae had similar strutures in terms of ategory overlap, for instane
in management of email and douments. The ategories were overlapping as
ategory labels were based on projets and roles. It suggests that one sheme
may be used aross the entire set of information types.
In order to keep suh multiple strutures the problem is that users must
perform many equivalent tasks in dierent appliations multiple times in order
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to manually keep the multiple strutures onsistent and up-to-date aross the
dierent appliations. This is needed in order to organize the dierent types of
information used into the same (parallel) strutures. Besides managing parallel
strutures and keeping them up-to-date, eah appliation may have inonsistent
ommands that operate on the information hierarhy. The suggestion in the
study is that this manual maintenane of multiple parallel information struture
should somehow be automated in the system.
Boardman [Boa01℄ developed a solution where the information strutures
are automatially updated by the system aross dierent appliations. Meaning
the system makes sure that the system uses the same information struture in
dierent appliations. For instane the hierarhial information struture is the
same for organizing emails, bookmarks, and les in the le system. Although
this approah address the problem of manually updating and keeping a similar
information struture aross appliation domains, it still does not address the
issue that information is kept in dierent ompartmentalized areas in the system.
As suh the system does not allow the user to store information of dierent types
into the same information struture, as emails are kept in one part of the system
and bookmarks in another. The approah only allows the hierarhial struture
as suh to be kept the same aross these dierent parts of the system.
5.2 Modality
Existing systems often have multiple modalities and modes of operations, whih
lead to onfusion and that users have to learn multiple sets of ommands to
manage information aross dierent ompartments of the system. Even though
the underlying type of information management is the same aross dierent
appliations in desktop-based system still dierent ommands sets have to be
used.
5.2.1 Dierent Contexts
As suh the problems of performing personal information management and re-
trieval show up in a number of dierent ontexts. To a large extent the problems
an be onsidered to be equivalent, as the same problems of information man-
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agement and retrieval are found in dierent ontexts in the tasks performed by
users of urrent systems. Even though the information entity types are dierent
the same set of problem apply in information management in dierent situations.
Some typial examples from the desktop environment inlude:
 Managing les (douments) in a hierarhial le system
 Managing e-mails in an e-mail program (with hierarhial folder struture)
 Managing bookmarks to webpages in webbrowsers (in hierarhial stru-
ture)
These systems are ommon in that they typially allow management of appli-
ation spei information only and therefore not managing and relating dierent
types of information. This is in spite of the fat that eah system uses the same
underlying approah for information organization { a hierarhial information
struture. The previous hapters have already disussed the potential problems
suh as the ognitive burden put on the user to reollet where the information
is loated in the struture. The additional problem is the ompartmentalized
way of supporting these dierent types of information.
Even though these information entities are of dierent type the problem of
ategorization or plaement in a hierarhial struture are the same [WS96℄
[JBD01℄. It has to be done in inonsistent ways even though the user per-
forms similar tasks. This is aused by the hierarhies being managed in multiple
distint appliations. Eah appliation has its own way of implementing the hi-
erarhy and ommands to use it. This means inonsisteny in the user interfae
environment, thus making it diÆult to learn and remember to use. Non-unied
ommands and inonsisteny leads to additional ognitive burden for the user,
due to the extra eort learning a dierent way of navigation and using parts of
system based on the information types.
5.2.2 Overlapping Funtionality
Modern implementations of the WIMP model typially make available more than
a handful of overlapping funtionality in the appliations domains. For instane
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editing text is typially available in dierent parts of the system. E.g. there are
editors in word proessor, e-mail appliation, spreadsheet, presentation program,
notes, et etera. This requires the user to edit and manage personal text informa-
tion in dierent inonsistent ways depending on the appliation used. Therefore
dierent modes of operation exist in the user interfae, that is, dierent ways
to do oneptually the same thing (in this ase editing text). An advantage
is that there may be needs for tailoring funtionality and available ommands
for spei situation of use. However, the disadvantage is that the user has to
learn and remember multiple ways to basially do the same thing aross dierent
appliations.
There is only limited uniation of ommands in desktop systems. Designers
try to ahieve it by having design guidelines. If followed the purpose is to lead
to greater level of onsisteny in the user experiene { even when using a set
of dierent appliations from dierent appliation vendors. Assigning the same
short uts { assigning menu items to the same loation, and generally aim for
similar menu strutures. Inonsistenies are inevitable in pratie with dierent
vendors of software appliations.
Figure 5.1 shows a Venn diagram illustrating the overlap of ommands in
typial desktop appliations, suh as, (a) word-proessing, (b) spreadsheet, and
() graphis presentation. Speially the ommands dealing with the manage-
ment of information entities are ommon among the dierent appliations. The
information dealt with by the appliation is organized in a ommon information
struture. As mentioned in the previous setion there are dierent ompartments

























Clear - Select All
Copy - Cut - Paste
Figure 5.1: Illustration of overlapping funtionality in typial desktop applia-
tions
5.2.3 Modes and Consisteny
The operations that apply on a hierarhial information struture are essentially
the same aross dierent information types. Suh ommon operations inlude:
 Create or delete an information item
 Create or delete a node
 Move information item or node (subtree)
 Expand or ollapse part of the struture
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Dierent systems typially use dierent ommands with dierent names in
order to perform these fundamental operations on the hierarhy. This means that
the user has to learn and use dierent sets of ommands that fundamentally do
the same. For instane one set of ommands in the email system, another for
managing douments, and yet another to manage bookmarks.
Creating, deleting, moving, rearranging information entities are oneptually
the same operations, independent of the appliations used. It is the same set
of basi ommands available in the dierent appliations or modes. Loation of
ommands in menu, and keyboard shortuts for those ommands is what an
make the user interfae onsistent. Suh onsisteny is not a guarantee. It is
only the ase if designers of the systems have followed a set of user interfae
guidelines.
Inonsistenies may lead to onfusion and mistakes. As the user interfae may
also be in dierent modes the user need to be aware of whih mode is the urrent
mode of operation. Otherwise this may ause mistakes and unintentional hanges
of information. The dierent modes in the user interfae may ause diÆulties
for the user during use. Also the user will need additional eort to learn the
dierent modes of operation as multiple sets of ommands are used.
One potential advantage of the ompartmentalized approah where funtion-
ality are separated is that it makes it easy to visually distinguish dierent "ap-
pliations" and information types, sine the presentation of information may be
dierent due to the dierent modes or appliations. There is a lear mapping of
information types to appliations, whih means that it is lear to the user that
emails are found in one ompartment and douments in another ompartment
of the system.
As mentioned above the disadvantages of the approah is that it makes it
diÆult to learn and use several dierent modes of operation. Users need to be
aware of the mode, whih means less attention to the atual task being arried
out. Additionally the separation and multiple modes of operations may lead to
onfusion and possible mistakes.
Related information annot be ombined in the ontext of use. From a
personal information management perspetive the ompartmentalized approah
might be hindering natural ways of ombining and aggregating related informa-
tion entities. Also in dierent ontexts of use information may need dierent
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levels of formality in organization. Thus information entities may naturally ap-
pear as part of dierent organizations depending on the situation of use. For
instane an email may serve as a reminder, or may be part of ative ongoing
tasks, or may be arhived for later retrieval.
5.2.4 Granularity of Information Units
In Setion 2.8.1 it was mentioned that the unit of work identied in the study
by Malone of paper-based personal information management in an oÆe envi-
ronment [Mal83℄ were les and piles. Both help olleting groups of elements
into larger units. Files are expliitly titled and arranged by some riteria. Piles
are not arranged in a systemati way, why their spatial loation is important
for nding. This approah has been partly mapped to desktop-based systems,
whih have les and folders.
These abstrations represent levels of information granularity that are used
in the systems. Thus the information units are the unit of work in the system.
The level of granularity of information units has impliations for the exibility
of management and use of the information in a system.
Desktop-based systems have ourse-grained information granularity in the
shape of les that represent appliation spei information units, e.g. dou-
ments. Thus eah information unit ontains a spei type of information that
is represented in a spei way. It may ontain a omplex information struture
that an only be managed and organized in an appliation spei way where
the appliation has a predened struture for the information. This means that
the struture is dened by the system in advane rather than being dened or
organized by the user of the information (see Setion 4.3.1 information part of
the struture or part of the interfae).
This ourse-grained proessing of information (les) in desktop-based systems
have impliations for the way in whih information is organized in suh systems.
The underlying model is information proessing of a le that serves as input, an
appliation doing proessing of that le, whih nally generate output of a le.
This means information is retrieved from a le struture, proessed, and then
stored into the struture. Thus the basi metaphor, that is, the simulation of
proessing of douments in an oÆe. This approah has limited support of per-
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sonal information management in terms of the variety of ephemeral and working
information where unstrutured and semi-strutured organization is preferred.
The expliit appliation ommands for loading and saving of les from and into
the le system may be inonvenient for this type of information. For instane
Raskin [Ras00℄ argues that no user interfaes should ask the user to expliitly
perform a "save" ommand. The system should automatially persist the users
work so that he does not have to think about it. Modern designs as for instane
in the Palm Operating System [Ber00℄ has altogether abandoned expliit user
ations for saving information, thus proving by example that it is not needed in
modern user interfae designs.
Figure 5.2: Illustration of systems with oarse and ne information granularity
In the rst information elements are parts of larger strutures (e.g. spei
system-dened strutures). The other system has ne information granularity
where dierent ne granularity information entities an be organized in
arbitrary information strutures
Additionally interation based on suh ourse-grained granularity of informa-
tion units may lead to information and funtionality being ompartmentalized as
desribed in the previous subsetion. The problems inlude dierent information
units in the system having dierent behavior and need to be used in dierent
ways due to dierent and perhaps inonsistent modes of operation. In terms of
personal information this problem is illustrated in spei personal information
management systems where dierent information types are organized and used
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in separate ompartments of the system. This imposes a set of limitations to
the way in whih information an be organized and used. Additionally there are
limitations to the exibility in terms of information strutures. Figure 5.2 illus-
trates the dierenes in the approahes. It also illustrates the dierene between
information struture being part of the user interfae versus being part of the
information, as disussed in Setion 4.3.1.
5.3 Spei versus Generi Tools
The issue of granularity of information is related to the issue whether generi
or spei tools provide the best support for user ativities, suh as personal
information management related ativities.
5.3.1 Flexibility in Information Entry and Use
Many personal information management software appliations typially inlude
personal information management funtionality suh as, alendar, ontats, to-
do, notes, messages, et etera. These dierent funtional aspets are sometimes
integrated in terms of linking related information. However, information and
user interfae is often ompartmentalized, as eah information type is handled in
a dierent way as disussed above. Also when reating an information item, the
user has to deide in advane of "whih type" the information is. An information
item may start out as a brief note, but may turn into a to-do item, an e-mail, and
so on. Therefore it may also be used in dierent ontexts, and the information
item may be part of multiple information strutures.
In the physial world you ould take a blank piee of paper, and you do not
have deide a priori what you are going to write on in or use it for. It may
be for writing a brief note for a shopping list or to do list. It is exible as it
an ontain anything and ombinations of personal information that is needed
to support a user task. Additionally it is easy to write annotations anywhere
on the papers, for instane in a alendar system. Entering information into an
interative system, means that perhaps elds of data have been deided in a
xed format, and the type of data in the elds are deided too. This provides
less exibility ompared to a paper-based system.
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Examples inlude:
 An e-mail reeived ould ontain omments to a projet proposal, why it
is not only an e-mail, but also has relevane as notes to a projet.
 An e-mail reeived may inlude the sheduling of a meeting. Thus the
information may be turned into a alendar item inluding the meeting
agenda, and the persons partiipating in the meeting.
 An e-mail reeived may inlude information about a work task to be arried
out. Thus the information may be turned into a reminder of a task to do.
In all the examples above the information originate from an e-mail reeived
(ommuniation), and exemplify how suh information may turn into other types
of personal information, whih are related to dierent ativities. The observa-
tions from paper-based support of personal information management and these
examples indiate that dierent funtionality and ways of organizing the infor-
mation is important in order to provide the exibility needed in order to support
the variety of information and proesses involved in personal information man-
agement.
5.3.2 Example: Unix Pipelining
An example of a system that provides a high level of exibility in terms of
ombining funtionality and allowing the user to manipulate information in ex-
ible ways is ommand shells of UNIX-based operating systems. Speially the
sripting and so-alled "pipelining" apabilities provide this exibility. Pipelin-
ing enables the user to "pipe" information streams between dierent programs
in order to obtain a goal. Input from a le an be piped as input to a program.
The output from that program an be piped as input to yet another program or
written to a le. A simple illustrative example is shown below:
at input | sort | uniq > output
It uses the le input as the input, piping it to the sort ommand that
alphabetially sorts all lines from the input. Then the sorted data is sent to
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the uniq ommand that removes dupliate lines and nally the result of that
proess is written to a le alled output. In this trivial example three dierent
tools (ommands) are ombined to ahieve the goal. Eah tool an be used in
ombination with any other tools available in the system. If the user needs to
perform this spei ombination of ommands often they an be written into
a sript. That makes a user-dened ommand available in the system that an
be used like any other ommand available. If repetitive tasks are needed they
an also be written into a sript. However, as mentioned above this kind of user
interfae requires that the user is willing to invest the onsiderable time needed
to learn the ommands available in order for the user interfae to beome eÆient
to the user and for the user to ahieve this level of exibility in the user interfae.
Eah ommand typially has many parameters, whih are not easy to remember,
if not used often. UNIX operating systems typially ontain a fairly large set
of suh low granularity tools that an do spei transformations of the input.
A reason why this model is very useful is that the data type is typially text
only. A sequene of text lines is the standard data format used. Even though
the model as suh is simple it is powerful, but not targeted for the average user.
Even though the UNIX ommand and pipeline paradigm is very eetive is
has reeived ritique beause of the rypti ommand names, and syntax, whih
is very hard to learn and use [Nor81℄. However, for the narrow domain of users,
suh as programmers and developers, it is widely popular for the eÆieny. It
is inluded as an illustrative example of the dierenes between a spei and a
generi approah to information handling and use.
Another advantage of this approah is that it enables easy repeatable tasks,
whereas for instane the desktop approah is insuÆient in handling repetitive
tasks. Approahes that address this issue and add the apability to desktop
systems has been researhed [Cyp91℄ and [Lie98℄. In their approahes agents
monitor the system and tries to automatially detet interation patterns.
5.3.3 Studies of User Preferenes
Nardi and Johnson [NJ94℄ [JN96℄ have arried out ethnographi studies of user
preferene for task-spei versus generi appliations. The researh was based
on interviews with people who used dierent software tools to prepare presen-
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tation slides. It was studies how well the dierent tools supported the various
aspets of the task of reating presentation slides. This issue of task-spei
or generi appliations for the support of user tasks is relevant in ontext of
personal information management as well. As mentioned above some personal
information management systems are spei tools that support a spei subset
of personal information (alendar, to-do items, addresses). Others are generi
systems that enable management of personal information (for instane spatial
oriented systems). However, only few studies of user preferenes for spei or
generi support of ativities exist.
One of the onlusions of the study by Nardi and Johnson is that it is ex-
tremely diÆult to develop software that supports all aspets of tasks well [JN96℄.
They suggest, "an alternative to task-spei programs is a modular olletion
of independent interoperable servies supporting small subtasks" [NJ94℄. A set
of small interoperable tools instead of task-spei appliations ould be advan-
tageous for the support of user tasks. The suggestion is that with small servies
the user an nd and ombine the one that t the task at hand. The highly in-
dividual strategies that have been observed in personal information management
studies would also support this onlusion. Finding a task-spei appliation
that diretly maps to individual work praties is not likely. It must also be
taken into aount that many fators determine the preferene for one type of
system over the other. Suh fators inlude usability, user skills, frequeny of
use, available time, teamwork, and ompany poliy. Therefore the ndings in
the study by Nardi and Johnson naturally depend suh situations of use. If a
user arries out a task infrequently this may inuene the preferene for the type
of tool that supports the task.
In addition to this onlusion we note that an important aspet not addressed
by Nardi and Johnson is the ability to support hanges in tasks over time, whih
is highly relevant to the support of personal information management. In that
ase the task-spei appliations has to be hanged. This depends on the us-
tomization possible in the spei appliations, whih often is not possible. Some
software appliations allow the user to tailor the appliation to some degree, for
instane in terms of an appliation sripting language or by installing applia-
tion plug-ins. Suh failities are often non-trivial and thus targeted at advaned
users rather than the average user of the system. Nevertheless these observa-
tions support further the onlusion of the study that a modular olletion of
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interoperable tools ould be advantageous in the support of task dynamis and
hange over time.
5.3.4 Deomposing Available Funtionality
Making available a olletion of ne granularity interoperable tools an be onsid-
ered a deomposition of the available funtionality in existing systems. Suh a de-
omposed user interfae providing ne granularity servies aross a system has re-
eived some researhed attention, for instane CyberDesk [DAW98a℄ [DAW98a℄,
Views [Pem92℄, Humane interfaes [Ras00℄ and Servies [App01℄ approahes.
In these approahes modular servie funtionality is made available aross an
entire system. Pemberton [Pem92℄ desribes the "Views" projet that addressed
the problem of "barrier" introdued by appliations, and a pilot prototype of
the "Views" approah was implemented in the projet. Another approah was
researhed in the CyberDesk projet [DAW98a℄ [DAW98a℄, and other researh
by [NMW98℄, and [PK97℄. The approah is to bridge appliations by making
available ommands aross the appliations in the system. An information entity
of a ertain type (e.g. text) inside one appliation ould potentially be handled
by a number of other appliations in the system. The tehnique is that appli-
ations announe their apabilities { the information types an operate on { to
the rest of the system. The announed funtionality is therefore made available
in appliations and the user an apply the funtionality in a suitable ontext.
In a sense the underlying idea is similar to the Unix ommands and pipelining
feature disussed in Setion 5.3.2. The Apple Ma OS X also has a so-alled
servies arhiteture [App01℄ that allow appliations to announe their funtion-
ality as servies { the input that they are apable of handling { to the rest of the
system. These servies are made available through a spei "Servies" menu
in all appliations that support the servies arhiteture. The user an add his
own servies through the use of sripting language.
A simple example of suh funtionality is the user marking a piee of text
in an appliation. The piee of text inludes an address and a phone number.
The user then invokes a ommand to add the address and phone number to his
address book, or lookup the address on a map.
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These approahes aim to glue appliations together, and in a sense simulating
a olletion of smaller granularity tools as disussed in the previous setion. Ad-
ditionally to address the problems that modes introdue in appliation-oriented
user interfaes. Nevertheless, appliations are still the point of aess to informa-
tion. Raskin [Ras00℄ has suggested a design of a generi system entirely without
appliations as suh. In his system the available funtionality is deomposed,
leading to a set of smaller granularity funtionality. The aim is a greater level
of onsisteny, sine eah funtion or ommand is available one and applies ev-
erywhere in the system and is operated the same way aross the entire system.
The aim is also to ease learning and failitate habit formation, as the ommands
in the system an be applied for text everywhere in the system, and the way the
ommand is invoked is done in the same way everywhere in the system.
Besides being beneial from a strit usability point of view, suh approah
ould provide additional support of personal information management in terms of
higher level of exibility in the organization and use of personal information. The
information organization and use in the dierent ontexts relevant to ativities.
5.3.5 Noun-Verb versus Verb-Noun Type Interation
Another issue that has impliations for personal information management is the
type of interation in the user interfae. That is, whether the user interfaes uses
noun-verb-based interation or verb-noun-type interation. In this ontext the
noun is an information item in the user interfae and the verb is as an ation
that an be applied to that objet. Systems may use one or both of these types
of interation. For instane hanging the typefae for a paragraph in a doument
an be done both ways:
 Verb-noun approah: Choose the hange font ommand (the verb) and
then apply it to the paragraph (the noun).
 Noun-verb approah: Choose the paragraph (the noun) and then apply the
hange font ommand (the verb)
In personal information management where dierent types of information is
used together and interrelated the verb-noun approah would seem inappropri-
ate. This type of interation introdues problems suh as dierent modes of
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operation, and most user interfae guidelines reommend noun-verb based inter-
ation [Ras00℄. The approah requires the user to hoose a spei funtion or
appliation rst and then use and manage information relating to that funtion
or appliation. In personal information management the primary interest would
appear to be the information as suh (noun) and the organization and use of
that information. The noun-verb approah would require the user to hoose the
information rst and available ommands to that information in order to use or
organize the information.
Dierent approahes disussed are also dierent in terms of the type of inter-
ation. Lifestreams [FFG96b℄ and spatial-oriented systems like PAD++ [BH94℄
use noun-verb based interation. First the information is hosen from a stream
or the spatial environment, and then ommands are applied to the informa-
tion. Approahes suh as spei personal information management software
are typially verb-noun oriented as the spei area (e.g. alendar or addresses)
is aessed and then the spei information (noun) is loated and used within
that area (verb).
5.4 Summary
In the previous hapters the variety of aspets in personal information manage-
ment was disussed (Chapter 2) inluding ognitive issue (Chapter 3). That is,
the ognitive apabilities that must be onsidered in order to provide support of
personal information management. Existing approahes to support and faili-
tate personal information management has been disussed (Chapter 4) inluding
the levels of support for the various aspets identied. The disussion has pro-
vided ritique of existing approahes in terms of supporting dierent aspets of
personal information management. Some of these issues inlude:
 Flexibility in struturing and organization of information
 Supporting unstrutured, semi-strutured, and formally strutured infor-
mation
 Dierent lasses of information or levels of interation: ephemeral, working,
and arhived information
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 Reminding
 Finding and retrieval of information
 Views of the same information in suitable ontext
 Flexibility in information types used together
This hapter has extended the disussion of support of personal informa-
tion management with fous on user interfae and interation spei issues.
This means issues that have impliations for the support of personal information
management. The disussion has inluded user interfae and interation oriented
problems that have been identied in studies of human omputer interation and
personal information management.
The problems indiate that existing approahes are insuÆient in supporting
the issues involved in personal information management in terms of information
organized in task-spei and ompartmentalized ways. It also indiates that
an approah where the organization of information and available funtionally is
unied aross the variety of information types is relevant to onsider as it may
provide a higher level of support of personal information management.
Chapter 6
Models
Personal information management is a omplex area. It involves dierent types
of information used at dierent levels of interation for a number of dierent
purposes. Also the individual strategies used in order to manage personal in-
formation are highly varying. This means that many aspets must be taken
into aount in systems, whih aims to provide suitable support of personal in-
formation management. In the previous hapters it was disussed how dierent
approahes have been tried out in the last ouple of deades, both in the researh
and ommerial spae.
A hallenge for interative personal information management systems is to
nd suitable models on whih suh systems an be based. The models must
be apable of apturing the aspets of personal information, the ways in whih
users interat with and manage their information, and the way in whih it is
stored and organized and later retrieved. Thus an aim is to apture the set of
fundamental issues relevant to personal information management.
This hapter disusses suh models at three dierent levels, that is, mod-
els on whih personal information management systems may be based. This
inludes the oneptual model of personal information management, the inter-
ation model, and the data model on whih a system is based.
These disussions lead to an attribute-oriented model based on ndings in
studies of personal information management and dierent approahes to per-
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sonal information management, whih aim to address the issues identied in the
previous hapters. The purpose of the model is to serve as a foundation for
interation personal information management systems, whih provide support
for the variety of and disparate information used in personal information man-
agement. Finally the impliations of the model in terms of supporting personal
information management are disussed.
6.1 Models at Dierent Levels
Providing support for of personal information in interative systems involves
issues at dierent levels, inluding:
 Coneptual model { the underlying understanding of issues involved in
personal information management on whih a system is based
 Interative model { the way in whih users interat with and navigate the
information available in a system
 Data model { how the atual information is represented and strutured in
a system
Eah of these models has impliations for the level of support obtained in
personal information management in interative systems. Also there is an inter-
relation of the models, meaning that for instane the data model have implia-
tions for the interative model used, and the oneptual model have impliations
for the data model used.
6.1.1 Coneptual Models
First and foremost at the oneptual level is an understanding of the underlying
omplex issues involved in personal information management are paramount.
This inludes the variety of personal information and the variety of ways in
whih it is dealt with in order to support daily ativities. It must take into
aount the human memory and speially the way in whih humans reall
information. This also inludes the varying level of struture of the information
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and the highly individual ways in whih personal information management is
performed. These issues have been disussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
Existing systems have addressed these issues in dierent ways and emphasized
dierent aspets of the omplex set of issues involved in personal information
management, as disussed in Chapter 4. Some approahes have primarily ad-
dressed personal information management as a matter of arhiving information,
and with less onsideration to the levels of information that inludes ephemeral
and working information [BN95℄. Thus the omplexity of personal information
management is addressed in dierent ways in the existing systems. Typially
the systems under onsideration have only addressed a subset of the issues men-
tioned.
The systems under onsideration are built on dierent oneptual models of
personal information management. This means the understanding of the aspets
personal information management on whih the model is based. When personal
information management is understood as a matter of providing support for
arhived information the model falls short in terms of addressing the omplexity
of issues involved.
Some systems tend to fous on spei tasks, whereas others try to provide
a generi framework for information management. The task-spei approahes
are appropriate where user tasks map easily to the tasks that are supported
in the system. However, the studies of personal information management have
shown that humans typially reate oping strategies or adapt their tasks or
strategies to t the available system, in order to deal with the lak of support
of tasks they need to perform. For instane by using the systems in unintended
ways [ABC98℄.
As disussed in Chapter 4 existing systems are based on dierent onep-
tual models. To mention a few examples desktop-based systems [JRV
+
89℄ are
based on a metaphorial approah using douments, a ling abinet, and appli-
ations. Lifestreams [FFG96b℄ uses a diary metaphor with time-based streams
of douments. Systems suh as PAD++ [BH94℄ utilize a spatial metaphor for
the organization of douments, images, et etera. Eah of these approahes thus
have a set of underlying assumptions about the issues involved in personal in-
formation management whih is reeted in the oneptual model of the system.
This has impliations for the level of support of personal information manage-
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ment obtained in the systems. Again it should be kept in mind that some of
these systems were not reated to support personal information management as
suh originally.
6.1.2 Interation Models
Another level that is relevant to onsider in terms of the support of personal
information management is the interation model. That is, the way in whih
users may interat with and navigate the information in a system.
Existing systems disussed previously also have dierent interation models.
Some projets have tried out dierent ways of visualizing information in order
to provide a better overview of the information ontained in a system. Some
models fous on a spei property of the information on whih the oneptual
model is based, for instane information organized on a temporal basis.
The systems mentioned above provide examples of dierent interation mod-
els. Desktop systems [JRV
+
89℄ provide a set of appliations and the desktop,
whih provides ways to navigate and manage information. In Lifestreams the
user navigates streams of douments with a small set of operations [Fre97℄. In
spatial oriented systems suh as PAD++ [BH94℄ the user navigates a virtual
spae in order to manage and retrieve information. Eah of these interation
approahes has advantages and disadvantages in terms of providing support for
personal information management, as disussed in Chapter 4.
One issue is whether the approah is task-spei or generi in terms of per-
sonal information management support. As an example desktop-based systems
have appliations that are general suh as word proessing, spreadsheets, and
drawing. These typially do not map to the tasks that people perform, suh as,
writing a letter, a report, or a note, whih may involve other information and
funtionality as well. Thus the tasks performed by humans are more omplex
than simply word proessing. The writing of a report may need the inorpo-
rating of information of many dierent types and from other soures. Although
urrent software appliations are powerful in terms of available ommands they
may lak the support of the information and funtionality needed for any given
task [Nor98℄.
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Espeially for personal information management this is a ruial issue. It
has been argued that the variety of information involved in personal information
management is used in dierent ways aross information types and funtionality
and ombined in exible ways. Thus task-spei oneptual models may seem
less appropriate as the underlying model for personal information management.
6.1.3 Data Models
Finally the data model on whih a system is based is ruial for the support of
personal information management. The data model inludes the shemes and
methods by whih information is stored and organized. Also the data models
in existing systems are quite dierent and naturally have impliations for the
way in whih systems based upon the model an provide support for personal
information management.
The data model must support a wide variety of information types, ativities,
and organization methods. Based on the ndings in studies of personal infor-
mation management espeially support for unstrutured and semi-strutured
information is required to support organization and management of personal in-
formation. Additionally exibility in the model is needed to support information
strutures that evolve over time.
Traditional systems have a tendeny to provide xed information shemes.
For instane spei personal information management software appliations pro-
vide spei types of information, suh as alendar items, ontats, and to-do
items eah with predened and xed information strutures. Users must t their
information into these xed and predened shemes, whih leaves little exibility.
Suh approahes may also prevent evolvable information strutures.
Database systems also provide stati strutures in the sense that hanges
to underlying tables and data strutures is done by a developer of the system
rather than an end-user of the system. Thus hanges to underlying program
ode is needed in order to support new or hanging strutures and shemes,
whih provides little exibility in terms of information organization. Strutures
that are stati do not provide support for the dynami, hanging, and evolving
information (types) typially relevant in personal information management. A
higher level of exibility in the model is needed in order to provide better support
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of personal information management.
In the previous hapters it was disussed how hierarhial information stru-
tures is a ommon way of supporting information management in interative
system. For instane it is ommon in desktop-based systems, as well as in email,
bookmark, and doument organization systems. There is a tendeny to require
information to be organized in a hierarhial struture whether the information
naturally t into a hierarhial organization or not. Thereby humans have to
adapt their praties to the strutures enfored by the systems. For instane
ephemeral and working information mentioned does not need suh an informa-
tion struture. Hierarhial information organization does not support these
aspets of personal information management in a suitable way. This has been
observed in studies where subjets tended to ome up with various strategies
in order to ope with the lak of support of some aspets of personal informa-
tion management [BN95℄. Additionally suh systems typially only allow the
information to be put in exatly one plae even though it may belong in several
plaes in the information struture.
Hypermedia based systems have provided more exibility in terms of infor-
mation organization. Suh systems typially provide a graph of interonneted
nodes with no root or information struture provided a priori. Thus it provides
a higher level of exibility in that any node in the system an referene any other
node. This also means that information struture may evolve over time, as new
information may be linked into the existing information, and existing nodes an
be hanged to referene new information and new strutures. However, multiple
organizations of the same information are not supported diretly { only in the
sense that eah node an have multiple links. This means an information entity
may have referenes to multiple information entities.
6.1.4 Summary of Issues
In order for interative systems to support and failitate personal information
management modeling at several levels are relevant to onsider, as illustrated in
Figure 6.1. At the oneptual level is the understanding of issues involved, at
the interation level is the interation and navigation of information and at the
data level is the representation and struture of information.




Figure 6.1: Dierent levels of issues in support of personal information manage-
ment, oneptual level, interation level, and data level
One of the most prominent problems in existing systems is the data models on
whih these systems are built. As mentioned above the hierarhial information
struture is widespread as the basis for personal information management sys-
tems suh as email, bookmark, doument management, and general le systems.
Traditional systems tend to use suh xed data models having some kind of pre-
dened information struture (suh as hierarhial struture). Suh data model
approahes are inexible in terms of omplying the speis needs in support of
personal information management. They may serve dierent needs and enable
other types of appliations, but they have shortomings in terms of supporting
some aspets of personal information management in an eÆient way. Personal
information management system needs to support a high level of exibility in
terms of how the information in strutured in the system, as semi-strutured
and unstrutured information must be available as well. Some personal informa-
tion is reated and used on an ad-ho basis, whih requires more exibility than
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existing shemes may provide in an eÆient way.
Pre-dened information strutures and shemes an be observed in systems
with xed appliations, whih maps to tasks domains. These systems often have
predened data shemes, whih means that they only aept xed data elements.
The immediate impliation of suh xed system and model is that the user of
the system has to adapt his personal work task or information need to that of
the system or map it to the strutures supported by the system. More exibility
is needed due to hanges over time, the information usage, or the ontext of use
evolving over time.
The way in whih systems are designed and engineered today makes them
uneasy to adapt to new or hanging demands. Changing requirements means
hanging the underlying struture of the systems. This implies hanges to the
shemes, whih is sometimes not possible at run-time. It means updating data
shemes and ompiling program ode in order to hange a system to support
dierent information strutures and work tasks, whih is not easily done. This
is espeially diÆult if not impossible for the end-user of the system.
Some of issues mentioned above an be summarized as follows:
 Observing the omplexity of issues in personal information management.
 Supporting unstrutured and semi-strutured information and ephemeral
and working information.
 Hierarhial organization of information leaves little exibility, is fairly
stati, and allows only one plae to put an information items.
 Need to keep a sheme, but the use and organization of information hanges
over time.
 Naming and identiation of information items is not always easy to do,
or even relevant to do.
 Adapting systems to hanging requirements and new information types
and strutures is not easily done in urrent systems.
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6.2 The NEXUS Model
The approah researhed in this projet involves an attribute-oriented model
on whih personal information management systems an be based. The model
onsists of four key elements:
 Information entity { the basi unit holding information
 Attribute { an information entity related to another information entity
ontaining information (metadata) about the information entity
 View { a olletion of information entities, that is, a subset of the infor-
mation entities ontained in the system
 Ation { funtionality whih may be applied to entities, attributes, and
views (or any ombinations of these)
The external representation of the information in the model is the repository,
whih is the entire olletion of information entities (and attributes, views, and
ations).
Besides the four key elements the model have a few additional elements:
 Template { an information entity with a set of default attributes assoiated
 Referene { an attribute whih ontains a referene to another information
entity
 Rule { a denition of an ation to perform based on a set of onditions
6.2.1 Entities
Information entities are the lowest granularity information unit in the model. An
information entity holds a body ontaining the information it arries. A simple
information entity an for instane hold a text string as shown below.
("This is an example information entity")
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The information in the model is desribed as a olletion of information
entities. That is, the external representation of the information {the repository{
is the entire olletion of information entities. As attributes, views, and ations
are speial-ase entities they are also inluded in the olletion of entities in the
repository.
The repository an also be desribed as a multi-set of entities, in that, two
(or more) entities an be idential (semantially equal). However, all entities
may have a unique referene, and be uniquely referened in the olletion.
As seen above an entity may represent a simple piee of text. Other examples
of simple information entities inlude:
 Call Mihael about meeting
 Birthday party the 5th
 Remember to buy milk
The point is that the entity is information at a ne level granularity, and that
they may or may not have an internal struture as suh. Individuals an use and
manage many suh information entities on a daily basis depending on personal
strategy and style.
Information entities are not neessarily personal or private, but may inlude
information that is of personal interest. For instane an entity ould hold a refer-
ene to a doument available on the World Wide Web that ontains information
of personal interest.
6.2.2 Attributes
An attribute is an information entity that desribes or provides information
about another information entity. Eah information entity has a set of attributes
assoiated. Thus attributes represent meta-data, that is, data that desribes
other data (information entities). However, the assoiated set of attributes may
be empty.
Attributes themselves an be desribed as name/value pairs. Thus an entity
an have any number of suh name/value pairs assoiated. Inluding the infor-
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mation entity in the desription means that attributes an also be desribe in
the form (entity, name/value).
As an example an entity representing a ontat person, may have a number
of attributes (name/value pairs) assoiated desribing the ontat { the person:
("e-mail address" / "johndoe")
("address" / "First Street 1st")
("zip" / "12345")
Any number of attributes an be assoiated to entities, thus the approah
an be desribed as a set assoiated with the entity. Elements an be added and
removed from the set as needed.
The example provided above also illustrates that the attributes form state-
ments about an information entity. In the example above there is an information
entity representing a ontat, whih has an assoiated attribute { the name/value
pair e-mail address, and the ontent of the e-mail address.
6.2.3 View Colletions
Information entities an organized into any number of groups { olletions. Suh
a olletion of information entities in the model an be organized in dierent ways
based on the attributes assoiated. Based on riteria of seletion the information
olletion an be organized into a sub-olletion of entities, that is, a subset of
the entire multi-set of entities.
A olletion of information entities is simply a subset of the entire set of
information entities (in the repository). A olletion is also referred to as a view,
as it may provide dierent views of the information entities in the repository.
view = {entity 1, entity 2, ... , entity n}
As mentioned above the attributes assoiated with information entities an
be added and removed from the set assoiated with an information entity. There-
fore it is the assoiated attributes that onstitute the strutures of information
entities in the repository, in terms of any number of dened olletions.
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For instane a olletion or view that should represent "e-mail addresses"
from the repository ould be dened by the riterion inluding all entities that
have an "e-mail address" attribute assoiated. Thereby the olletion will hold a
set of information entities that all have an e-mail address, and thereby establish
a view of email addresses from the repository.
The seletion riterion may be based on any attribute (name and value) or
ombination of attributes (name and value). This means views an be established
on the basis of information entities having several attributes assoiated, also that
the value of attributes must meet a ertain riteria. For instane a view of Danish
e-mail addresses ould be dened so that it would only inlude e-mail addresses
(with values) ending with ".dk".
This approah enables the reation of any number of views of the information
entities in a repository, and for the information entities to be inluded in multiple
views.
6.2.4 Ations
The information entities and attributes represent the information that is in the
repository (the entire set of information entities). The olletions dene dierent
ways to view the information entities and attributes in the repository. The next
element is ations that represent funtionality that may be applied to information
entities, attributes, and olletions of information entities (or any ombinations
of these) in the repository.
Core ations inlude the reation and deletion of information entities and
attributes, and the reating or altering of olletion riteria, in order to reate
or modify views of information.
Further ations an be dened to allow a spei funtionality to apply to
ertain information entities, attributes, or olletions by some riterion. The
approah desribed here does not enfore information to be of any partiular
type, however, information entities having a given set of attributes assoiated
may be interpreted as having a type.
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For instane an information entity representing an e-mail typially ould have







Ations that apply for e-mail information may be dened so that they apply
to information entities having some or all of the above listed attributes assoi-
ated. Suh an ation ould be to send an e-mail to the address or addresses
provided by attributes providing the to and  of the e-mail. The ation ould
automatially assoiate sender and date attributes to the set of attributes. In
addition it would for instane add an attribute indiating that the e-mail has be
sent, so that the information entity would be inluded in a olletion dening
sent e-mails.
Thus ations an be dened so that they apply to information entities, at-
tributes, and views based on a relevant riterion. Ations may inlude funtion-
ality, that is, some manipulation of information entities, attributes or olletions
of entities. As there are no types of information as suh ations apply aross the
entire set of information in the system as long as the dened riterion is met.
6.2.5 Templates
Templates are information entities with a number of default attributes assoi-
ated. Thus a template may hold an entity with or without ontent with a set
of assoiated attributes. This element allows for the onstrution of frequently
used information entities and strutures.
For example an information entity holding a reminder (a to-do item) ould
have a template with the following attributes:
(urgeny / ...)
(priority / ...)
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A new information entity based on this template would have default assoi-
ations to attributes urgeny and priority. In the example spei attribute
names are assoiated and the attribute values are left blank. After reation by
means of a template it is possible to ll the information entity and attributes in
order to make it represent the needed information.
As seen in the example in the previous setion an information entity holding
an e-mail would also have a set of default attributes. Suh an e-mail template
ould serve the funtionality of reating a new e-mail message, and the example
ation mentioned above would provide the funtionality of sending the e-mail.
6.2.6 Referenes
As mentioned previously humans may deal with many information entities on a
daily basis. Above information entities were desribed as ne granularity infor-
mation units, suh as, a ontat, an e-mail, a to-do item, et etera. However,
it is also neessary to deal with higher granularity information units, suh as,
douments, reports, presentations, et etera. In that ase an information entity
may simple serve as a proxy for that information, in that it provide a referene
to the information that may origin from another soure. The information entity
ould for instane hold a short summary of the information being referened.
The referene itself an be an attribute assoiated with the information entity.
The information entities an also referene other entities in the olletion
of entities. A referene is an assoiated attribute that holds a referene to an
information entity. Thus eah entity an have any number of referenes to other
entities in the repository. For instane an entity may have the following attribute
name/value pair assoiated:
(attribute name / entity 2)
In this example entity 1 has an attribute that holds a referene to entity
2. The attribute ould desribe the kind of referene, or simply indiate that it
is a referene or link.
This approah enables the information entities in the repository to have mul-
tiple organizations and strutures, inludes dierent types of information stru-
tures. Also note that entities are not required to have assoiated attributes with
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referenes to other entities, thus enabling unstrutured information entities in
the repository as well.
6.2.7 Rules
Finally rules dene ations to perform if some riteria are met. Based on the
ontent of the entities and the assoiated attributes rules an be applied. Ations
to perform inlude:
 Attributes added, removed, and/or hanged
 Entities added, removed, and/or hanged
 Views added, removed, and/or hanged
For instane if an information entity has assoiated attributes subjet and to
it an at as an e-mail as desribed previously. Rules an be dened for dierent
purposes, suh as agging spei information entities in terms of assoiating
additional attributes. In the ase of emails messages with a partiular subjet
or sender ould be agged (attribute added) indiating important.
6.3 Impliations for PIM
As disussed in Setion 6.1 dierent models and onepts have been hosen in
various personal information management systems. The hoie of underlying
models has impliations for the level of support that an be obtained in the
system, or the set of aspets addressed. Espeially there are impliations for
the way in whih information entities an be organized in terms of the available
elements in the models.
The issue of dierent data shemes has been emphasized as a problem in terms
of supporting the variety of ways in whih personal information is organized
and managed. Fixed shemes and predened strutures pose problems in terms
of supporting the exibility and variety of information organizations found in
personal information management.
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A disussion of the impliations of the approah presented in the previous
setion follows. It is emphasized how a set of the issues in personal information
management is addressed by this approah in ontrast to existing approahes
disussed.
6.3.1 Entities and Attributes
Information entities, attributes and olletions are the ore elements. Informa-
tion entities are the basi units representing information. These information
units may represent simple information elements suh as a piee of text, a note,
an appointment, a to-do item, et etera. This approah enables a ne granularity
aess to information. The information entities are idential in the sense that
information entities are not of any type. Information entities simply represent
an information unit regardless of the kind of information that it holds.
Dierent types of information are obtained in terms of the sets of attributes
assoiated with them. As seen in the examples in the previous setions this en-
ables information entities to represent e-mails, to-do items, ontats, or any other
information. This depends on the attributes assoiated. This also means that an
information entity may represent information of dierent types at the same time.
For instane a bookmark an also serve as a reminder with the proper attributes
assoiated. Any attribute may be assoiated with any information entity, whih
provides a high level of exibility of information use and management.
Information entities may represent personal information or general informa-
tion. E-mail is typially personal (even though it ould have multiple reipients).
Whereas a bookmark is a generi entity, that ould referene a publi information
unit. However, attributes assoiated with suh a bookmark ould be personal,
if they represent personal interests of the partiular referene. For instane the
ontext in whih this bookmark is found to be useful or of interest to the indi-
vidual.
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6.3.2 Colletions and Information Strutures
Information entities are organized into olletions, whih simply represent sub-
sets of the entire set of information entities. The olletions are dened to inlude
the information entities where the attributes assoiated meet a ertain riteria.
This approah has benets in terms of providing additional exibility of informa-
tion organization ompared to existing approahes as the model allows arbitrary
relationships among information entities. It an be argued that the model is
useful for the support of personal information management as the information
organization allows a high level of exibility in terms of information strutures
(unstrutured, semi-strutured, and formally strutured).
The model enables dierent ways of navigating and retrieving information
entities available in the entire repository of information entities. Attributes pro-
vide the basis for olletions and the attributes may form these olletions so that
they have a partiular struture. Dierent attributes an be assoiated with the
information entities, whih may be used to reate dierent views (visualizations)
and strutures of the subsets of information entities. Suh visualizations may
enhane the visual pereption when reeting an underlying struture of the
information. Dierent strutures inlude:
 Temporal
 Piles (or lists)
 Hierarhial
 Spatial
This approah enables multiple ways of navigating and nding information.
The subsets of information entities an be overlapping, in order for an informa-
tion entity to appear as part of dierent information strutures, see Figure 6.2.
As an example an information entity representing a person might appear in dif-
ferent ontexts, e.g. as the sender of an e-mail, in an address book, on a list of
partiipants in a projet, et etera.
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Figure 6.2: Flexibility of information olletions
The gure provides an illustration of dierent types of olletions of
information entities: linear/temporal struture, hierarhial struture, and
semi-struture, and two olletions that span aross the other olletions.
o = information entity, and O = olletion / view
Additionally the model does not enfore any spei information struture.
The arbitrary relationships among information entities allow these olletions
to have strutures as those mentioned above, as information entities an be
grouped and linked in arbitrary ways. This allows information to be organized
into loosely strutured groups suh as a set of information entities having a
spei attribute assoiated (see the e-mail example in Setion 6.2.4 above).
Another possibility is to have a olletion of information entities with temporal
attributes and provide a temporal ordered olletion of information entities. Suh
is naturally useful for alendar information and a diary oriented approah to
information organization [FFG96b℄, [Rek99℄, and piling of information [MSW92℄.
Spatial organization [BH94℄ is possible if attributes representing spatial loations
is assoiated. For additionally strutured information a olletion of information
entities may take the form of a hierarhy, in that assoiated attributes provide
information for suh a hierarhial information struture.
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The highly individual information management praties may be supported
in terms of various ways of organizing and managing information. This inludes
the model providing the ability to support unstrutured, semi-strutured, and
formally strutured information. Thus it may provide support of both piling and
ling strategies of information management and organization [Mal83℄. This also
forms a basis on whih to provide support of dierent levels of interation with
information { ephemeral, working and arhived information. At least at the level
that the various levels of struture that haraterize these levels of interations
are supported by the model.
6.3.3 Multiple Organization of Same Information Entity
Information entities may not be easily mapped into an information struture.
For instane there may be more than one possible loation for an information
entity in a hierarhial information struture [Lan88℄ [Mal83℄. An information
entity may belong to dierent ategories or lassiations as it may be used and
referred to in dierent ontexts of use.
The model allows for information entities to by part of dierent information
olletions, as illustrated in Figure 6.2 above. Thus there may be multiple views
of the information entities (illustrated by the large irles in the gure) and an
information entity may appear in more than one. Therefore the model allows
multiple organizations of the same information entity, in that it an be part of
dierent olletions, and therefore also dierent information strutures.
This also allows for multiple ways in whih an information entity may be
retrieved in a system built on top of the model. An information entity may be
part of dierent strutures that an be used as the basis for retrieval. Also the
information entity may have multiple attributes assoiated providing desriptions
of the information may be used in the retrieval proess. Potentially there are
multiple ways of failitating retrieval, and thus utilizing more dimensions of
human memory in the retrieval proess [Lan88℄.
Finally, similar information strutures may be used aross dierent olle-
tions of information entities. As seen in some studies [Boa01℄ [Kwa89℄ subjets
maintain parallel information strutures aross dierent types of information
(e.g. e-mail and douments) relating them to partiular ativities or use. As the
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model does not impose restritions in terms of partiular information strutures
it is possible to reate suh parallel strutures. For instane in an organization
with one olletion for eah type of information entity. However, as mentioned
above the model also allows dierent information entities to be organized in the
same olletions. Using the example of e-mail and douments, meaning that
those ould be organized into one olletion if needed.
6.3.4 Identiation of Information Entities
As disussed above the model does not enfore any partiular information stru-
ture { no struture is speied a priori. The strutures are entirely formed by the
olletions determined by arbitrary attributes assoiated with the information
entities.
Another problem identied in traditional information management systems,
suh as le systems is the need for expliit naming of information entities. Files
in le systems need to have an expliit name when reated. In some situa-
tions it is diÆult to provide a useful name, and humans tend to forget names
of les [BN95℄. This partiular issue was addressed by the Lifestreams ap-
proah [FFG96b℄, in terms of using temporal ordering by default. This model
does not enfore naming of information entities either, as the assoiation of at-
tributes to information entities is optional. The set of attributes may even be
empty. This means that any attribute an be assoiated with information entities
proving dierent types of desriptive information about the information entities.
This inludes temporal information, strutural information, identiation infor-
mation, referenes, et etera. Thus it is possible to provide an attribute that
ontains a name if it is suitable for a partiular information entity. However, the
model does not require expliit naming or identiation of information entities
This approah aims at supporting both the piling and ling strategies of
personal information management. When ling information naming, identia-
tion, and partiular struturing of the information is typially neessary. The
attributes support the possibility of using suh a ling strategy to organize infor-
mation entities. When it omes to loosely and semi-strutured information, suh
as piling information, it is often done by dierent means. Information an just
be left in a "pile", and retrieved for instane by an impliit temporal attribute.
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Thus providing naming and identiation of the information entities would be
troublesome and unneessary.
6.3.5 Changes Over Time { Evolving Information Strutures
One issue is that information may be used in dierent ontexts meaning that mul-
tiple organizations of the same information entity may be relevant, as disussed
above. Another issue in personal information management is that information
strutures tend to evolve over time when the ontext in whih the person in-
formation is used hanges over time. The onsequene is that information may
have to be reorganized and restrutured in order to reet new situations of use.
The underlying struture may impose diÆulties in terms of gradually hanging
information struture and use over time. Highly strutured information may be
diÆult and time-onsuming to hange. For instane a reorganization of hierar-
hial strutured information may be extensive as the underlying lassiation
of information entities need to hange [Lan88℄. This ould potentially lead to
the reorganization of a onsiderable part of information entities in the struture.
Not all approahes to personal information management address this issue of
information aretion and hanges over time.
New ativities, situations, or ontext of use may have an eet on informa-
tion strutures, that is, ausing them to evolve over time. The attribute-oriented
approah may provide some level of support for information strutures to evolve.
For instane by allowing multiple strutures of information entities. This means
that the dierent ontexts of use may be supported by assoiation of suitable
attributes, as disussed above. However, the use of attributes enables stru-
tures to be gradually hanged or expanded, as it is possible to hange or add
attributes over time. This makes it possible to add new olletions or modify
existing olletions of information entities to reate new views of information
entities. Thereby having them support new ontexts of use. By hanging at-
tributes assoiated with an information entity it may inlude the entity in or
exlude the entity from a olletion. Thus a olletion may hange over time, as
information is hanged or new information reeived.
Nevertheless, the problems of evolving strutures are also inuened by the
hoie of information struture. If the attributes are used to onstrut a hier-
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arhial information struture it does not hange the fat that reorganization
of a hierarhial struture an be umbersome if extensive hanges to the un-
derlying lassiation of information needs to be arried out. Unless atual
implementations of the model provide failities that failitate the reorganization
of information strutures at the level of interation the model is only advanta-
geous beause it allows multiple organizations of information. Nevertheless, as
studies of personal information management indiate, hierarhial organization
of information is mostly used for long-term arhived information, making it less
useful for frequently hanging information or situations of use.
6.3.6 Reminding
It has been emphasized that reminding is a key element of personal informa-
tion management. However, the model does not have any inherent support of
reminding. Even though there is not a spei element in the model addressing
the issue of reminding there are dierent ways in whih personal information
management systems reated on top of the model may support reminding.
As pointed out in studies subjets often use various strategies in order to have
some support of reminding in existing systems. For instane by leaving informa-
tion entities in partiular loations in whih they will be frequently seen, suh
as e-mail inbox or in some spatial arrangement. As suh it ould be argued that
information entities may simply be left in a suitable olletion that is frequently
seen. That would provide at least at the level of support as in existing personal
information management systems. That is, a similar method of reminding is
possible with this approah.
In addition any information entity an have attributes assoiated, whih pro-
vide an indiation of a reminder. Thus an information entity may have arbitrary
attributes used as part of a reminding sheme. Suh assoiated attributes ould
inlude:
 Urgeny { how urgent is this reminder on some sale (e.g. temporal)
 Importane { how important is this reminder on some sale (e.g. priority)
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In eet any information entity may serve the purpose of reminding, and may
have attributes assoiated informing of the kind of reminder.
6.4 Summary
This hapter has disussed models of interative personal information manage-
ment systems on three dierent levels, the oneptual level, the interation level,
and the data level.
The oneptual level inludes the understanding of the issues involved in
personal information management (disussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). The
interation level inludes the ways in whih users interat with and navigate the
information available in a system (disussed in Chapter 5). The data level in-
ludes the atual information representation and struture in a system. Dierent
data level approahes in existing systems have been disussed briey.
This lead to a presentation and disussion of a unied attribute-oriented
model for personal information management systems. The model inludes four
key elements, information entities (the units of information), attributes (infor-
mation assoiated with information entities), views (a subset { olletion { of
information entities), and ations (funtionality applied to entities, attributes,
and views). Examples of these elements were provided.
Moreover the impliations of the unied attribute-oriented approah for per-
sonal information management have been disussed. This inludes a disussion
from the perspetive of the oneptual understanding of personal information
management disussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Espeially there are a num-
ber of impliations for the way in whih information may be strutured and
organized in olletions using this approah. The disussed involved issues that
have been identied as essential for personal information management, suh as
exibility of information strutures, enabling multiple strutures, evolvable stru-




This hapter disusses a researh prototype implementation of a personal infor-
mation management system. The prototype system { NEXUS { is an appliation
of the attribute-oriented model desribed in Setion 6.2 and the system also pro-
vides a user interfae that aims to provide a unied user interfae and interation
in the system as disussed in Chapter 5.
This hapter provides an overview of the researh prototype implementation
and a desription of the system arhiteture and platform used. This inludes
the repository storage system and a framework for mapping existing information
soures to the system. Additionally the user interfae of the system is desribed
inluding the implementation of entities, attributes, views, and ations and ap-
pliations of the system for personal information management. Finally a set of
limitations of the researh prototype implementation is desribed.
The researh prototype represents a pilot implementation at a proof-of-onept
level. The purpose is to enable initial experiments to be arried out, thus allow-
ing initial exploration of applying the attribute-oriented model ombined with a
unied user interfae for personal information management.
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7.1 System Overview
The researh prototype is an implementation of a personal information manage-
ment system for management of ommon eletroni information. The system is
implemented as a software appliation that runs on standard desktop or laptop
omputer systems. However, an implementation of the underlying model and a
tailor-made user interfae for mobile information applianes should be possible.
In terms of arrying out initial experiments the urrent version is suÆient.
7.1.1 Information
The system enables the user to keep, manage, and use typial personal infor-
mation, suh as emails, alendar items, to-do items, douments, bookmarks, et
etera. All information is available through the ommon repository and likewise
all information is aessed through a single unied user interfae.
The system is based on the attribute-oriented model presented in the pre-
vious hapter, thus all information items kept and managed in the system are
represented by information entities and attributes. Eah information entity an
have any number of attributes assoiated. The information is organized into
any number of olletions (views) by means of the attributes assoiated with
the information entities. The types of information that has been used with the
prototype inludes:
 E-mail { messaging
 Calendar items { organizer and diary
 To-do items { reminding
 Text items { memos and douments
 Bookmarks and referenes
 Musi { sound traks
The list provides and illustration of how the researh prototype applies the
model in order to support dierent information types in various domains to
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support personal information management. The mapping of these dierent types
of information to the model is not dened by the system. The model provides a
exible way of representing information entities with assoiated attributes, thus
it is possible to do this in dierent ways. The mappings used for e-mail entities
and sound entities are disussed in Setion 7.2.5.
7.1.2 Templates
The attribute-oriented approah enables the researh prototype to store arbi-
trary types of information, meaning that the support of information entities is
not limited to those mentioned above. The system allows the user to reate new
information entities, and assoiate arbitrary attributes with the information en-
tities. Templates an be reated in order to failitate the proess of reating
new information entities. An information template is simply implemented as an
information entity with a number of attributes assoiated. This means when
reating an information entity based on a template a new information entity is
simply reated with a list of default assoiations of attributes.
7.1.3 Views
Similar the information is organized into dierent olletions that allow the user
to view the information entities available in the repository. These olletions
are speied to inlude information entities having spei attributes assoiated.
Criteria for the attributes may also be speied. For instane a view ould inlude
all information entities in the repository having a temporal attribute assoiated,
thus reating a temporal ordered view of a subset of information entities in the
repository. Individual views may be sorted by the dierent attributes inluded
in the view.
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A set of simple default views have been reated to enable the user to view
and interat with the types of information listed above, inluding:
 Inbox { e-mail reeived
 Sent { e-mails that have been sent
 Contats { address book
 Calendar week overview { alendar items with date this week
 To-do { reminding items
 Bookmarks { referenes to webpages
 Douments { memos and douments
 Musi { sound traks
Additionally there are views that inlude information aross dierent types.
For instane a sample projet view that inludes alendar items, to-do items,
e-mails, and douments, that are all assoiated with the sample projet.
The researh prototype enables existing views to be hanged and new views
to be reated. For instane the default view of musi simply inludes all sound
traks available from the repository (with title, artist, album, et etera). As
mentioned above views may be sorted by dierent attributes. However, the user
ould also reate dierent views of sound traks by artist, genre, or other riteria.
It is possible for the user to reate views of new types of information that does
not already have suitable views. For instane a user ould reate information
entities representing fats and reate suitable views to view the fats available
in the repository. The user ould for instane reate a sheme for organizing the
fats, by assoiation of suitable attributes.
Suh information reated by the user ould also be used in existing views
by assoiating attributes to the information entities thereby inluding it in an
existing view. Generally any information entity in the repository an have any
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number of annotations by assoiating of desriptive attributes. The following is
an example of suh an assoiated name/value pair:
("Summary" / "Round menus are more effiient than menu lists")
In a sense all assoiated attributes serve as annotations to the information
entities. This attribute-oriented approah also allows information entities to be
related in arbitrary ways, as attributes may inlude a link to another information
entity. This enables information entities to be linked in lists, strutured in a
hierarhy, or a graph, or any other struture that is suitable. It is notied that
the same information entity may be part of multiple suh strutures.
7.2 System Arhiteture
The researh prototype is a ombination of the attribute-oriented data model and
a user interfae providing unied interation with information in the system.
7.2.1 Implementation Platform and Programming Libraries
The researh prototype is implemented in the Java programming language [AG96℄
and runs on top of the Java platform version 1.3 available for typial desktop
operating systems. The hoie of Java as the development and experimental
platform was primarily due to the wide variety of APIs and programming li-
braries available for the platform. As the prototype needed to have interfaes to
dierent types of existing systems it was neessary to use a platform providing
libraries for existing systems.
However, the use of the Java tehnology is not ruial for the realization of the
onepts and approah in an implementation of a researh prototype. However,
it was onsidered as an appropriate platform to reate a pilot implementation of
the onepts with manageable development eort. This was espeially important
in terms of bridging the system to existing servies and tehnologies. The vari-
ous libraries allowed the development of onnetors to dierent systems without
extensive development eort.
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The system user interfae is implemented using the Java Swing omponents.
This allows the implementation of a standard desktop appliation graphial user
interfae. Other libraries used in the implementation inludes:
 File input/output APIs part of the standard Java libraries (java.io pak-
ages)
 Networking APIs part of the standard Java libraries (java.net pakages),
inluding HTTP transfer protools
 JavaMail API version 1.3, whih support the retrieval and sending of
emails, supporting standards POP3, IMAP, and SMTP.
 Images using standard libraries (this inludes support for JPEG and PNG
standards)
 Sound standard libraries (javax.sound pakages) and JLayer MP3 API (ver-
sion 0.08)
 MP3 ID tag library to read and modify attributes of sound traks in the
MP3 format
The use of these APIs enables integration of existing information and systems
with less development eorts.
The prototype system was built and used on a 500MHz PC with 256MB
RAM memory, 12GB hard drive and a 15-inh monitor. Espeially the issue of
response times [Mil68℄ is ritial in the user interfae. The researh prototype
have a reasonable performane as the hardware onguration mentioned above
allow typially response times below 100{200 milliseonds. This is the ase even
with the performane intensive tasks, suh as hanging views and sorting views
by a dierent attribute.
7.2.2 Arhiteture Overview
An overview of the system arhiteture of the researh prototype is shown in
Figure 7.1 below, presenting the main omponents of the system. The ompo-
nents of the system are implemented in a pakage hierarhy nexus ontaining
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main omponents. Components and interfaes related to entities are loated in
the nexus.entity pakage, omponents and interfaes for attributes are in the











Figure 7.1: NEXUS system arhiteture overview
The main omponent is the repository, whih holds the information entities,
attributes, and views available to the user of the system. The atual informa-
tion may be stored in dierent loations. The repository itself has an assoiated
external storage where the atual information is stored. Aess to the exter-
nal storage is provided through the storage interfae omponent. The type of
external storage is not essential as the aess is provided through the storage
interfae
The information in the repository is indexed in order to enable eÆient re-
trieval of information from the repository and eÆient onstrution of views
of information entities. The indexing omponent is responsible for indexing of
information entities, attributes, and views.
The information available in the repository may be stored in the assoiated
storage, but information from dierent soures may also be linked into the repos-
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itory. These soures an be both loally available information as well as resoures
available through a network. The adapters provide the interfae to these external
information soures. Any number of soures may be onneted to the repository
through adapters. An example soure ould be an email server or a loal le
diretory with douments.
Finally there is the user interfae omponent on top of the system, whih
provides the dierent views of information entities and enables the user to navi-
gate the information, attributes, views, and issue available ommands (ations).
Interation with the system is handled by the ontrol omponent that serves as
a mediator between the user and the system, and linking the user interfae to
the underlying system.
7.2.3 Repository Storage and Adapter
The repository is the entral omponent in the arhiteture, as it stores and
oordinates all information available in the system. All omponents and inter-
faes related to the repository are loated in the nexus.repository pakage. This
inludes the atual information entities, attributes, and views available. Eah
information entity in the repository has a unique identiation that is used to
referene and identify information entities. This identiation is used internally
in the system only and it not available to the user of the system.
The information in the storage is stored in an external storage, through the
storage omponent. The omponent abstrats the type of storage from the repos-
itory, meaning that it use dierent types of storage mehanism. This inludes
dierent types of database systems or le system. In the atual researh proto-
type a le system is used as the external storage mehanism. The interfae of
the storage omponent simply provides the ability to store from the repository
and retrieve data into the repository. The omponent transforms the data into a
suitable representation in the external storage. In the prototype implementation
a trivial approah is used, that is, data is stored is simply mapped into les that
are stored in a le system diretory struture. Eah unit represents an informa-
tion entity and is mapped into a le. The le ontains a list of name/value pairs
representing the attributes assoiated with the information entity. Similarly the
views of information entities dened in the system are stored into the external
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storage. A simple example of an information entity representing a bookmark






The performane of this approah is not optimal, but the prototype performs
suÆiently to allow a trivial implementation of the approah. Moreover the
abstration of the funtionality into the storage omponent enables the external
storage to be replaed without altering the rest of the omponents in the system.
A system used on a wider sale ould thus optimize this part of the system. For
instane by storing the information into a database.
7.2.4 Adapter Components
Information entities as the one in the example mentioned above is stored into
the repository in the external storage. However, also information from external
soures an be aessed through the repository. The onnetion of external
soures is aomplished with adapter omponents and interfaes (loated in the
nexus.repository.adapter pakage), whih are responsible for the mapping of the
information from an external system into a suitable representation that is useful
in the repository. This inludes mapping the external information entities to an
information entity in the repository. This means that eah information entity
in external storage is represented by an information entity in the repository.
Additionally attributes that an be extrated from information entities from an
external soure are mapped to attributes in the repository. Thereby information
from external soures has a representation in the repository, as they were stored
diretly into the repository.
If additional attributes are assigned by a user they are either stored in the
repository or the external storage. This depends on the implementation of the
adapter, that is, whether the information soure allows additional information
to be assigned. Typially additional attributes are stored in the repository. This
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means that attributes assigned to an information entity may reside either in
the information soure or in the repository. The unique identier mentioned
previously ouples the two sets of attributes for information entities so that the
attributes appear as one set of attributes assoiated with an information entity.
Thus the adapter omponents provide a bridge to existing information soures.
The open arhiteture of the system implements a plug-in feature enabling new
adapters to other information soure be added to the system by means of a
standard interfae to the repository omponent. Spei adapters are imple-
mented in order to handle dierent types of existing information soures. The
adapters dene the ways to interat with an information soure (retrieve and
store information) and how to extrat dened attributes from information enti-
ties provided from the information soure. The approah allows the entities to
exist in the repository of entities in the system, and for the user to have aess
to these like any other information entity in the system.
The information soures an be both loally available information soures as
well as information available through a network. At rst this is not important
for the repository as suh as an information entity itself is the same whether
it origins from a networked or non-networked soure. This means that there is
no dierene from a user point of view whether information in the repository
has a networked soure or not. However, as network failures are inevitable the
spei adapters for networked information soures must implement suitable
error handling in ase of network failures [LR02℄. This is relevant both in the
retrieval from and storage into an external information soure.
7.2.5 Information Soures
The researh prototype implements a number of adapters to existing informa-
tion soures by means of the programming libraries mentioned previously. The
experimental prototype adapters implemented in the researh prototype inlude:
 IMAP { aess to e-mail from IMAP e-mail aount
 File system { aess to les in the loal le system
 HTTP { networked aess to les via the HTTP protool
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 MP3 olletion { aess to sound les (in MP3 format) through a le system
 Piture olletion { aess to image les (JPEG and PNG) through le
systems
The IMAP adapter enables the system to retrieve e-mails from and store
e-mails into an e-mail aount on an IMAP server. The adapter uses a mail
API to implements funtionality to onnet to the server and retrieve e-mails
from the server. Eah e-mail is mapped to an information entity and metadata
attributes suh as From, To, C, Subjet, Sender, and Date are extrated from
the e-mails and mapped to attributes in the repository. This means that e-mails
from an e-mail aount an be aessed through the repository. As mentioned
above a default view of the inbox provide a way to view the e-mails available
in the e-mail inbox. Additional attributes may be assoiated with the e-mail
information entities, if the user wants to ategorize these or provide additional
information. These are stored in the repository, and therefore not dealt with by
the adapter.
The le system adapter maps a diretory of les to the repository. Eah
le is mapped to an information entity, and the adapter provides a mapping of
lename, date, size, and other le attributes to the attributes in the repository.
In a similar way the HTTP adapter map les to information entities and extrat
le attributes and map these to repository attributes. The only dierene is that
the latter adapter provides information from networked soures. Therefore the
adapter inludes error handling in ase of network failures, suh as the system
being unable to retrieve information.
In theMP3 adapter the information soure is a loal diretory ontaining les
in the MP3 sound format. The adapter ould be modied to aess les from
a networked resoure by means of the previously mentioned adapter. Musi
entities have several attributes that are extrated from the les and mapped
to attributes in the repository. These attributes are stored in so-alled MP3
tags, and inlude: song title, artist name, album title, length of trak, genre, et
etera. These attributes an be used to form dierent ways of organizing the
musi traks, that is, views representing play lists enabling the user to play an
album, all traks by an artist, or a partiular genre, et etera [Ros00℄.
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The piture adapter also uses a loal diretory as the information soure. In a
similar way it maps images to information entities and extrats attributes suh as
image size and lename and maps them to repository attributes. Images (photos)
may have additional attributes, suh as, title or aption, oasion, loation, and
date and time. However, these are not available, and must be assigned by the
user in order to organized the information into a photo album organized in a
view by date and time, or a partiular loation, or a partiular oasion, et
etera. This prototype adapter is a simple extension of the le system adapter
mentioned above.
7.2.6 Ations
Above it was disussed how the adapter omponents allow the mapping of in-
formation entities from external soures to be mapped into the repository. Also
spei examples of adapters implemented in the researh prototype were pro-
vided. However, the adapters may also map funtionality into the system in
terms of ations (ommands) that an be used in the system. For instane a-
tions that are speially relevant for at partiular information soure an be
inluded in an adapter, and may then be added to the system.
The open arhiteture of the system allows new funtionality to be added to
the system. This funtionality an be made available in the system as ommands
that an be invoked by the user of the system. An ation an be invoked on an
information entity or a set of information entities in a view. It may require that
spei attributes be assigned to the information entity. The ation omponents
and interfaes are loated in the nexus.ation pakage. Every ation added to
the system has a name that is used to identify the ommand, and is used by the
user interfae of the system.
The researh prototype implementation ontains a number of ations, whih
are added to the system via the spei adapters. The adapter providing e-mail
mapping to IMAP servers also ontains an ation Send for sending e-mail using an
SMTP server. The ation an be invoked in priniple on any information entity
in the repository. However, in order for the ommand to sueed the information
entity must have ertain attributes assoiated. In the ase of sending an e-mail
attributes indiating e-mail attributes, suh as, To, Sender, and Subjet must be
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present. Invoking the Send ommand on an information entity that has those
attributes assigned and provided the To attribute ontains a valid e-mail address,
the ommand will map the information entity and attributes to an e-mail that
an be sent using an SMTP server.
The MP3 adapter desribed above also inludes a ouple of simple ations
Play and Stop, whih inludes the ode to be used to play sound in the MP3
format. The Stop ation halts an exeuting Play ation. The ations are available
in variants as they an be invoked either on a single information entity or a
set of information entities (provided via a view of information entities). The
requirement of the Play ation is that the information entity ontains a stream
in the MP3 format; otherwise the ation simply has no eet. Similar the Stop
ation has no eet if no Play ation is urrently ative.
This ation arhiteture allows any number of ations to be added to the
system. General ations may also be added to the system, meaning that they do
not have to be oupled to adapter omponents. However, it is useful to ouple
ations that are relevant to a spei adapter, as seen in the example above. The
ations may be used aross all information entities in the entire system. This
means that ations have no boundaries to partiular information entities even
if provided via an adapter. However, the ation an only be performed if an
information entity has the neessary attributes assoiated, and thus meets the
spei riteria of the ation.
7.2.7 Indexing Component
As the repository is meant as a storage mehanism that provides a unied point
of aess to personal information of many dierent types it ould potentially
hold onsiderable quantities of information entities and attributes. In order to
provide suÆient performane when interating with the system the information
in the repository is indexed by an indexing omponent. This enables eÆient
retrieval of information from the repository and eÆient onstrution of views
of information entities.
Indexing is implemented in the index omponent that is part of the repos-
itory, and is therefore loated in the nexus.repository pakage. The indexing
omponent is responsible for indexing of information entities, attributes, and
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views. The omponent therefore holds several indexes of the information stored
in the repository.
There is an index of all information entities stored in the repository { the
entity index. The key used in this index is the unique information entity identier
used generally in the system. The identier an be used to perform an eÆient
lookup of spei information entities in the index. Similar there is also an index
of all views dened in the system { the navigation index. It ontains an index of
all views with assoiated name of the view and the attributes that are inluded
in the index.
However, the most important index in terms of eÆieny is the index of
attributes { attribute index. Views are onstruted on the basis of attributes as-
soiated with the information entities. Thus in order to avoid a time-onsuming
searh of entities the attribute index provides an index of entities and all at-
tributes assoiated with the entities. This means that a view an be eÆiently
generated as the attributes inluded an be diretly mapped to a set of informa-
tion entities by means of the attribute index.
All indexes are onstantly kept up-to-date, that is, eah time an attribute is
added or removed or an information entity hanged this is reeted in the relevant
indexes. For instane if a new attribute is assoiated with an information entity
the attribute index is updated to reet this immediately. That is, the partiular
attribute is now assoiated with the given information entity. This will also have
an eet of the views inluding this attribute, in the sense that the view might
now inlude the information entity, that is, depending on the atual riteria for
the view.
The implementation of the indexes provides suÆient performane for the
researh prototype, that is, at least for initial experiments to be arried out.
The indexing approah involves the lassial tradeo between performane and
storage. The ost of the indexing approah is storage and memory, however, with
the benet of eÆieny when searhing for keywords in the repository and gener-
ating views of information entities. This also inludes eÆieny when hanging
views so that information entities are inluded or exluded from the view.
Finally there is also an index of templates available in the repository. Eah
template has an assoiated name. For instane an e-mail template is an infor-
mation entity with assoiated attributes, suh as, To, C, Subjet, and Body. In
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these attribute name/value pairs the value is left blank for the user to ll out.
The information ontaining the template name and the atual template infor-
mation entity with assoiated attributes is stored in the template index. When
onstruting an email a lone of the template information entity with assoiated
attributes is reated. Thereby a new information entity is reated with attributes
that an be lled in by the user. All suh templates are available in the index of
templates.
7.2.8 Additional Components
The main omponents of the system have been disussed, exept the part that
deals with the user interfae of the system. Those omponents are disussed in
the next setion. In addition to the main omponents there are some smaller
helper omponents implemented in the system. For instane there is a sorting
utility implementing the quiksort algorithm, enabling the sorting of dierent
types of information (numbers, text, dates, et etera). The omponent is mainly
used to allow an eÆient way of sorting views by dierent attributes.
As mentioned the urrent researh prototype represents a pilot implemen-
tation. However, it should be mentioned, that the arhiteture of the system
allows hanging these omponents without aeting the rest of the omponents
in the arhiteture. Thus the system arhiteture provides a test bed for further
development and experiments.
7.3 User Interfae Prototype
The remaining omponents in the system are related to the user interfae of the
system. All omponents and interfaes for the system user interfae are loated
in the nexus.ui pakage.
7.3.1 Model-View-Control
The system arhiteture is built on the Model-View-Control { MVC { design
pattern [GHJV95℄. This approah provides an appropriate abstration of fun-
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tionality and allows the reation of multiple ways of viewing the same information
available in the model.
In this arhiteture the repository serves as the model. All information that
is shown in the display is loated in the repository (the model). The view is
the atual user interfae and display the information available in the repository.
This inludes the view of dierent olletions, and information entities. Finally
the ontrol omponent serves as the mediator handling user input.
7.3.2 Sreen Shot
A sreen shot of the prototype user interfae of the researh prototype imple-
mentation is shown in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2: Sreen shot of NEXUS researh prototype user interfae
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The immediate appearane of the user interfae of the prototype has some
similarities with standard software appliations, suh as email appliations. How-
ever, the underlying model and repository makes it somewhat dierent. On the
top of the display are the menu and toolbar, similar to typial desktop software
appliations. These are standard graphial user interfae elements. The tool-
bar provide aess to frequently used ations, suh as reating new information
entities based on templates and navigating the user interfae.
The remaining display is divided into three main areas. The left area ontains
a list of views dened in the repository, enabling the user to navigate the dif-
ferent subsets of information entities from the repository. Seleting one of these
views aet the remaining two display areas. In the sreen shot the urrently se-
leted view is the e-mail inbox. The right side of the display ontains two parts.
The upper part ontains the atual view of information entities with assoiated
attributed. In the sreen shot above the view ontains a list of emails with asso-
iated attributes. The lower part ontains the ontent of the information entity.
In this ase it means the body of an email message.
7.3.3 Views, Information Entities, and Ations
The arhiteture allows dierent implementations of views. This means that
information an be viewed in dierent ways. The sreen shot shown above shows
an example view that provides a tabular way of viewing information entities. On
the x-axis are the dierent attributes in dierent olumns and on the y-axis are
the dierent information entities. Similar a temporal view is implemented for
displaying temporal ordered information. This is relevant for alendar and diary
information.
As mentioned the arhiteture allows more kinds of user interfaes for views
to be added to the system. For instane it would be obvious to have a spatial view
that would enable a spatial organization of information entities in the repository.
However, this is not implemented in the researh prototype.
The views may allow diret data entry of attributes. In the tabular view
mentioned above the user may plae the ursor in any attribute eld and enter
an attribute or alter an existing attribute. Naturally it is required that it is
possible to hange the atual attributes shown in the view. Some attributes that
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are extrated from information entities in from an external information soure
it is not possible to alter. In that ase the user interfae does not allow the
attribute to be hanged. The eld in whih the attribute is show is simply not
editable.
The type of data entry implemented in the researh prototype auses the
repository to be immediately updated. As soon as the user has typed the attri-
bute into an attribute eld it is stored in the repository. There is no need to
expliitly save the information entity to the repository. This approah enables
the user to quikly enter information into the system. It is not neessary to ex-
pliitly name or organize the information entity, as the user an simple perform
data entry diretly in the view of information entities.
The olletions (views) are dened in terms of entities and attributes, whih
onstitutes the strutures of the olletions (views). Thus the olletions are part
of the ontent not part of the user interfae as suh. This means that the stru-
ture is an integrated part of the information in stored in the system rather than
being dened by the user interfae as suh. The user interfae views mentioned
above are simply dierent ways of viewing the information in the repository.
These user interfae elements do not impose any partiular struture of the in-
formation but dierent ways of visualizing the information entities. For instane
the tabular approah shown above is a general way of viewing information en-
tities provided in the system. It shows a list of information entities and the
attributes assoiated with it. If the information entities have temporal ordering
it an be shown in the temporal user interfae view. Similar if the information
entities belong in a hierarhial information struture the user interfae view
is visualizing the information entities in a hierarhial tree struture (if suh a
struture is available for the information entities). As mentioned above also a
spatial way of viewing information entities ould be implemented in the system,
but is not implemented in the researh prototype. To summarize the struture
of the information is onstruted on the basis of the attributes assoiated with
the information entities, whih means that struture is part of the information
rather than the user interfae. The user interfae simply provides dierent ways
of visualizing the information entities.
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7.3.4 Ations and Navigation
Available ations are invoked from the menu. When an information entity is
seleted in the view, an ation an be applied to the information entity. If a
view is seleted ations an be applied to the entire set of information entities
in that view. This approah means that the researh prototype user interfae
implements a noun-verb-type user interfae. The information entity (noun) is
seleted and the ation (verb) is applied to that information entity.
The system provides a unied interfae and interation with information in
the repository. It allows the user to ombine dierent types of information in the
same views. There is one ommon set of ommands available for navigation and
managing the information entities in the system. This means that the user of the
prototype only needs to learn one set of ommands in order to use and manage
dierent types of information entities in the system. The same ommands apply
aross the entire set of information entities in the underlying repository. This
approah aims to failitate learning and the proess of habit formation.
This means it is the same ommands that apply for reating, altering, and
deleting information entities in the entire system. This is independent of the type
of information entities that are present in the views that the user is navigated.
Navigating views of information entities is unied as interations with views in
the user interfae is the same aross the entire system, independently of the
atual information entities in the views.
As mentioned previously some attributes aquire information entities stored
in external soures are not mutable, and an therefore not be hanged or updated
by the user. These attributes show up in the system as loked information. Both
entities and attributes an be loked, meaning that the system does not enable
the user to edit or delete those entities and attributes. This means that also
entities and attributes stored in the external repository an be loked. These
features also appear in the same way in the user interfae of the system.
7.4 Prototype Appliation
The researh prototype implementation of the attribute-oriented model, and the
unied user interfae is a generi approah. This means that in priniple any
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kind of information ould be stored into the system and it ould be applied for
dierent purposes. Naturally the purpose here is to enable personal information
management as the unied approah in the model and user interfae aims to
support the spei issues involved in personal information management.






 Referenes (inluding bookmarks)
 Musi
The adapter omponents enable to bridge existing information soures to
the system. The researh prototype implement adapters, that are apable of
mapping emails, douments and les, musi item, et etera into the repository
as disussed in Setion 7.2.4 and 7.2.5. As mentioned additional attributes may
be assigned, meaning that some attributes are stored in external soures and
others are stored in the internal repository.
As mentioned previously the mapping of information entities representing
information, suh as alendar items, to-do items, text items, bookmarks, and
referenes are not dened by the system. The model provides a generi way of
representing suh information entities with assoiated attributes. The informa-
tion used with the researh prototype use simple representations. Bookmarks
have assoiated attributes providing a title, a date, and the URL of the book-
mark. Calendar items have assoiated attributes providing a title, a date, an end
date, and desription. To-do items have assoiated attributes proving, a date, a
status, urgeny, importane, and a desription.
The representations mentioned here provide a simple way of representing the
dierent kinds of typial personal information items. However, the user is not
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restrited by these representations, as the model allows the values of assoiated
attributes to be empty and also the user an add additional attributes to these
information entities if needed.
7.5 Limitations
The researh prototype implementation desribed in this hapter is onsidered a
pilot implementation that serves as a "proof of onept". The implementation
inludes the ore onepts disussed and is based on the attribute-oriented model.
The system also aims to provide a unied user interfae and interation with the
information in the system.
The implementation is trivial and some funtionality is not implemented for
instane some user interfae views are not implemented. The user interfae is
simple and provides aess to the ore elements of the system only. For instane
it is possible to reate dierent information strutures using the prototype user
interfae, however the user interfae laks features that ould failitate the pro-
ess of reating dierent types of organization. The user interfae omponents
for reation of views ould be improved. New templates annot be dened in
the user interfae of the prototype; instead they are dened outside the system.
However, it is possible to add this feature to the user interfae of the system.
The prototype is not performane optimized in any way. Performane has
only been onsidered an issue if the implementation yields response times that
would prevent experiments to be onduted. However, the researh prototype
works in a satisfatory way in terms of response times when the information
repository has 100s and 1000s of information items with assoiated attributes.
The prototype has not been tested with 10000s and more information items.
With the hardware onguration mentioned previously the researh prototype
has a reasonable performane as it typially has response times below 100{200
milliseonds. The most performane intensive tasks inlude hanging views and
sorting views by a dierent attribute. These tasks have reasonable performane
in the system with 1000s of information entities in the repository.
As the researh prototype is a pilot implementation and there are a number
of limitations the implementation does not represent a system that is ready for
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everyday usage. The aim has been to enable initial laboratory experiments to
be arried out. These may provide an initial understanding of the appliation
of these priniples for personal information management. Additionally it ould
provide input for further development of the prototype for further researh of the
area. Also further implementation improvements and optimizations are possible.
The urrent prototype is also limited as it an be used on a standard station-
ary or laptop omputer system only. Supporting NEXUS on mobile information
applianes is an obvious further development of the researh prototype. This
inludes a set of problems to researh further. Mobile information applianes,
suh as, PDA's and mobile phones are typially haraterized by limited input
and out apabilities, ompared to traditional desktop systems and workstations.
The output limitations inlude display spae and resolution. Input limitations
inlude limited or no keyboard and maybe a pen as pointing devie.
These limitations put a set of onstraints on the design of the NEXUS user
interfae on suh mobile information applianes. The display has limited spae
to present information entities and views and the interation and data entry are
also limited.
The information entities are independent information units. The assoiated
attributes are not part of the units as suh but also independent information
units. The attributes are oupled to the information entities, but have a rep-
resentation independently of the information entities as suh. The approah
failitates suh adapting of the model to mobile information applianes. The
limitations imposed by mobile systems means that it ould be relevant to leave
out some attributes in a mobile situation of use. Assoiating ontext dependant
attributes, or even ontext-aware information is reeiving attention in ubiqui-
tous omputing researh [MHP00℄. This means that some attributes ould by
relevant in ertain ontexts only.
The issue of adapting the user interfae of NEXUS to mobile information
applianes inludes adapting the NEXUS user interfae, and the presentation of
the individual information entities as suh. For instane making available mul-
tiple versions of an image or saling to dierent image resolutions and possibly
both olor and blak and white versions of the image available.
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7.6 Summary
The previous hapter onsidered interative personal information management
systems in terms of models on three dierent levels.
First there is a oneptual level, meaning the underlying understanding of
the issues involved in personal information management as suh. These issues
were disussed in Chapter 2 and 3. It is on the basis of this understanding
systems are reated and existing approahes and systems supporting personal
information management were disussed in Chapter 4.
Seondly there is an interation level, whih inludes the ways in whih users
interat with and navigate the information available in a system. Interation
related issues were disussed in Chapter 5, and speially how to provide unied
interfae and interation with information and funtionality available in a system.
This hapter has disussed a prototype implementation based on these priniples.
Finally, the data level inludes the atual information representation and
struture in a system. Dierent approahes at the data level were disussed in
Chapter 6. The hapter also inluded a presentation of the attribute-oriented
approah on whih the researh prototype desribed in this hapter is based.
A simple researh prototype implementation has been desribed. It imple-
ments the key elements of the attribute-oriented model and unied approah
desribed in the previous two hapters. The system arhiteture has been de-
sribed inluding the repository for storage of information entities, the adapter
framework for enabling aess to existing information soures. The desription
also inludes a simple prototype user interfae for the system. The user interfae
allows unied aess and use of the entire set of personal information entities
in the system. Suh information inludes messages (emails), ontats, alendar
items, to-do items, douments, bookmarks, images, musi, and these information
items may be obtained from a number of external soures through adapters.
The researh prototype disussed in this hapter represents a pilot imple-
mentation, whih serves a proof-of-onept and a test bed. It inludes prototype
implementation of the key omponents onto whih a simple personal information
management system is implemented. The prototype allows initial experiments
to be arried out. As it is a researh prototype only it has a set of limitations,
whih prevents it from being used on a large sale. The prototype does not
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implement all elements of the system, thus the urrent implementation annot
be used as a tool for daily personal information management ativities. Imple-
menting a solid and fully funtional personal information management system
that ould potentially be used in a realisti environment is a major undertaking
that requires omprehensive systems development eort.
The aim has been to reah a proof of onept level implementation, and to
enable some initial experiments to be arried out. This may provide feedbak
that an be used in further development of the onepts and prototype. Thus
the researh prototype serves as an experimental platform, whih an allow ar-
rying out further researh of unied attributed-oriented models and unied user
interfae for the support of personal information management.
Chapter 8
Experiments
This hapter desribes the experimental approah. First experimental dilem-
mas involved in researhing the area of personal information management are
disussed inluding impliations for arrying out experiments in the area. This
involves a number of trade-os that must be taken into onsideration when ar-
rying out experiments. Also this has impliations in terms of applying and
generalizing results obtained from the experiments.
The experiment arried out is divided in two parts, whih inlude two dierent
types of experiments. The rst experiment involves semi-strutured interviews
with a number of test subjets to get a qualitative insights and an understanding
of their urrent personal information management praties and work environ-
ment.
The seond experiment is a pilot usability experiment of the researh pro-
totype implementation desribed in the previous hapter. The experiment is
arried out to get initial insights and understanding of the impliations of the
unied attribute-oriented approah in terms of supporting personal information
management.
The overall purpose of the experiments is to get qualitative insights and
understanding of the urrent problems of personal information management and
indiations of the impliations of the unied attribute-oriented approah in terms
of supporting personal information management. Eah experiment is disussed
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further in this hapter. This inludes the test subjets used, methodology of the
experiments, and experimental designs, whih are desribed and disussed.
8.1 Experimental Dilemmas
Carrying out experiments in the area of personal information management in-
volves a number of experimental problems and dilemmas. These problems involve
privay of information due to the nature of the information and the ontexts in
whih subjets use the information. As a onsequene the possibility of arry-
ing out experiments in a realisti setting ould be limited. Also arrying out
experiments using researh prototypes suh as the one desribed in the previ-
ous hapter involves a number of problems. In general these issues may impose
diÆulties and onstraints on studies of personal information management.
8.1.1 Ethial and Privay Issues
First of all there are a set of ethial issues. The information is onsidered private
by subjets and often to be used and seen by an individual only. Subjets way
pereive observational studies as an invasion of their privay. This may impose
limitations on the information and management praties that an be observed
and may rule out logging of use of personal information management systems.
Therefore losely observing atual use of personal information management pra-
ties and habits an be diÆult. The private nature of information may ause
subjets to be relutant to partiipate in experiments or withdraw from an ex-
periment if they feel they have to reveal information that is onsidered private.
Therefore it is important that subjets are arefully informed that the ex-
periments are not onerned with their information as suh, but rather a study
of information management praties in general. Also that it is not the subjets
being tested or asked to reveal information that they onsider private, but a
study of how information management is arried out by subjets and the tools
used to failitate the proesses involved.
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8.1.2 Realism and Alternative Tools
The privay issue may be addressed by using simulated tasks and simulated
personal information. However, this is far from an optimal solution as it reates
an artiial situation of use. When simulated information is used instead of
the personal information belonging to the subjet, the test subjets have to
put themselves in an artiial situation, whih may not entirely reet their
atual personal information management praties. However, when arrying out
experiments involving tools or researh prototypes that implement an alternative
approah to the support of personal information management simulated tasks
and information may be a neessity.
An essential problem in personal information management is the role of mem-
ory and reolletion of personal information. Naturally subjets have no reol-
letion of simulated personal information in a system. The individual has not
handled the information before, and thus an essential aspet of personal in-
formation management is lost when using simulated information. Nevertheless
experiments an provide some indiations of use and may reveal problems in
personal information management tools.
In terms of real use or simulated use at least three types of personal infor-
mation management experiments an be arried out:
1. An experiment involving observations of real use: Subjets would perform
real task using the tools and information used in real situations.
2. An experiment testing a new personal information management tool in a
realisti setting: Subjets performing real task using real information, but
using a new personal information management tool.
3. An experiment testing a new personal information management tool in a
laboratory setting: Subjets performing simulated tasks using simulated
information and using a new personal information management tool.
Eah of these experiments mentioned above would provide dierent types
of results. The rst ould provide an understanding of the urrent information
management praties and potential problems in the tools or praties imped-
ing the proesses of performing personal information management. The seond
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ould provide an understanding of the impliations of an alternative approah to
supporting personal information management by means of an alternative tool.
However, it does require the alternative personal information management tool
to support the information used and tasks arried out by the subjets. The third
kind of experiment ould also provide an understanding of the impliations of
an alternative approah to the support of personal information management by
means of an alternative tool. However, this inludes the limitations imposed
by introduing simulating tasks and information in the experiment. It also de-
pends on the type of information and tasks that an be arried out using suh a
prototype tool. This again depends on the sope of the prototype system.
8.1.3 Experiments Involving Prototype Systems
In the seond and third type of experiment mentioned above the sope of exper-
iments that an be arried out depends on the sope of the prototype tool. An
extensive prototype may allow extensive experiments involving everyday tasks
and information. Whereas a limited prototype may hinder the experiment if the
prototype does not support the kinds of ativities arried out by the subjet.
Thus a simple prototype may only provide initial indiations of the impliations
of an alternative approah.
Experiments in a realisti setting require the subjets to perform real tasks
and arry out real use. This means that a prototype system for personal informa-
tion management needs to be extended to a level where it an support everyday
tasks and information management. This means that extensive development ef-
fort is needed to develop the researh prototype to a level where it supports the
information used and tasks arried out by test subjets.
As mentioned above the role of memory is essential in personal information
management. This means that in order to test out the impliations of an al-
ternative approah in terms of supporting memory (reolletion and retrieval)
ideally longitudinal studies are needed. Otherwise it an be diÆult to reah
onlusions about the support of memory, as naturally some time has to pass to
observe the retrieval and reminding support. That is, the subjets would need
to manage the information over some period of time by use of the alternative
approah (e.g. a researh prototype) and then at some point later in time use
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it to retrieve the information. Thus the tool beoming a part of the everyday
personal information management related ativities. Studies that require use of
an alternative approah over longer periods of time require the willingness of
subjets to invest the time needed in order to use suh an alternative approah
(e.g. a researh prototype system).
Carrying out limited laboratory experiments that involve a dierent approah
is then a possible alternative. Suh studies inluding simulated personal informa-
tion management tasks an provide some valuable indiations of the use and the
value of the approah to personal information management. However, in terms
of personal information management issues suh as arhiving information and
reminding it an be very diÆult to reah results. Studies over longer periods of
time are needed to get useful results on the support of arhiving, retrieval, and
reminding.
Experimental Simulated Realisti
dilemmas situations of use, setting, ontext, real use,
tasks, and information and real information
Prototype Provides indiations of use Real use of prototype system.
system user interfae problems, and This may provide useful
indiations of the model results about the approah.
supporting personal Requires extensive
information management. development of prototype.
Extensive Enables more tasks and Enable observations of
System situations of use to be urrent praties and may
tested. Simulation is a provide stronger results.
limitations to an Does not test out an
experiment. alternative approah.
Table 8.1: Experimental dilemmas of using 1) real versus simulated information
and tasks, and 2) using real versus prototype systems for experiments
The experimental dilemma is related to the extent of development needed on
a researh prototype in order to allow experiments to be arried out in a realisti
setting based on real use and management of subjets own personal information.
An alternative is a simple proof-of-onept researh prototype, whih may allow
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experiments involving simple simulated tasks and information to be arried out.
Suh experiments may provide initial indiations of use, user interfae problems,
and the underlying model as a foundation for the support of personal information
management (see Table 8.1).
8.1.4 Inremental versus Novel Approah
Researh of personal information management an be approahed with dierent
types of experiments. Generally introduing a dierent approah and testing
out a researh prototype implementing the approah an demand onsiderable
resoures. It requires extensive development eort in order to enable realisti
experiments to be arried out. However, an experimental dilemma is that a
dierent type of approah fores subjets to take the eort to learn a dierent
tool and dierent approah to personal information management. This may
be diÆult for subjet as they may already have well-established information
management praties using a set of existing tools to failitate the proesses
involved. Their praties may also to some extent be formed by the spei
onstraints of existing tools used [FFG96a℄.
To overome this issue an alternative approah is to use an existing system
with some inremental hanges instead of a novel researh prototype system.
The inremental hanges to an existing system an be used to test out spei
alternative features of an approah to personal information management.
The advantage to the inremental approah is that the tools used in exper-
iments are then familiar to the subjets [Ras94℄. The subjet will only need
to learn the inremental hanges to the existing systems in order to use these
features. Also it may require less development eort to hange an existing tool
ompared to developing an entire new system. On the other hand the experiment
an only be arried out within the boundaries of the existing tool. This means
that the hanges an only be done based on the model of the existing tool and
within the onstraints in the existing system. Also some systems may prevent
suh development or ustomization thereby preventing suh inremental hanges
to be implemented for researh purposes.
Using the novel approah means that a new system with a dierent approah
to personal information management is used in the experiments. This means
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that subjets need to use a new tool that is unknown and perhaps quite dierent
from the tools they are urrently using. They will need to learn how to use
and beome familiar with a new tool, whih means that subjets need to invest
time and resoures doing this. Also this potentially demand longer-term use in
experiments ompared to the inremental approah. The novel approah may
also require extensive development eort to reate a working prototype, whih
may be used for arrying out experiments. However, the advantage is that there
are no onstraints by an existing tool, whih is the ase in the inremental
approah. This leaves room for more exibility, in terms of a prototype testing a
new approah. The dilemmas of the two approahes are summarized in Table 8.2.
Inremental approah Novel approah
(extension to (new system and
existing system) new approah)
Tool used Familar tool New tool
Dierenes from Inremental hanges May be very dierent
existing system
Development May require less Extensive eort to
eort development eort to develop a working
extend existing system system
Implementation Within boundaries of Can test out dierent
onstraints the existing system novel approahes without
onstraints of an
existing tool
Table 8.2: Tools and development of tool for experiments
Conduting experiments using the inremental approah has the advantage
that a familiar existing tool is used. As the hanges to existing tools are inre-
mental, the learning of the feature might not require muh eort by the subjet.
This also means that it an be possible to arry out the experiments in a "real"
workspae and environment. Potentially the subjets an be arrying out real
ativities in a familiar environment and apply the inremental features in their
ativities. Thus studies may even ontain studies of real use, in real situations,
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and using real information. Also studies over longer periods of time are possible
as subjets are using a familiar everyday tool. However, a problem ompared to
the novel approah is that the ndings in the inremental approah may be re-
sults on the partiular feature that has been modied. This may be a nding on
a fairly detailed level, as the hange is a modiation of an existing tool. In terms
of testing an alternative approah to personal information management support
the inremental approah only test modiations of an existing tool and does not
provide information whether a dierent approah might be advantageous over
the existing approah. Perhaps the approah an reveal some problems in the
existing approah and inremental features that provide hints whether an alter-
native approah is worth pursuing. On the other hand it may possible to draw
fairly solid onlusions about the partiular feature being tested in the partiular
ontext.
Experiments using the novel approah have a set of diÆulties ompared to
the inremental approah. As the approah being used in the experiment is
novel, it means that users have to use a potentially widely dierent tool om-
pared to the tools they are familiar with. They have to learn the novel approah
to an extent so that they an apply the system to support their personal in-
formation management ativities. As the tool is novel it may not be possible
to apply it in a real situation. Thus experiments may have to be arried out
as laboratory experiments, whih means that subjets are taken out of their
real work environment. Thereby they are put in an artiial situation of use.
Additionally laboratory experiments means "simulated" tasks with simulated
information, whih involves the problems and issues disussed in the previous
setion. Test subjets have to identify themselves with the simulated task, sit-
uation, and information. As mentioned previously studies of longer periods of
time are diÆult, as the experiments are arried out in a laboratory setting.
Alternatively a funtional prototype is required for longer-term experiments and
real use situations. However, this also means that a fairly funtional prototype
tool must be developed, in order to ondut suh experiments. As mentioned
previously suh development eorts an be substantial. A funtional prototype
is needed if subjets will be using the tool to test the approah to a degree that
enables solid onlusions about the approah. However, a limited prototype im-
plementing a novel approah may be able to produe initial indiations of the
possibilities of the novel tool or approah to personal information management
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support. Thus it enables some results to be reahed and limited onlusions to
be made unless extensive real use is possible using a funtional prototype. The
dilemmas of using these two approahes are summarized in Table 8.3.
Inremental approah Novel approah
Experimental Can be arried out in May have to use
tasks "real" workspae and laboratory experiment
environment
Realism Real use possible with "Simulated" tasks and
use of extensions to information (in laboratory
existing tool experiment)
Time period Using everyday familiar Laboratory setting may
tools, thus longer time prevent experiments over
periods possible longer time periods
Learning Inremental to existing Have to learn new tool
tool, needs to learn that may be very dierent
inremental features from existing tool
only
Results and Results on the inremental Indiations of alternative
ndings feature only, not about a approah
dierent approah
Possible Conlusions about a Potentially limited results
onlusions partiular inremental and onlusions unless
feature (in the ontext extensive real use is
of an existing system) possible
Table 8.3: Experiments using inremental versus novel approah
8.1.5 PIM Researh Methodologies
Some of the experimental problems disussed here are spei to studies of
personal information management. For instane the privay and ethial issues
mentioned are onsiderable in personal information management. However, the
problems related to the experiments using a researh prototype involve general
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experimental problem in human omputer interation researh.
Researh of personal information management has revealed a set of ommon
problems in information organization and retrieval, as disussed in Chapter 2
and 3. Over the last deades novel solutions and radial ideas ompared to ex-
isting systems have been proposed in order to address these problems [WTN00℄,
examples of suh novel solutions inlude Data mountain [RCL
+
98℄, Lifestreams
[FFG96b℄, PAD Zoomable interfaes [PF93℄, see also Chapter 4. However, most
often only limited experiments, evaluation, and user testing of these novel ap-
proahes have been arried out. Of ourse these approahes have to address
the experimental problems mentioned above. Moreover no attention has been
on omparative experiments of these approahes [WTN00℄. Eah approah may
laim to have addressed important issues in personal information management.
However, personal information management ativities are highly omplex and
thus an approah may only provide valuable support of a subset of the ativities
and aspets of personal information management. Other aspets and ativities
may have poor support or none at all.
Experiments are needed in order to larify to what extent the dierent ap-
proahes address the personal information management issues identied. More
researh and experiments are needed in order to larify this. That is, to assess
to whih degree an approah provides support for the ativities and dierent as-
pets involved in personal information management. Comparative studies would
need a set of methodologies in order to be approahed in a onsistent way. How-
ever, the eld has to further develop the understanding of personal information
management and the problems involved. This is needed if ommon tasks should
be established and used as the basis for onduting onsistent experiments, and
onduting meaningful omparisons. Suh methodologies have yet to be devel-
oped in the researh area [WTN00℄.
The researh prototype desribed in the previous hapter represents a pilot
implementation of the key omponents of the unied attribute-oriented approah
to personal information management. It allows initial experiments to be arried
out, as the researh prototype has a set of limitations that prevents it from
being used on a large sale as a tool for supporting daily personal information
management ativities. In terms of the experimental dilemmas initial laboratory
experiments may be arried out. This means initial experiments with simulated
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information and tasks. However, the experiment has been divided into two parts
{ a semi-strutured interview and a pilot usability experiment.
8.2 Experiment 1 { PIM Praties
The rst experiment aims to obtain a qualitative insights and an understand-
ing to the way in whih subjets perform personal information management in
their existing environment. The purpose of the experiment is to obtain an un-
derstanding of personal information management praties and issues and the
problems involved in personal information management ativities. The aim is
also to identify problems in urrent interative systems used by the subjets to
support their personal information management praties.
Additionally the purpose of the experiment is to study if the problems identi-
ed in prior studies exist with the use of present tools for the support of personal
information management. This means to get a onrmation of previous results,
that is, to verify whether they also apply in present information environments.
Information environments have hanged drastially over the last deade espe-
ially due to the availability of vast information via networks. Thus additionally
the rst experiment serves the purpose of getting a further understanding of
personal information management praties and requirements for the support of
personal information management in interative systems in present information
environments.
Prior researh of personal information management has typially foused on
a single appliation or information type. For instane study of email manage-
ment [Ma88℄ [WS96℄ or bookmark management [ABC98℄. Contrary this exper-
iment aims to take a unied view on personal information management instead.
Rather than studying the use of a spei type of information or appliation,
suh as email use or bookmark management, the rst experiment aims to address
the information environment used by subjets as part of their daily information
management ativities.
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8.2.1 Subjets
Eight people were interviewed about their information management habits and
praties. The subjets were hosen to represent dierent people who do most of
their work at desks, and having a onsiderable use of information in their daily
ativities. Additionally having a fairly extensive use of omputer-based tools
in their daily ativities in order to support personal information management
related ativities. This means users of interative systems in whih they manage
personal information.
The subjets interviewed were all male age 25{55. They inluded two on-
sultants, two aademi researhers, a systems administrator, two master level
engineering students, and a self-employed businessman. All subjets exept one
did the main part of their work at desks and were dependent of dierent types
of interative systems, tools, and information in order to arry out their daily
work ativities. The self-employed businessman was an exeption as he did ap-
proximately half his work at the desk and the remaining work out of the oÆe.
8.2.2 Methodology
The experiment was arried out as semi-strutured interviews, see Appendix A.
The interviews took plae in subjet's own oÆe environment. The purpose
was to perform the interview in their familiar information environment at their
workplae. This enabled subjets to point out items and tools used as part of
everyday ativities. The information environment inluded all information in
the oÆe inluding both paper-based and eletroni-based information. Thus it
also inluded the desk, shelves, bulletin board, whiteboard, et etera.
The interviews took approximately one hour. Some subjets were very inter-
ested in telling about their work and praties, whih made the interview take
longer (in one ase up to two hours). Others subjets were a bit relutant to
reveal their personal information and praties.
The experiment aimed to researh the information environment and the per-
sonal information management proedures and habits. The interviews were ar-
ried out as semi-strutured interviews where the interviewer tried to get the
subjets to tell as muh as possible about their personal information environ-
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ment and personal information management praties. Initially the subjets
were asked to desribe their work environment (the desk) and the tools used to
manage their information. This inluded the physial desk as well as how they
organize information by means of dierent interative systems and tools. During
the initial part of the interview the subjets were enouraged to tell as muh as
possible. For instane the interviewer asked them to think about things they
would do in a typial day, or what they did earlier the same day. Initially the
subjets were enouraged to give a tour of the oÆe and tools used on a daily
basis.
Generally the interviewer aimed to ask open-ended questions allowing the
subjets to provide as muh information as possible. The initiative was given to
the subjet when possible in order to enourage them to talk freely about their
information management praties.. In some situations the interviewer would
ask questions in order to get lariation. In other situations the interviewer
supplemented by follow-up questions enouraging them to ontinue and provide
further details. Suh questions inluded "What is this?", "How/when do you do
this", and "Why is this information here?".
During the interview the subjets would point at things in the oÆe and
information environment. Having the interviews in their usual work environment
also allowed to pose questions suh as "What do you keep in this stak over here",
"When do you use these doument?", "What's the purpose of the notes here",
and "How often do you use the stu on these shelves?".
After the initial part subjets were asked more spei questions about email
use, bookmarks, alendar use and management praties. Additionally they
were enouraged to tell about problems and diÆulties the tools or features they
thought they were missing. Subjets were not asked any strutured questions as
suh during this part of the interview.
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In the end of the interview subjets were asked a set of questions in order
to enourage them to talk further about their praties and possible problems
involved in their information management praties. These questions inluded:
 How often do you have problems nding the information that you are
looking for?
 What do you think the reason is if you annot nd the information?
 What are the biggest problems organizing your information and why?
 What do you think is the biggest issues in your urrent approah to organize
your information? Is there anything you would like to do in a dierent way?
 Do you have suggestions to how the problems ould be solved?
 Do you think you need additional tools in order to address the problem?
Finally the subjets were asked to give an estimate of how strutured they
onsidered their information organization. The estimate was provided on a sale






Table 8.4: Sale for information organization praties as indiated by subjets
The interviewer wrote down the answers from the subjets, inluding sponta-
neous utteranes and ations they would make during the interview. For instane
this ourred when demonstrating information management using interative
tools, or when pointing to information items in the oÆe environment. Suh
utteranes were not answers to questions or the interview as suh. For instane
during demonstration of their information environment they would nd items
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and say things like "what is this doing here?" and "I need to lean up this".
One subjet atually briey started to lean up his bulletin board during the
interview when asked how the bulletin board was used. That is, attention was
brought to the bulletin board and he realized it had not been leaned up for a
while.
Additionally the interviewer observed the information environment, and notes
were taken on the appearane of various information items. This inluded a brief
desription of the oÆe and its appearane. That inluded notes on piles and
books on the desk, shelves, bulletin boards, white boards, and other plaes in
whih information items were kept. Additionally notes were taken on the tools
used for handling and managing information in the oÆe environment. This
inluded notes on omputer-based tools, suh as, PC, PDA, mobile phone, et
etera, and paper-based tools, suh as, alendar, shedules, notebooks, et etera.
8.2.3 Limitations
A possible limitation to the experiment was that the subjets did not perform
atual tasks while being interviewed. The experiment did not inlude observa-
tion of atual tasks being performed as suh. Rather the subjets were only
demonstrating how they would use and manage their information. Potentially
there is a gap between how they talk about their ativities and how they atually
perform their ativities on a daily basis.
On the other hand some subjets were willing to show their atual informa-
tion organization shemes and explain why they have hosen to organized the
information in they way they did.
8.3 Experiment 2 { Pilot Usability Experiment
The interview in the rst experiment provided a brief understanding of the ur-
rent information management praties of the subjets. That is, it provided an
introdution to the type of information that was dealt with on a daily basis and
the strategies and praties used in order to manage the information. Addition-
ally it gave insights to some of the problems and issues involved in arrying their
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ativities and personal information management.
The interviews were followed-up by the seond experiment, that is, a pilot
usability experiment evaluating the researh prototype desribed in the previous
hapter. This experiment is arried out in order to get initial understanding
and insights into the unied attributed-oriented approah in terms of its support
of personal information management. That is, to obtain some indiations to
what extent it addresses the issues identied in the previous experiment and in
previous studies of personal information management.
Thus the motivation of the study and experiments is to apply an attribute-
oriented data model in the domain of personal information management, in order
to study how interative systems support the harateristis of personal infor-
mation. The experiment is therefore onsidered a pilot usability evaluation ex-
periment. However, the purpose is not to arry out a usability evaluation of
the researh prototype identifying spei user interfae problems. Rather the
purpose is to researh into the underlying model and unied interation. The
intention is to get initial indiations of the usefulness of the model for the sup-
port of personal information management. This means the usability experiments
aims at obtaining insights to the impliations of the model and the unied ap-
proah rather than evaluating the user interfae of the researh prototype as
suh. Additionally the aim is to establish suggestions on how to arry out fur-
ther researh of personal information management and provide suggestions for
further development of the approah.
8.3.1 Subjets
The subjets used in this experiment were the same as the ones used in the
interviews in the previous experiment. The previous experiment was arried out
in order to get an understanding of the tasks, ativities and praties used by the
subjets. This provided a bakground on whih to ontrast the results from this
experiment. That is, it is possible to relate their reported personal information
management ativities to how they reat to an alternative approah to personal
information management and the researh prototype.
As mentioned previously the subjets were hosen to represent dierent types
of people who do most of their work at desks, and having a onsiderable use of
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information in their daily ativities. Also that they already had a fairly extensive
use of omputer-based tools in order to arry out personal information manage-
ment related ativities. Thus the subjets were onsidered to represent potential
target users of this type of approah to the support of personal information
management.
Using the same subjets in the seond experiment ould potentially be on-
sidered a methodologial problem. It ould be argued that the subjets partii-
pating are biased by the interview and the emphasis on problems in urrent tools
during the interview. However, as the aim of the explorative experiment is to get
initial insights only this problem was onsidered to be limited. Also the purpose
was to ontrast their reations to the model and researh prototype against the
information they had provided about their personal information management
praties.
Using eight people for the experiment may be onsidered a small sample
size. However, studies have shown that ve test subjets will typially reveal
about 80% of the problems in a design being evaluated [Nie93b℄. Seondly the
limited funtionality of the researh prototype prevented extensive experiments
to be arried out and involving real situations of use. Thus eight subjets are
onsidered suÆient for arrying out a pilot experiment.
8.3.2 Methodology
The methodology hosen for this experiment is based on a usability experiments
arried out as simple thinking-aloud experiments [Nie93b℄ [Jr90℄. The subjets
were provided with a few simple tasks to arry out using the researh prototype,
see Appendix C. In the proess of arrying out the tasks, the subjets were
asked to think-aloud. They were asked to utter any thoughts oming to their
mind while doing the tasks, inluding any unertainties, doubts, or surprises.
That is, if the researh prototype responded in ways dierent from what they
expeted.
As mentioned above, due to the limitations of the researh prototype the real
type of tasks that an be arried out using the prototype are limited. Instead
subjets were arrying out simple tasks using the researh prototype system.
They were asked to imagine that they were using the researh prototype to
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manage their personal information. This would inlude storing emails, address
book, bookmarks, to-do items, alendar appointments, and douments into the
same system { the researh prototype system.
They were provided with a brief introdution to the system that inluded a
brief explanation of the key elements of the model, see Appendix B. That the in-
formation is represented by items having assoiated attributes. The information
is organized in the system into dierent views and that everything is aessed
using the same user interfae of the researh prototype. Also that ommands
an be issued on the information items using the "Ation" menu.
As the former experiments were arried out in the information environment
(oÆe) of the subjets also this experiment was arried out in that environment.
The advantage was that subjets did not have to go into a laboratory for the
experiment. Instead an experimental mahine that were apable of running
the researh prototype was brought into their familiar environment. However,
using the researh prototype, simulated information, and tasks an denitely
be haraterized as a laboratory experiment even though arried out in their
familiar environment.
The researh prototype system had a default repository with typial per-
sonal information, suh as, emails, to-do items, alendar items, douments, mu-
si traks, et etera. The repository used in the experiments held approximately
500 suh information entities. This was onsidered a realisti quantity of infor-
mation that ould enable the subjets to put themselves in a situation where
they would be managing this information. Naturally the atual quantities of
personal information kept by subjets are highly individual and varying. As
disussed in the beginning of this hapter an experimental dilemma is that this
information kept in the repository was not personal information belonging to the
subjets. Moreover the subjets did not organize the information into the sys-
tem. However, the purpose of the experiment was not to study how the subjets
would manage their own personal information in the system, but rather to get
some initial indiations of the use of the system approah in terms of supporting
personal information management.
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The introdution and the simple tasks should give the subjets an under-
standing of the model and approah to personal information management.
 Chek the email inbox
 Assoiate an email to a partiular projet
 Create email
 Send email
 Navigate the bookmarks
 Find and aess a bookmark
 Navigate the musi in the system
 Start a musi trak
See also Appendix C.
An issue to deal with in arrying out suh experiments is to hoose the right
granularity of test tasks and ativities for the subjets to arry out. It ould be
argued that the test tasks should orrespond to tasks that the subjets would
normally arry out during everyday situations of use where personal information
management is arried out. Creating suh tasks and ativities that orresponds
to the tasks arried out by the subjets on a daily basis is diÆult, as they have
highly individual praties. Though the subjets were in an artiial situation
of use, they were able to relate to the problems of managing and retrieving the
kind of information that was kept in the system. The issue was also addressed
by asking additional questions during a short debrieng session at the end of the
experiment.
As mentioned during the thinking-aloud part of the experiment the test sub-
jets were performing a set of simple test task using the researh prototype imple-
mentation. The subjets were asked to think-aloud and enouraged to utter any
problems enountered performing the tasks. It was observed how they performed
the ativities and tasks, and the problems they would enounter doing this. The
observer took notes of the observations, inluding utteranes by the subjets
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and problems enountered when performing the simple tasks. The purpose of
the experiment was to get initial feedbak and insights into the researh proto-
type and the underlying model for personal information management. Therefore
the attention was on problems related to the model and approah rather than
spei problems in the simple user interfae implemented in the researh pro-
totype. The method should therefore also be onsidered a step in performing an
iterative design of a more extensive system that ould potentially be used in real
situations of use.
8.3.3 Debrieng
The experiment ended with a short debrieng session. This was meant to be
a short follow-up disussing of the approah and the problems enountered by
the subjets. The subjets were asked to provide any omments they might
have regarding the researh prototype, the approah, the information and tasks
provided, or the experiment in general. See Appendix D.
Although this was initially meant as a short session for lariation, this
part of the experiment turned out to be a quite fruitful some subjets provided
good feedbak during this session and it was possible to disuss the issues in
retrospet. Some subjets were very interested in the approah and therefore
provided interesting and fruitful feedbak during the debrieng session. This
meant that they would also omment on things beyond the spei tasks and
even relate the approah to their everyday tasks and strategies for performing
personal information management.
8.4 Summary
This hapter has desribes the experimental approah taken. The experiments
arried out onsisted of two dierent experiments. This inluded semi-strutured
interviews to get insights to the personal information management praties
arried out by the subjets. Additionally a pilot usability experiment involving
the researh prototype was arried out in order to researh into the impliations
of the unied attribute-oriented approah for personal information management.
The subjets and methodology of the experiments was desribed in this hapter.
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This hapter presents the results from the experiments desribed in the previ-
ous hapter. The ndings on personal information management praties gained
from the semi-strutured interviews are presented and disussed. Similar the re-
sults from the pilot usability experiment arried out using the researh prototype
are presented and disussed. Finally some suggestions for establishing further
researh in the area of personal information management are disussed, based
on the experienes from this study.
9.1 Results: Semi-Strutured Interviews
The semi-strutured interviews provided good insights to the urrent information
praties used by the subjets. In the past two deades studies similar to this
study have been arried out. However, over the last deade new tools for sup-
port of ommuniation and information retrieval has beome widespread. Most
remarkable is the use of email for ommuniation and World Wide Web as an
inreasingly important soure of information. Therefore a seondary purpose of
the semi-strutured interview was to get some indiations of urrent information
management praties and do autious omparisons of these ndings to prior
studies.
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As disussed in the following setions the interviews generally onrmed nd-
ings of earlier studies. Thus it indiates that problems identied in earlier studies
of personal information management still apply with the personal information
management support provided by urrent systems. In general there are some
indiations that new systems and approahes used urrently has not hanged
the fundamental problems of personal information management that has been
reported in researh over the last ouple of deades.
9.1.1 Individual Style
The rst observation that is apparent from the interviews with subjets is that
personal information management praties are widely varying and individual
styles are notieable. Some subjets had strong systemati approah in their
information management praties, whereas others did not. One subjet even
desribed his personal approah as being haoti. The individual dierenes
among subjets were observed in two ways. One was the indiation of organi-
zational praties used by the subjets. The other was based on observation of
the appearane of the physial oÆe as well as the strategies for organization of
information supported by various interative systems.
The observations of the oÆe environment gave good insights to individual
style used for personal information management. Some oÆes where harater-
ized by neatly organized information in ring binders organized in shelves and
only few papers, books, and other information on the desks. Other oÆes where
haraterized by many loosely organized piles of paper on the desk, books, pa-
pers, and other information sattered in the oÆe environment. Some subjets
had very large piles of paper on the desk, and shelves that appeared very messy.
Based on these observations of oÆe environments the subjets ould denitely
be divided into two dierent groups similar to those provided by Malone [Mal83℄:
the neat oÆe and the messy oÆe. This is a rough way of ategorizing the oÆe
environments and a few subjets ould not easily be ategorized into one or the
other.
Additionally subjets were asked to judge how strutured they onsidered
their approah to personal information management. The level of struture
indiated by subjets varied between 1 (best) and 5 (worst) among the subjets,
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see Table 9.1.
1 2 3 4 5
very good good neutral poor very poor
1 3 2 1 1
Table 9.1: Indiations of how strutured subjets onsidered their personal in-
formation management praties
The purpose of this was not to get quantitative measure, but rather to get
an understanding of subjet's own understanding of their personal information
management praties. A ouple of the subjets that indiated organization
level 2 said that they meant that they were fairly strutured in managing their
information. However, the reason their reply was 2 was they felt their praties
ould be improved a little in order to keep and organize their information better.
One subjet hesitated when providing an answer to the question. His oÆe
was quite messy and he also ended up indiated being unstrutured (4). How-
ever, he added that even though he knew the oÆe was messy and that he was
quite unstrutured he somehow always knew where to nd his information. The
point is that the dierenes mentioned here do not indiate the eÆieny of the
individual personal information management strategy. The subjets in the study
had dierent information needs and dierent tasks were arried out. Thus any
suh omparisons would be inappropriate.
Generally the impression of the oÆe in terms of being neat and messy orre-
sponded to the indiation provided by the subjets. That is, subjets indiating
strutured also had a neat oÆe, and subjets indiating unstrutured appeared
to have a messy oÆe. Again there were a few subjets that ould be harater-
ized as being somewhere in between.
The study learly indiated highly individual style and personal informa-
tion management praties. This inluded dierent levels of use, and dierent
strategies in handling the information. Another way to haraterize the subjets
was their preferene for ling versus piling strategies. That is, the ones with
neat oÆes ould be haraterized as using mainly a ling strategy, whereas the
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ones with messy oÆes ould be haraterized as using mainly a piling strat-
egy. However, the semi-strutured interview revealed that they typially used a
ombination of the two approahes.
Finally, a ouple of external fators were observed as well. It was observed
that the individual style was in some ases inuened by ompany rules and
politis. In a few ases ompany poliy required the employees to leave a lean
desk at the end of the day. Suh poliies ould possibly impose a person to work
in a more strutured fashion than would otherwise be the ase. The subjets that
ould be haraterized as having a messy oÆe were not subjet to suh rules or
politis. The point is that in some ases it was observed that external fators
had some impliations on the personal information management praties.
9.1.2 Tools Used
Besides the apparent dierenes in level of struture of the information praties
there were other individual dierenes as well.
The subjets that were seleted for the experiment did most of their work at
desks and had a onsiderable use of information in their daily ativities. They
used dierent omputer-based and paper-based tools in order to keep and man-
age their information. All had a fairly extensive use of omputer-based tools
supporting personal information management as part of their daily ativities.
The interviews revealed that subjets used dierent interative tools to man-
agement their personal information in dierent ways. The use of information
and various tools are summarized in Table 9.2.
Generally subjets indiated to use only a fration of the funtionality avail-
able in the interation information tools. For instane in the use of handheld
information applianes suh as PDA's and mobile phones the subjets indiated
that they only used a fairly limited funtionality and information in those appli-
anes.
All subjets had a mobile phone, whih were generally used primarily for
alls and messaging (SMS). Only two of the subjets used more funtionality in
the phones. One used it to hold reminders, saying that it was the only devie
that he would always arry, why it was suitable to keep reminders in the mobile
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Eletroni information
Emails x x x x x x x x
Contats/addresses x x x x x x x x
To-do items x x x
Douments x x x x x x x x
Bookmarks x x x x
Calendar items x x x
Musi items x x x x
Images x x x x
Information applianes
PC x x x x x x x
Laptop x x x x
Mobile phone x x x x x x x x
PDA { x { x
Paper-based systems
Notebook (diary) x x x x
Calendar or organizer x x x x x x
Bulletin board x x x
Shelves (paper arhive) x x x x x
Table 9.2: Indiations of information and tools used by subjets
(x) indiates use, ({) indiates partly-used (seldom), and blank indiates no use
phone. Even though some subjets had mobile phones with personal information
management features these features were hardly used. One subjet ommented
that he had tried using the alendar funtionality but had given up, as it was
too diÆulty to use and not worth the eort. Four subjets owned a PDA but
only two of them used them on a regular basis. The information kept in the
PDA was appointments and other alendar information. Thus the subjets in
the experiment ould be haraterized as having limited use of PDA's.
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All subjets exept one used desktop omputer systems on a daily basis. The
one subjet used a laptop omputer instead. All subjets used email, and indi-
ated that they needed email as part of their daily ativities. Also all subjets
arried out some level of doument management in their desktop environment.
Only a few subjets kept spei to-do items in their eletroni system in order
to support reminding. However, the reminding funtion was then supported in
dierent ways, as disussed in the next setions. Subjets' management pra-
ties and use of the dierent information types are disussed further in the next
setions.
As mentioned the subjets in the study were extensive users of desktop sys-
tems and eletroni information. However, also paper-based systems were used
to some extend. Espeially dissimilarities in the way alendar information was
handled were observed. On the one end of the sale subjets used paper-based
alendars only. One subjet mentioned that the alendar was his single most
important tool for his daily ativities and that it would not be impossible to
arry out the day without the alendar. All his appointments and other valu-
able information were written into the alendar. Three subjets reported using
both paper-based and eletroni-based alendar systems. For instane the ele-
troni alendar would be used for all business appointments and the paper-based
alendar for both business and private appointments. Only two subjets used
eletroni based alendars only. Additionally half the subjets used some kind
of paper notebook or diary to keep information.
All subjets used paper-based information in some way or another. In eah
oÆe that was observed in the experiment some kind of paper-based system
was observed. The majority of subjets had some kind of paper-based arhiving
system where they kept the paper-based information at some level of struture.
Other subjets did not have a paper arhive as suh. At least their use of paper
was limited so they only kept a limited amount of paper-based information for
longer periods of time. One subjet kept a large paper-arhive with information
that was several years old. However, he reported that use of information from
the arhive was extremely rare. Finally, in the oÆe environment shelves and
bulletin boards were also used to keep information.
The hoies of personal information management tools also illustrate the
highly individual styles and praties. Additionally the dierent types of infor-
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mation used by the subjets illustrate the dierenes in information needs and
requirements.
9.1.3 Information Types
The observations reveal a diversity of information and information types being
used in order to arry out daily ativities. A list of some of these information
types an be seen in Table 9.2 above. The information was used to support a
variety of ativities that were arried out on a daily basis.
All subjets were users of email as an integrated part of ommuniation in
their everyday life. As part of their e-mail system subjet had lists of ontats.
It was interesting to observe that subjets had multiple suh lists of ontats
and addresses kept for dierent purposes. That is, one ontaining e-mail ad-
dresses (typially assoiated with the e-mail system), and another address book
(paper-based or eletroni) to keep physial address information and phone num-
bers. Some subjets reported to have several suh address lists kept for dierent
purposes.
Additionally all subjets kept some level of doument arhive and therefore
needed some kind of doument management system. Dierent strategies and
tools were used to keep suh douments, again undersoring the high level of
individuality in personal information management. Similarly half the subjets
used omputer-based tools to keep musi and image arhives. Again dierent
strategies and tools were hosen in order to manage the information. Some used
the native le system to manage and organize musi and images, whereas others
used speialized tailor-made tools to manage musi and images les.
It was also found that some subjets related information aross ativities. For
instane a ouple of subjets had an extensive use of the e-mail system, and used
it for additional purposes beyond e-mail. It was observed that some subjets
also used e-mail management system to keep other types of information. Similar
to what has been reported in other studies [Ma88℄ it was found that ativities
suh as, task management, reminding, and doument management was arried
out using e-mail systems. For instane subjets used the arhiving faility in
the e-mail system to store douments rather than (or supplementing) storing
douments in the le system. Generally there were indiations that e-mail tools
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played a entral role in the oordination and management of several dierent
types of personal information management. Two subjets reported that they
preferred one tool (the e-mail system) that provided aess to and management
of their information. Similar to previous studies [Ma88℄ [BDHS03℄ this study
also indiated that e-mail systems have beome an important tool fullling this
requirement. Overall the study onrms that a diversity of information is used
to support a variety of ativities that is being arried out on a daily basis.
9.1.4 Information Units and Struture
The information units that were used by the subjets inluded the dierent in-
formation types mentioned above. For struturing of information dierent units
were identied. In the proess of struturing the information in terms of ollet-
ing information in groups, two dierent strutural approahes were identied.
As mentioned previously some subjets used unstrutured piles of douments
as a way of organizing the information. Others used more formally ling of
information. Thus piling and ling strategies were also identied in this study.
Moreover the information used by the subjets where organized in dierent
ways. The struturing of information inluded:
 Unstrutured information, whih inluded information that was not put
into any formal information struture as suh. Examples inluded infor-
mation left in physial or virtual inbox, information left on the desktop, or
information left in random piles. For some piles subjets were not apable
of providing a good desription of the ontent of the pile. The piles were
reported to hold misellaneous information.
 Loosely or semi-strutured information, whih inluded information that
was organized in semi-strutured piles. That is, even though the douments
in piles were unordered eah pile ould be learly identied and provided
a heading by the subjet. Some examples reported by subjets inluded
piles of ation items, information gathered for a partiular projet, oÆial
douments, reading material.
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 Formally strutured information, whih inluded information that was ar-
hived in some formal way. For instane one subjet had an extensive
hierarhy of emails stored in his email system. The subjet reported to
store almost all e-mail that he reeived in this hierarhial information
struture. Also a few subjets kept paper-based information organized in
formally strutured arhives.
In addition to the dierent levels of struturing of information reported above,
the studies identied dierent lasses of information use as well. The information
use reported by subjets ould be lassied into three dierent sets, similar to
the way it has been reported in prior studies [Col82℄ [Mal83℄ [BN95℄. Information
was handled and strutured in dierent ways whih an be desribed as three
levels of interation with the information:
 Ephemeral information { was found as information that would be used for
a short period of time only. Thus it would not be stored in any formal
way but typially deleted shortly. Examples of suh information inluded
e-mails reeived that were simply read and immediately deleted. Another
example is notes written on a piee of paper for instane during a phone
onversation and disarded quikly.
 Working information { was found as information that were used presently
as part of ongoing ativities. This was observed as the immediate ative
douments on the omputer sreen, and douments and piles kept in the
immediate information environment.
 Arhived information { was found as information led for possible later
usage. All subjets had paper-based and/or eletroni arhives.
9.1.5 Storage, Retrieval and Classiation
The experiment also provided indiations of storage and retrieval issues. As men-
tioned previously subjets used widely varying information management strate-
gies. Some subjets used elaborate hierarhial ling shemes whereas other
stored little information for later use, and thus used muh simpler ling shemes.
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Half the subjets had extensive hierarhial information strutures in whih
they kept information used as part of ongoing work tasks, or information that
was kept for later use. Others used very simple shemes. For instane one subjet
reported that he had reated a simple ling sheme for his information, where he
would organize the information in very few ategories. The ategories either had
projet names or arried the name of the soure from whih the information was
obtained. Another subjet used an extensive ling sheme. When asked about
the amount of information in this system he had the system ount the number of
les. It turned out he had almost 450 douments in 44 ategories. It was quite
a surprise for the subjet that he had this muh information stored.
One subjet printed out most eletroni information and kept it in a paper-
based arhive instead of keeping it online (the eletroni version was deleted
after it was printed). Thus only little eletroni information was arhived by
this subjet. Information suh as emails were also printed and kept together
with information related to a projet, a ustomer, or some other organizational
unit. However, it was noted by the subjet that the information almost never
used one a task was ompleted and the information has been stored in the
paper arhived. As long as the information was ative and used it was not in
the arhiving system
As an example of storage and retrieval an interesting nding was that book-
marks were only used to a limited extent by the subjets. Moreover the bookmark
feature in webbrowsers was seldom used, as found in other studies [ABC98℄. If
used it was typially only for a fairly limited number of bookmarks. However,
one subjet had an extensive hierarhy of bookmarks, but reported that only a
few of them were used on a regular basis. A subjet that did not use bookmarks
reported that he had given up using an arhive of bookmarks at some point.
Now he relied on nding his information by searhing on the web with a searh
engine. It is notieable that this subjet also reported to have an extensive
use of the web for nding information relevant for his everyday work ativities.
Nevertheless that did not make him use the bookmark feature even for the set
of websites he would visit on a daily basis. It was pereived as not worth the
eort storing the information, as typing the address or searhing was pereived
as a more eÆient way of retrieving information. Thus this nding indiates the
dilemma that people want to spend as little time storing information as possible.
On the other hand retrieval should also be eÆient. In this example the subjet
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found that the use of searh and remembering and typing addresses was the most
eÆient approah.
Problems in lassiation of information and reation of ling sheme were
reported. As mentioned above there are examples of subjets reporting to have
giving up ling information. A subjet made the omment that the problem
of reorganizing his information was solved when swithing to a new desktop
mahine. It would have taken days or weeks to go through the information
on the old system, and thus only the information that was onsidered ritial
to the work was transferred to the new system. The subjet realized that the
solution that would be the easiest would be to simply start over and reate a
new information struture on the new mahine.
Some related observations were done in the study. Some subjets reported
to reorganize the information oasionally and lean up the information that
was no longer needed. Thus they would periodially arry out a leaning session
reorganizing and disarding information. Other subjets did not arry out suh
leaning sessions at all, and some subjets kept little information in an arhive.
Some subjets used similar information strutures aross dierent information
types. That is, similar ategorizations of the personal information were used in
dierent appliations. For instane information related to projets were kept in
similar strutures in the email system and in the le system struture. Keeping
suh similar strutures aross appliations boundaries means that the subjets
were manually maintaining and updating the multiple strutures. This means
extra information management tasks in terms of repeating tasks suh as reating
ategories, and reorganization of the information strutures. The use of the same
or similar information strutures lead to extra administrative burden on the user,
and may be an indiation of a need for a unied approah to the organizing of
information.
9.1.6 Reminding
As seen in Table 9.2 only three subjet used expliit eletroni to-do items, using
a system speially for that purpose. However, reminding was also supported by
dierent approahes. A ouple of subjets reported that they sometimes e-mailed
themselves a reminder. The e-mail being available in their inbox helped them
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being reminded, as they would hek the e-mail inbox often. The subjet that
used his mobile phone for reminders reported that sometimes he would get an
audible reminder from the phone. This was sometimes inonvenient, as he would
swith it o, and then atually forget about the reminder. This undersores
the ndings of other studies [BN95℄ that reminding an be aomplished with
dierent kinds of information but is useful when the information is left in a
loation that is frequently visited.
Although subjets tended not to use expliit software for reminding, it was
found that they used other ad ho methods for keeping information reminding
them of tasks to arry out. As mentioned above one suh ad ho method is that
subjets send e-mails to themselves in order to keep a reminder. Also subjets
reported to leave information, douments, or notes in partiular plaes in order
to be reminded of tasks to arry out.
The lak of suÆient support for reminding in interative tools was also
observed by the number of Post-It notes that were used in the oÆe environment,
and in one ase on the frame around the display on the omputer monitors. Again
it indiates the importane of keeping reminders in plaes that are frequently seen
or visited.
9.1.7 Disussion
A ouple of interesting examples of unintended use were observed during the
interviews. These examples provided some indiations of systems not provid-
ing suÆient support for the apparent information management needs and the
tasks that are arried out. There were also indiations that subjets tried to ob-
tain unied information management by means of unintentional use of existing
systems. That is, they had reated information management praties, whih
allowed them to have a single aess point to a subset of their information, and
thus one way of managing and interating with this information.
One example of unintended use is the storage of information other than emails
in the email system as mentioned previously. In that ase making the email sys-
tem the primary tool for information management. Not surprisingly information
was kept in the email inbox to serve as reminders of things to do. It was also
that the email inbox provided both a plae for ommuniation as well as a plae
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to keep to-do items.
Besides to-do items some subjets also used the email system to store book-
marks and douments, whih were relevant to their daily ativities, or arhived
for later use. Subjets reported how they emailed information to themselves
and then later stored the information (as an email) into ategories in the email
system. This provided means of arhiving dierent information types for later
use.
From an interation perspetive this approah provides a unied way of orga-
nizing information of dierent types. Instead of organizing information by type
by means of dierent appliations, a single system is used to keep and orga-
nized dierent types of information items. The interviews revealed information
suh as to-do items, bookmarks, and douments being stored together in email
systems into the information struture reated by the subjets. Thus the ap-
proah allowed the subjets to store information of dierent types into the same
information struture.
Another approah that was observed in the interviews was the use of the
hierarhial le system to store dierent types of information. A ouple of sub-
jets had reated extensive information strutures with ategories and levels of
sub-ategories in whih they stored their information. This information inluded
traditional desktop douments, suh as text douments, spreadsheets, presenta-
tions and other les. This was primarily for arhiving purposes, whih also meant
that the subjets did not keep personal information suh as emails, appointments,
ontats, and to-do items in this struture. Keeping a spei doument in a
partiular plae in the information struture ould sometimes serve as a reminder
of things to do.
One subjet used this struture for keeping some bookmarks related to spe-
i projets that were worked on. But typially the ontent, in terms of dou-
ments and from the partiular websites were kept instead of a bookmark to the
website where the information was found. The subjet ommented that it was
found neessary to keep a loal opy in ase the information was not available
for retrieval later when needed.
The interviews did not provide information to make generalizations or solid
onlusions about the observed approahes to information management. For in-
stane it is not possible to onlude based on the available sample whether email
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or other systems have beome a preferred way of doing management of informa-
tion over traditional approahes. Additionally there are individual preferenes.
Nevertheless, the observations that suh systems are used in this partiular
way provide some interesting indiations that some subjets prefer a unied way
of managing their information. However, it has to be noted that not all subjets
used these unied approahes, as some simply managed their information in dif-
ferent subsets. For instane one subjet indiated the preferene for keeping and
managing dierent types of information by means of dierent systems, as it was
then lear where the information ould be found. This indiates that the highly
individual nature of personal information management must be onsidered.
Half the subjets had reated approahes like the ones mentioned above. That
is an approah that would allow them some level of a single unied way of orga-
nizing at least a subset of their personal information. Typially the information
that was used often or as part of ongoing work ativities would be organized to-
gether aross information types. This type of information management approah
ould be haraterized as being an information-oriented way of organizing infor-
mation. In terms of interation this means a noun-verb oriented approah, where
the information is aessed and managed through an information struture and
available tools applied to the information in the struture.
One subjet stated that he preferred the existing (task) tool-oriented way
of organizing information. This means verb-noun oriented interation where a
spei information tool is the starting point for using and managing information
of a spei type. Also information of dierent types is separated as dierent
tools handle them. The remaining subjets annot be learly haraterized as
one or the other, as they would use both approahes or keep little information
or only use a limited number of dierent information types.
The atual work tasks arried out and use of the various information types
ould have impliations for the strategies hosen by the subjets. The observa-
tions and information provided in the interviews were not suÆient to establish
explanations of relations between work tasks and the preferene of one informa-
tion management approah over the other.
The small sample size, and soio-demographi harateristis of the subjets
mean that the results annot be generalized to the general populations. As men-
tioned above personal information management praties and behavior varies
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widely. Even within soio-demographi groups. For instane this is indiated
by the identiation of both "messy" and "neat" oÆe types among the parti-
ipants in the experiment. Generally this wide individual diversity poses a set
of hallenges for the experimental design and studies of personal information
management. Also for software tools that aim to provide a suitable support of
personal information management ativities. Therefore it is paramount to have
a omprehensive understanding of these ativities and the strategies used.
Even though researh has been arried out in the area for the last deades,
still a omprehensive understanding of the subjet is needed [WTN00℄. A lear
understanding of everyday ore user tasks is needed. This inludes personal
information management tasks, whih are arried out by a onsiderable amount
of users of interative systems every day.
The visions of the paperless oÆe have been around for deades, but so far it
has not beome a reality. It is reognized that it may happen in domains where
a set of standard proedures and standard forms are irulated. Suh forms and
proedures may be translated to eletroni form.
However, the results provide indiations and suggestions why the area of
personal information management is far from paperless yet. The results indiate
that the support of personal information management in interative systems is
not omprehensive. Not all aspets of personal information management are
supported eÆiently by urrent approahes in interative systems.
Seond physial form fators inuene the situations of use. For instane
the arrying of an artifat itself may be an issue posing limits to its use. For
instane the Palm handheld devie was designed to support personal information
management and to be portable (arried in a shirt poket) and thus ould support
mobile situations of use [Ber00℄. Also input and output apabilities may be
limited, whih means limits of its use and possible situations of use.
Some traditional paper-based solutions may simply be more eÆient than
urrent interative systems in some situations of use as indiated by the obser-
vations. The individual must assess the shortomings of both approahes. A
o-existene of approahes ontinues to be the ase even deades after the initial
studies of personal information management, whih aimed to identify implia-
tions for the design of interative personal information management systems.
It is still the ase even though the last deades have provided and researhed
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dierent approahes to personal information management. In any ase the need
for eÆient support of personal information management has inreased with the
inreased use of eletroni information and the quantities of that information,
suh as, e-mails.
Thus, in the domain of personal information management the vision of the
paperless oÆe is so far unfullled. Further researh is needed to further un-
derstand personal information management and experiments with dierent ap-
proahes to personal information management if a vision of paperless personal
information management is even going to be fullled.
9.2 Results: Pilot Usability Experiment
The seond part of the experiment was a simple usability experiment with the
researh prototype. As desribed in the previous hapter it was based on the
thinking-aloud methodology. Subjets were given a brief introdution to the
researh prototype, and then provided with a number of tasks to arry out.
During the experiments they were enouraged to think-aloud, and the observer
wrote down their utteranes.
However, before disussion the results from the experiment, the researh pro-
totype is briey ommented. First of all the researh prototype is onsidered
a simple proof of onept implementation as previously mentioned. That is, it
has been demonstrated that it is possible to reate a personal information man-
agement system on the basis of the model presented. On top of the model is
implemented a user interfae that provides a unied way of navigation, manag-
ing, and using the information in the system. The dierent adapters to dierent
existing information soures enable the system to provide a unied interfae to
disparate information types.
Altogether this leads to a system that demonstrates an attribute-oriented
approah and a unied interfae to the management and use of personal infor-
mation. Thus the researh prototype serves as an initial proof of the overall
onept. As suh the limitations of the researh prototype means that it does
not allow for extensive usability studies to be arried out.
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9.2.1 Tasks and Information
Initially the subjets were given a short introdution to the researh prototype
system, and the key onepts of the model on whih it is based. After the
introdution to the researh prototype the subjets were given a set of tasks, see
Appendix B and C.
 Chek the email inbox
 Assoiate an email to a partiular projet
 Create email
 Send email
 Navigate the bookmarks
 Find and aess a bookmark
 Navigate the musi in the system
 Start a musi trak
As the prototype system ontains adapters to existing information soure it
was possible to populate the system with dierent types of existing information.
Additionally a set of default views and ations were made available in the system,
thus the researh prototype was able to simulate an environment for managing
personal information. This inluded simple support for information suh as e-
mails, to-do items, alendar information, bookmarks, and musi management
and use. As mentioned in Setion 8.3.2 during the experiment the researh pro-
totype system held approximately 500 information entities representing dierent
types of personal information. Subjets were able to navigate, manage, and use
this information during the experiment, as was it their own personal information.
As disussed in the previous hapter the purpose of the experiment was not
to test the user interfae of the researh prototype as suh. Rather the purpose
of the tasks was to nd out if the subjets were apable of understanding the
underlying model on whih the system is built.
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9.2.2 Findings
The main result was that subjets were able to understand the simple tasks they
were given and generally they were apable of understanding the oneptual
system and use the atual researh prototype. The immediate impression of
the researh prototype user interfae was that it is not that dierent from user
interfaes of existing systems, suh as email systems. Not until starting solving
the tasks involving assoiation of attributes with information entities did the
subjets observe the dierenes from existing systems. The interation in the
graphial user interfae is similar to that of onventional systems.
Generally the subjets were able to navigate the information in the system,
that is, seleting dierent views of information in the system. They navigated
the views seleting dierent information entities and attributes assoiated with
the entities.
Thus it seemed they were apable of understanding the onept, the model,
and the parts of the model (entities, attributes, views, and ations). There were
no major problems solving the tasks, whih may be asribed to the fat that the
subjets were fairly experiened omputer users. Nevertheless a ouple of the
subjets did have doubts on how to aomplish one task (assoiation of a new
attribute to an information entities), but after a while the observer gave brief
hints to the menu in whih to look, and the subjets were able to omplete the
tasks without further help.
Another issue where that the subjets had to realize that they ould enter and
hange attributes diretly in a view. This was not obvious for all subjets. From
a user interfae perspetive this approah in the researh prototype is not similar
to the way in whih information is entered or hanged in existing systems. Suh
systems often require opening a dierent window and altering the information
and then saving the hanges. However, as soon as the subjet realized they ould
alter information diretly in the views it was no problem using this part of the
system.
The experiment indiated that the part of the user interfae that implements
the assignment of new attributes to information entities ould be improved. As
mentioned above assignment of attributes in views were not a problem one
understood. However, when an entirely new attribute needs to be assigned this
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is done from the menu instead. Some subjet tried if they ould invoke a popup
menu on a spei information entity. Although it ould seem an obvious way of
aessing suh funtionality it is not available in the urrent researh prototype.
Instead the assignment has to be invoked from the menu bar on top of the sreen
and then the attribute is assigned in a popup display that provides information
about the spei information entity.
9.2.3 Debrieng Session
In addition to the tasks providing some initial results, the onluding debrieng
session provided additional results and input for further development of the
onept and researh prototype. As mentioned the subjets were apable of
understanding the onepts and use the researh prototype to arry out the
simple tasks. However, several of the subjets reeted on the system during the
onluding debrieng session.
Surprisingly several of the subjets asked about the sharing apabilities in
the system. They spontaneously asked about this, that is, the interviewer did
not bring up the issue during the debrieng sessions or before. Several of the
subjets reported that sharing of their information was very important for their
jobs. Thus if this system did not support sharing of information they would not
be able to use it.
Most of the subjets were interested in the approah. One ommented that
he -sometimes did not know in whih appliation to look for some information
that he knew he had in the system somewhere. Thus he would have liked to try
out the approah more had it been a real system.
The disussion of generi vs. spei support was also brought up during
the debrieng sessions. One subjet ommented that he would like to have a
system like this, as he always had the problem of organizing his information into
dierent plaes. Thus the subjet seemed to like the idea of a unied approah to
personal information management. However, in a debrieng session with another
subjet it was ommented that he understood the onept, but that he would
prefer that his information be divided in dierent appliations so that he knew
where the information was. This subjet learly preferred traditional spei
support of personal information management. However, this approah leaves
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the exibility to organize information in a spei way or aross information
types. Not surprisingly this was not apparent to the subjet after the short
introdution to and use of the researh prototype.
Finally, very muh to the point a subjet ommented that he liked the ap-
proah and he ould see some advantages, however, he would have to use the
system for a longer time to nd out if he would prefer to organize his information
in this way.
9.2.4 Limitation
The experiments have been arried out as ontrolled laboratory experiments.
The proposed model implemented in the researh prototype ould not be evalu-
ated in a real life setting, whih would be needed to be able to put forward solid
onlusions about the NEXUS approah ontrasted against other approahes.
The researh prototype used in the experiments is experimental software with
a set of limitations, as mentioned in Setion 7.5. As suh it does not represent
a fully funtional piee of software for personal information management. This
poses a set of limitations on the experiments that an be arried out using the
prototype. For instane the prototype annot be used in its urrent state for
extensive studies in a real work setting.
Future work would be to arry out experiments with real users arrying out
their atual tasks using the system, and in a real work environment and in
ontext of their atual work. Moreover it would be preferable to arry out suh
experiments over extended periods of time to make sure that the experiments are
omprehensive and apture results from the entire system model. For instane it
is rather diÆult to test the value of the reminding feature, as testing this feature
in a laboratory experiment tends to beome somewhat artiial. It leaves the
test subjets to speulate or guess if this feature would be useful to them in
atual use. Thus, onlusions based on suh results must be very autious and
only provide indiations of its usefulness.
In order to arry out extensive researh experiments the researh prototype
would have to undergo extensive software engineering, similar to the development
and engineering of an atual software produt. This would enable experiments
with real use of the model. For instane it would enable experiments with dier-
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ent quantities of information thus addressing the salability of the model even
further. However, this would require quite substantial engineering and develop-
ment working hours. This dilemma seems to be a general hallenge to researh
and experiments with novel ideas suh as these. The question is to what extent a
researh prototype needs to be implemented to be able to arry out experiments
that an provide results on whih solid onlusions an be made.
Nevertheless, the results from the experiments are still valuable indiations
of the possibilities for personal information management software based on the
attribute-oriented approah. In addition the experiments and results provide a
set of suggestions for future researh, whih is also onsidered a ontribution to
the researh area.
9.2.5 Disussion
The pilot usability experiment has provided some initial indiations of the pos-
sibilities of the model as a foundation for attribute-oriented systems supporting
personal information management. Additionally it has provided input for further
development of the researh prototype. An extended researh prototype would
potentially enable more omprehensive studies of the impliations of this model
and system for personal information management to be arried out.
The researh prototype serves as a proof-of-onept, whih indiate that it
may support dierent levels of organization of information: Unstrutured, semi-
strutured and formally strutured information. However, the usefulness of the
model in real-life personal information management situations is inonlusive
based on the urrent results. The laboratory-based experiments does not pro-
vide suÆient basis on whih to draw solid onlusions. Further development
of the researh prototype would be needed ombined with additional and more
omprehensive experiments ompared to the pilot experiment desribed here.
Nevertheless, the experiments have provided some initial indiations that
the approah is worth researhing further. The subjets were generally able
to understand and use the model as the basis for arrying out simple personal
information management tasks. Additionally most subjets provided positive
feedbak, espeially during the debrieng sessions. Their reation seemed to
indiate at least a few of the subjets would possibly be interested in using the
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researh prototype system if developed further. This ould potentially enable
more omprehensive studies of the approah to be arried out.
Also, as no real information was used in the experiment it is inonlusive
whether the approah will support reminding in an eÆient way. However, the
model and system enables leaving information in spei loations, whih have
been found in other studies to enable the support of reminding. This indiates
that the model and system will at least support reminding at the same level as
urrent systems.
An interesting topi that was brought up during the debrieng session was
user preferenes for task spei versus generi appliations. It was lear that
some subjets preferred one to the other. The one subjet that learly indiated
preferene for task spei approah said that he preferred the information to be
in dierent plaes so that he knew dierent items were loated. This utterane
indiated that he found the generi approah in NEXUS too omplex for his
needs. This raises an interesting question whether suh a generi approah leads
to less or added omplexity in a system for the support of personal information
management. As mentioned the exibility of the approah allows both kinds of
information organization { task-oriented, type-oriented, or a ombination. That
is, if the subjet preferred to keep his information in separate plaes, e.g. email
in one view, and bookmarks in another, the approah allows this kind of orga-
nization. It is optional to organize information of dierent types together in the
same views.
Moreover in traditional systems users have to learn dierent ommand sets
for eah appliation that they are using. Additional they must learn the spei
user interfaes and ways of navigating the information in the dierent parts of the
system. In this approah simpliity is provided through a limited and manageable
set of ommands. Users basially have to learn one set of ommands that apply
for navigation and management of information aross the entire system. The
ore system elements that need to be learned in order to use the entire system
are fever than in a traditional systems. Moreover it avoids the modal approah
seen in traditional approahes.
Nevertheless it is questionable whether users will pereive the system as hav-
ing a higher level of omplexity ompared to traditional approahes. The ore
failities apply aross the entire system, whih means that the user needs to
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reuse and apply the failities in dierent situations for the support of dierent
personal information management ativities. Thus the approah may be per-
eived as omplex, as users would have to gure out how to aomplish spei
tasks using the generi tools, ommands, and failities provided by the system.
This means that they would have to ombine the ore building bloks of the
system and use them in ombination in order to provide the support needed for
an atual task at hand.
It ould be argued that this issue ould be addressed by providing a set of
templates, default views, and ommands in the NEXUS system. These fail-
ities ould guide the user to possible usage of the system in order to support
spei work tasks. That is starting points to ways of supporting task, suh
as email. Nevertheless it is still unlear what this will mean to the pereived
omplexity of the system. Based on the data available from the study the impli-
ations of this generi approah to personal information management in terms
of omplexity annot be determined. Further researh would be required to get
an understanding of this spei issue. However, there are some indiations that
subjets are divided in groups that have preferene for the task-spei approah
and groups that have preferene for the generi approah. It is unlear to what
extent this result is inuened by the urrent habits of the subjets. In any ase
this result undersores the level of individual preferene and style in personal
information management.
Another issue that is unlear is the salability of the approah in terms of
quantity of information and available ommands in the system. The pilot system
is working with 500 information entities, bus as no real use of the system has
been arried out in the experiments the salability issue is unlear. Further
studies are needed in order to determine the possible salability of the approah,
possibly in real use situations of use, with inreasing information quantities and
strutures evolving over time.
9.3 Researh of Personal Information Management
In addition to the above-mentioned results this hapter is onluded with a
disussion of some diretions for further researh. Personal information manage-
ment is not well established as a researh area. This projet has mainly taken
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a human omputer interation perspetive on the phenomenon, but involving
other disiplines as well. Other perspetives are relevant to involve in further
researh in the area.
9.3.1 Prior Researh and Attention
Some initial studies of personal information management have been arried out
sine the early 1980's. However, in general personal information management
has reeived limited researh attention so far and does not have an established
researh ommunity. Personal information management studies have primarily
involved studies of spei tools, suh as, email or bookmark management. Lit-
tle attention has been on the fat that dierent types of personal information
are used together, and therefore multiple tools are typially used together in
order to fulll everyday tasks and goals. Only reently some attention has been




Dierent studies have shown that personal information management is trou-
blesome also with urrent interative tools. The support of personal information
management praties in urrent systems is limited. For instane muh attention
has been on arhiving of information. Moreover as the quantity of eletronially
available information inreases it beomes a diÆult task to keep trak of the
information and organize it for later retrieval and use.
A set of novel approahes for the support of personal information manage-
ment has been proposed [FFG96b℄ [DEL
+
00℄ [AKA99℄. However, often they
only address a subset of the problems involved in personal information man-
agement. Similar to the studies of personal information management praties
these projets typially do no take an integrative or unied perspetive on the
problems involved in personal information management.
The simple study arried out in this projet showed that subjets are using
many dierent tools and artifats in dierent situations in order to arry out
their tasks and perform personal information management. This inludes using
the immediate environment as a plaeholder for information, for instane to serve
the reminding funtion. Information is spread aross dierent plaes, loations,
and organized by means of dierent shemes. In urrent interative systems the
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sheme is often determined by the user interfae of the system rather than by the
user. Information may also be spread aross dierent applianes and supported
by both paper-based and omputer-based systems.
9.3.2 Relevane
The relevane of the establishment of further researh in the area has several
arguments. As mentioned studies have shown that personal information man-
agement is both diÆult and time onsuming. It is an ativity that is arried
out by millions of people (omputer users) on a daily basis. Improvements in
the tools and systems that support personal information management ould thus
have inuene on many levels.
Thus one argument for further researh in the area of personal information
management is that our understanding of this omplex phenomenon is still fairly
limited. Another argument is that it ould potentially have eet for millions
of users that arry out personal information management to support their daily
tasks and ativities. Improved tools ould potentially inrease the eÆieny and
support of personal information management and user satisfation. Improving
support of the management tasks, ould enable more fous on tasks at hand
rather than management of the information itself, and thus improve individual
produtivity. Perhaps it ould also be beneial in a larger organizational and
teamwork perspetive if the individual has better personal information manage-
ment tools.
It is relevant to establish appropriate methods and nd diretions for further
researh of personal information management. A set of problems an be ad-
dressed ranging from researh and methodologial problems, to spei problems
in the urrent artifats and tools used to perform personal information manage-
ment. Further studies of personal information management praties should be
arried out in order to develop a better understanding of the area. This in-
ludes a better understanding of human rationales behind personal information
management praties.
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9.3.3 Methodologies
Personal information management alls for interdisiplinary researh due to its
omplexity. It involves human ognitive aspets, ognitive psyhology, informa-
tion retrieval, human-omputer interation, traditional omputer siene issues,
and mobile systems and ommuniation. There might be onnetions to other
researh disiplines and researh areas as well.
Further work needs to be arried out to establish methodologies for studying
personal information management. This inludes methods of studying personal
information management praties and use in existing environments, methods
for the design of personal information management system, and methods for
evaluating and potentially omparing systems that address personal information
management. Methods used in prior studies of the area inlude:
 Interviews (semi-strutured interviews about personal information man-
agement praties)
 Questionnaires
 Observations (of physial or virtual organization of personal information)
 Usability studies of novel approahes (have reeived little attention)
Some of the methodologial problems were disussed in Setion 8.1. Among
these is the private nature of the information being studies. Additionally it
involves studies of proesses that are arried out over the ourse of days, weeks,
and months in dierent situations. This potentially makes observational studies
diÆult to arry out in terms of data olletion. Also longitudinal studies may be
needed in order to study personal information management as a phenomenon,
as information use and organization hanges over time, and aspets suh as
reminding need to be studied. This pose a set of limitations on laboratory studies,
as they annot reveal all aspets of atual personal information management
usage. This is also an issue when arrying out experiments based on prototype
systems suh as the one developed in this projet.
Little work has been done in order to establish methods in order to evalu-
ate and possibly ompare dierent approahes to the support of personal infor-
mation management. This ould inlude methods that enable qualitative and
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possibly quantitative ways to ompare dierent approahes [WTN00℄. However,
the establishment of suh methods is diÆult due to the omplexity involved
in personal information management and the highly individual approahes and
strategies used. The aim should be to evaluate an approah in general rather
than spei features. Also, as mentioned previously preferably longitudinal
studies should be arried out in order to apture use and hanges over time. As
the tools are used on a daily-basis suh studies more or less rule out laboratory
experiments.
9.4 Summary of Results
This hapter have presented and disussed results obtained from the two exper-
iments that have been arried out. The experiments involved a semi-strutured
interviews and pilot usability experiments.
The semi-strutured interviews have generally onrmed elements of the nd-
ings of prior researh of personal information management [ABC98℄ [Col82℄
[Mal83℄ [Lan88℄. This is not a surprise, as some of the issues mentioned in
Setion 9.1 have been identied in dierent studies of personal information man-
agement. However, it is noted that these studies were mainly arried out over a
deade ago. Therefore it is interesting to see if those ndings still apply onsid-
ering the hanges in interative tools for the support of information management
and inreasing available information through omputer networks. From the ob-
servations there are reasonable indiations that the ndings of previous studies
are still valid. Even though new interative tools have beome available, the
experiments suggest that it is still the same fundamental problems of personal
information management that humans are faing.
It is therefore interesting to onsider the reasons for these ndings. Either it
is due to fundamental human information management behavior. In the sense
that no matter what tools is provided the underlying ognitive mehanisms and
human information management behavior is the main reason for the problems
desribed. Otherwise new interative tools have simply not been apable of
addressing these fundamental needs and provide mehanisms to support and
failitate the proesses involved in personal information management.
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Indiations that would suggest the latter reason is the fat that even modern
information management tools (as disussed in Chapter 4) require humans to
organize information in hierarhial strutures, whih have been shown repeat-
edly as problemati in many situations. On the other hand novel solutions that
aim to address the problems have not been suessful on a large sale. The
limited researh results obtained in the personal information management area
have not been applied suessfully, thus little progress has been observed over
the last deades. For instane hierarhial information organization still seems
to be dominating in many interative systems that involve personal informa-
tion management. Examples are email software and bookmark management in
webbrowsers. Reently novel approahes inspired by hypermedia-based systems
have appeared as another alternative to the support of personal information
management supporting strutures in terms of interlinked information.
The main results of the pilot usability experiment are that subjets were a-
pable of understanding the oneptual system and use the researh prototype.
They were apable of understanding the onept, the model, and the parts of the
model (entities, attributes, views, and ations). Thus the experiment provided
some initial indiations of the potential of the attribute-oriented models for the
support of personal information management based on the results of the pilot us-
ability experiments involving the researh prototype implementation. The model
enables exible information organization ompared to systems mentioned above.
However, further development and experiments would be needed to ontrast the
approah to traditional approahes to personal information management. This
is also needed in order to establish solid results on the impliations of the model
and unied approah in terms of supporting personal information management.
Finally researh of personal information management has been disussed as
an additional result. The topi has reeived limited attention so far. Previous
work has foused on spei information management and use. Methods for
evaluating tools need to be established in order to potentially ompare dierent




The introdution (Chapter 1) inludes a short summary of related work, and
Chapter 4 inludes a more detailed disussed of related work disussing existing
system in terms of supporting personal information management. Therefore this
hapter aims to briey summarize the four projets that are onsidered losest
related to this projet. That is, to emphasize the similarities and dierenes
among these projets ontrasted against the NEXUS approah and the results.
The four approahes that are losest related to the approah studied in this
projet are onsidered:
 Lifestreams { using a temporal metaphor (eletroni diary) as the basi
organizational priniple for douments. Organization is temporal and to
some extent spatial. Also organization into substreams by topi an be
reated with searh queries.
 Haystak { MIT researh projet. This topi-oriented organization of in-
formation is based on a set of W3C standards and speially aims at the
support of typial personal information management, suh as emails, to-do
items, alendar information, bookmarks, et etera.
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 Plaeless douments { Xerox Par researh projet (inluding the Presto le
system). This projet involves a framework and user interfae approah for
topi oriented organization of douments. Information items are visualized
spatially in groups based on assoiated doument properties.
 Lotus Agenda { Personal information management software from Lotus
development (late 1980's). Enables topi-oriented organization of informa-
tion items into dierent views based on the assoiated attributes. It is a
text-based system that mainly uses tabular visualization of the information
in the system.
These approahes an be haraterized as attribute-oriented (semanti) ap-
proahes at some level. The approahes allow eah information entity to be
assoiated with desriptive attributes (metadata). However, there are only simi-
larities in the underlying topi-oriented approah. As seen in the short overview
above the visual representation of information entities with assoiated attributes,
and the primary means of organization of these information entities varies among
the approahes.
At the same time these approahes also represent novel approahes to the
support of personal information management. Although the Plaeless douments
approah is aimed for general doument management it has been applied for
personal information management speially.
10.1 Lifestreams
Although the Lifestreams model [FFG96b℄ an be haraterized as an attribute-
oriented approah it is distintive being based on a temporal metaphor as the
primary organizational priniple for douments. The automati organization
of information by temporal attributes aims to address the problems introdued
by hierarhial systems. A set of operations is available to failitate nding
information and organizing information into substreams based on searh riteria.
Therefore the approah allows other ways of performing information organization
than temporal. Generally information is organized into one-dimensional streams,
that is, substreams (lists) of information entities [Fre97℄.
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The main fous is on the information organization and management prob-
lems, and less on atual data entry and use. Thus the model of interation is
still appliation-based similar to the desktop approah and in a sense replae
the management of douments and les. In other words implementations of the
Lifestreams model replaes the navigation layer of desktop systems, but not the
atual data entry and manipulation. Meaning that there is a lear separation
between the navigation and organization of information on the one side and data
entry and use on the other. Information managed in the system has dierent
types. Suh types of information introdue modes, whih is also apparent as dif-
ferent appliations handle the dierent information types being handled by the
system. This introdues a set of dierent user interfae modes { similar to the
ompartmentalized desktop approah. Thus the system seen as a whole has a set
of dierent modes of interation. Contrary the NEXUS approah does not have
the same separation of information management and data entry. Information
and attributes an be entered diretly in views, and suh information assoia-
tions aet the struture of the information. This is the primary way in whih
information is managed in the NEXUS approah. Organizing and manipulating
information in the NEXUS approah is essentially the same, as it is supported
through the same unied interfae. However, it is noted that in NEXUS a similar
issue ould arise if the purpose was to replae the navigation and organization
of oarse-grained information units.
10.2 Haystak
The Haystak projet [AKA99℄ is also an attribute-oriented approah, whih is
speially aimed at providing support for personal information management.
Haystak is similar to NEXUS in that it experiments with "ways to inorporate
the ustomization of user interfaes into the bigger problem of personalized infor-
mation management by providing a platform upon whih user interfaes an be
modeled and manipulated with the same faility as other metadata" [HKQ02℄.
Contrary to the Lifestreams approah Haystak address both the issues of infor-
mation management and data entry. The researh prototype system built in the
projet is a system implemented from srath. This means it implements both
the information organization management failities, as well as a user interfae
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speially targeted to support traditional personal information, suh as, email,
alendar information, doument handling, et etera. Similar to the NEXUS
approah Haystak enables the use of existing storage infrastrutures and uses
URLs to identify the entities (douments).
The main dierene is in the details of the user interfae. It appears that
the Haystak researh prototype has elements of an appliation-oriented user
interfae. That is, it has spei parts of the user interfae dealing with spei
information types, suh as email and alendar. These parts may have speial
ommands or partiular user interfae elements. However, it appears that the
model on whih Haystak is based essentially has the same level of exibility as
the one use in the NEXUS approah. The implementation of Haystak uses the
Resoure Desription Framework (RDF) on whih an implementation of NEXUS
ould possibly also be built. However, the emphasis in the NEXUS approah has
been on personal information management aspets rather than the details of an
implementation. Similar to NEXUS the Haystak projet also aims to enable
users to reate ustom views of the information in the system.
Haystak does not use the same approah to making ommands (funtion-
ality) available in the system. In the NEXUS approah ommands apply at
the information levels rather than the view level. This means ommands are
modeless as they may apply to any information entity in the entire system re-
gardless of the ontext. In traditional systems ommands typially apply in a
ertain mode of operation involving spei information types. Thus ommands
in other systems may only apply in the ontext of a view of partiular information
types. However, as ations in NEXUS apply to information entities having er-
tain attributes assoiated in pratie the outome may sometimes appear similar.
Haystak does not appear to utilize a similar approah to ommands.
10.3 Plaeless Douments
The Plaeless douments projet [DELS99℄ is an attribute-based approah that
tries to address the problems imposed by systems enforing users to organize in-
formation into partiular plaes. The Plaeless Douments projet has developed
an arhiteture for storing douments based on their properties. The user as well
as the system an speify these properties, and similar to NEXUS the system
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allows arbitrary properties assoiated to objets and has a olletion mehanism
for aggregating douments. The Plaeless approah enables the properties to
serve as speiation of aess ontrol and system bakup. The properties an
be shared enabling ollaboration. These are issues that have been outside the
sope of the urrent NEXUS researh prototype implementation. However, this
elegant way of utilizing information attributes for aess ontrol and bakup is
possible to add to an implementation of the NEXUS system as well. Also shar-
ing of NEXUS information repository and views are onsidered obvious paths
for future work on the approah and prototype.
Similar to NEXUS the Plaeless arhiteture supports several existing storage
infrastrutures, and therefore enables the system to ollet douments from mul-
tiple doument repositories, suh as, le systems, IMAP, HTTP, and databases.
The systems also share similarities to the underlying model, however the infor-
mation entities in Plaeless Douments are douments, that is, text douments,
spreadsheets, e-mail messages, et etera. This leads to the same major dierene
as disussed in the Lifestreams approah. That is, the Plaeless user interfae
mainly supports the management of douments in general from multiple repos-
itories. Aessing, viewing and editing douments are done through dierent
interfaes having dierent modes (similar to the ompartmentalized desktop ap-
proah). Thus the most important dierene between NEXUS and Plaeless
Douments is in the onept of unied interation. Plaeless Douments also
aim to unify the interation with multiple repositories of douments. However,
Plaeless Douments unies the proess of organizing, grouping, managing, on-
trolling, and retrieving douments [DEL
+
00℄, but does not aim address unifying
the proess of information entry and editing. As mentioned above NEXUS aims
to unify the interation in the system further. That is, data entry and editing
of the various information types is also unied, in that it is part of the model on
whih interation is based. Additionally as ommands apply to all information
entities based on assoiated attributes.
The Plaeless user interfae ombines the attribute-oriented approah with a
spatial layout of information. The user interfae presents groups of information
entities visualized on a desktop-like surfae of information. Thus it supports also
a spatial way of organizing and retrieving information. Additionally it has an
interesting feature { inlusion and exlusion lists. These lists enable the user to
expliitly inlude entities in or exlude entities from a dened olletion of infor-
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mation entities. That is, expliit inlusion and exlusion of elements beyond the
riteria that denes the olletion (view). This approah introdues two inon-
sistent ways of dening the ontent of olletions. The may be problemati from
a usability point of view. Experiments would be needed to get an understand-
ing of how users would understand and apply suh inlusion and exlusion lists.
It is possible that it may be diÆult for the users to understand oneptually,
as the riteria for the ontent in olletions ould be unlear. That is, there is
a seletion riterion, and then individual information entities are inluded and
exluded from the olletion. It ould potentially be a soure of onfusion to
the user that an information entity satises the seletion riteria, but is still not
inluded in the olletion, beause the entity is also a member of an exlusion
list. Suh experiments have not been arried out in the Plaeless Douments
projet. NEXUS does not introdue suh inlusion and exlusion lists, but it is




90℄ is a system speially aimed at supporting personal
information management by means of an underlying attribute-oriented storage
mehanism. Although Agenda is a text-based system only it shares some on-
eptual similarities with the NEXUS approah. It is also based on a simple
model with a few basi omponents: Items, ategories, and views that are used
in the management and use of personal information. Categories (attributes)
are slightly less exible in Agenda, as they have a predetermined hierarhial
struture. This is not a restrition in NEXUS, where attributes may or may not
belong in an organization. However, the semanti analysis of information items
available in Agenda is unique in that it automatially ategorizes free-formed in-
formation entries, suh as "Call Mihael on Friday about the NEXUS projet".
Suh an entity is automatially stored under multiple ategories, suh as phone
alls, Mihael, Friday, and NEXUS."
All personal information is integrated in the Agenda system. Similar to
NEXUS views in Agenda may be dierent and in a sense represent a mode.
However, the same ommands apply to all items, independently of the attributes
assoiated or the hosen view. As suh like NEXUS Agenda does not have dif-
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ferent modes of interation in the same way as desktop systems and systems
mentioned above. Also Agenda to some extent integrate the information man-
agement and data entry. Views of information entities also enable data entry
similar to the way in whih it is done in NEXUS. Compared to Agenda, NEXUS
also has a unied way of making ommands available in the system, as desribed
in the previous setions. Like NEXUS, the Agenda system is also a system im-
plemented from srath with its own user interfae failitating both management
and use of information. However, as it is a system from the late 1980's it obvi-
ously does not support multimedia ontent and does not have the same level of
integration to other systems, as the other approahes disussed here.
Agenda is also similar to NEXUS in that information entities do not have a
spei type. For instane an entity an be a both a note, and an appointment
and a ontat, whereas in the approah mentioned above that is not the ase.
In those systems the user has to deide in advane whih type of information is
entered into the system. NEXUS and Agenda also support free-formed informa-
tion and for the information entities and information strutures to evolve over
time.
10.5 Summary
In this Chapter four dierent attribute-oriented approahes have been briey
disussed and ontrasted against the NEXUS approah. The four approahes
inluded are onsidered the ones that are losest related to the NEXUS approah.
The approahes are ommon in their use of an underlying data model, whih
allows for an attribute-oriented way of storing information. Although there are
some minor dierenes at the data level they are not ruial for the support of
personal information management. The main point is that the attribute-oriented
approah leads to a more exible way of supporting information management.
Thus avoiding problems in existing systems, suh as hierarhial storage and
expliit naming of information entities.
The dierenes in the approahes are mainly found in the underlying un-
derstanding and assumptions about personal information management. Some
projets mainly address the issues and problems of hierarhial storage of in-
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Uni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Table 10.1: Comparison of dierent approahes to personal information manage-
ment in terms of information organization/management and interation (data
entry and manipulation) and generi vs. spei task support
formation. The disussions of personal information management issues is this
projet have indiated a very omplex area that involves a number of dierent
issues and ativities. Thus reating systems that provide support of personal
information management demands onsiderable resoures.
Personal information management is a omplex area. A onsequene of fo-
using on hierarhial information strutures as the main problem in personal
information management has been that some projets have foused on repla-
ing this information organization priniple by something else. The Lifestreams
approah replaes the hierarhial organization by temporal-based organization
to mention an example. There is no doubt that appliations of temporal orga-
nized information exist and is useful for personal information management too.
However, based on initial studies of personal information management it an be
argued that the approah does not address and support the entire set of issues
found in personal information management.
As pointed out in this projet studies of personal information management
have shown that dierent levels of information struture is relevant for dierent
purposes and situations of use. Some level of hierarhial information organiza-
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L H P A N
Organization priniple
Temporal x x x x
Spatial { x {
Attribute x x x x x
Information
Multiple view of same data x x x x x
Information do not have expliit type x x
Unied interfae
Information management x x x x x
Interation data entry/manipulation x x
Table 10.2: Comparison of key elements of ve dierent approahes to personal
information management
L=Lifestreams, H=Haystak, P=Plaeless do., A=Agenda, and N=NEXUS
(x) indiates that the approah has the element, ({) indiates partly, and
blank indiates that the element is not part of the approah
tion is useful in spei situations for personal information management also. For
instane it may be used for arhived information haraterized by longer-term
storage and retrieval typially based on some logial approah to the informa-
tion organization. Thus, replaing this priniple does not appear as an optimal
solution for the support of personal information management. In the NEXUS
approah the underlying model allows multiple ways of organizing information,
with dierent levels of formality.
Finally, the approahes disussed in this hapter are dierent when it omes
to the interation level. Most projets have foused on the information man-
agement problems, and less attention has been given to the data entry and use
of the information being organized. As mentioned above often there is a lear
separation between the navigation and organization of information on the one
side and data entry and use on the other. Suh approahes often involve dier-
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ent types of information leading to dierent modes of interation in the system
similar to the ompartmentalized desktop approah.
The NEXUS approah does not have a separation between information man-
agement and data entry as suh in the prototype user interfae. Organizing and
manipulating information in the NEXUS approah is essentially the same. That
is, managing, viewing, manipulating, and using information is done through the
same unied user interfae. This enables the user to keep the fous on the
information (ontent) rather than the organization of the information as suh.
The way in whih ommands are made available in the NEXUS approah
is dierent to the approahes disussed in this hapter. The ommands are
modeless as they may apply to any information entity and available attributes in
the system independently of the views in whih they are present. Traditionally
ommands in other systems only apply in the ontext of a view of partiular
information types or a spei part of the system.
The dierenes between the approahes disussed in this hapter are summa-
rized in Table 10.1 and 10.2. It distinguishes between unied organization and
non-unied information organization and interation (data entry and manipu-
lation). Also it distinguishes between generi vs. task-spei support, that is,
modeless vs. mode-oriented approahes. Eah of the dierent approahes has
been mapped into this gure to indiate the fous of the approahes.
Chapter 11
Conlusions
A survey of prior studies of personal information management has been pre-
sented and initial attempts have been made to generalize some ommon ndings
reported from multiple studies of management of dierent types of personal in-
formation, suh as, email use, doument management, bookmark management,
et etera. Moreover an overview of dierent approahes to support personal
information management in interative systems has been disussed. This has
pointed out problems in urrent approahes on dierent levels. These have been
disussed from dierent perspetives, inluding ognitive perspetive in terms
of the role of memory in personal information management [Lan88℄. This has
lead to an identiation of aspets that are relevant to onsider in the design
of personal information management systems in order to take into aount the
issues identied.
Common user interfae problems in urrent personal information manage-
ment systems have been disussed from a personal information management
perspetive. These issues have relevane for the onstrution of interative sys-
tems aiming to support personal information management. A simple attribute-
oriented model has been developed aimed at supporting issues in personal infor-
mation management. Based on the attribute-oriented model a researh prototype
had been developed. It also provides a unied interfae to personal information
management. This means that the approah does not have a separation of in-
formation management and data entry. Additionally that ommands in the
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approah apply at the information levels rather than the view level, meaning
that ommands are modeless and apply to any information entity in the entire
system.
Semi-strutured interviews were arried out in order to get qualitative insights
and an understanding of urrent personal information management praties and
habits. Additionally to identify issues in urrent personal information manage-
ment systems. The semi-strutured interviews have generally onrmed ndings
from prior researh of personal information management. As these studies were
mainly arried out deades ago this study provides indiations that even present
tools do not provide improved support of the proesses involved in personal
information management. The experiments suggest that it is still the same fun-
damental problems of personal information management that humans are faing.
Additionally a pilot usability experiment involving the researh prototype has
been arried out. The pilot usability experiment indiated that subjets were
apable of understanding the oneptual system and use the approah imple-
mented in the prototype. They were apable of understanding the onept, the
model, and the parts of the model (entities, attributes, views, and ations). Thus
the experiment provided some initial indiations of the potential of attribute-
oriented models for the support of personal information management. Moreover
the experiment provides initial indiations that the approah provides support
for dierent levels of struture and dierent levels of interation with informa-
tion.
Also researh of personal information management has been disussed. The
topi has not reeived a lot of attention and previous work has foused on spei
information management and use. Methods for evaluating of tools needs to
be established in order to ompare dierent approahes. Some suggestions for
requirements for further researh of the topi have been disussed
The onlusion is that the studies provide some initial indiations of the
potential of attribute-oriented approah as the basis for system aiming to support
and failitated the proess involved in personal information management. There
are some initial indiations that it may support dierent levels of information
struture as well as information strutures evolving over time. However, it is
inonlusive whether reminding is better supported by this approah ompared
to existing approahes.
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Further researh of personal information management and approahes faili-
tating and supporting personal information management is needed. This inludes
further researh of the impliations of attribute-oriented approah on personal
information management presented here. Further researh is also needed in or-
der to develop an understanding of user preferenes for generi vs. task-oriented
systems for the support of personal information management. Additionally re-
searh is needed to understand the impliations in terms of omplexity of the
additional exibility provided in this approah.
11.1 Contributions
The ontributions of this thesis are onsidered to inlude:
 An attribute-oriented model on whih personal information management
systems may be built, enabling unied aess and interation with infor-
mation in the system
 A researh prototype implementation that serves as a proof-of-onept of
the model for personal information management and a test bed for further
experiments
 Experiment involving semi-strutured interviews of subjets in order to get
an understanding of present praties and problems in personal information
management
 Pilot usability experiment with the researh prototype implementation
evaluating the approah in terms of providing support of personal infor-
mation management
 A survey of prior personal information management studies and an iden-
tiation and lariation of the issues involved in personal information
management
 A omparative analysis of dierent approahes to the support of personal
information management (in interative systems)
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 A set of diretions for further researh in the area of personal information
management
 Identiation of issues in personal information management that may in-
form designers of issues to onsider in the design of suh system
The projet shares a set of similarities with four previous approahes to
personal information management, Lifestreams [FFG96b℄, Haystak [AKA99℄,
Plaeless douments [DEL
+
00℄, and Lotus Agenda [KKB
+
90℄. Although there
are similarities, there are also important dierenes that are also onsidered on-
tributions of this projet. The key elements of the NEXUS approah inludes:
 Integration of storage, management, retrieval, data entry and manipula-
tion, in a unied user interfae in the system. This means there is no
separation as suh between the navigation and organization of information
on the one side and data entry and use on the other. This avoids dier-
ent modes of interation and the user may keep the primary fous of the
information (ontent) rather than the organization of the information.
 Commands (funtionality) is made available in a modeless way, as they
apply to any information entity in the entire system independently of the
views and ontext in whih they are present. Traditionally ommands in
other systems only apply in the ontext of a partiular part of the user
interfae or to partiular information types.
 Provides generi support to personal information management in terms of
the two above mentioned key elements, whereas other systems typially
provide a ompartmentalized task-spei support. The generi approah
enables linking and aggregating of information having dierent types in
more exible ways than traditional hierarhial-based approahes.
 Supports multimedia information (ompared to Agenda, whereas Lifestre-
ams and Plaeless Douments also support a variety of information types).
 Provides an open arhiteture that enable mapping of existing information
types into the prototype implementation allowing further development and
experiments to be arried out.
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11.2 Future Work
Future work an be divided into four areas summarized below:
 Further researh problems
{ Clariation of preferenes for generi systems like NEXUS versus
task-spei appliations, as in the traditional desktop environments
and personal information management software
{ Additional researh in order to understand the impliations of addi-
tional exibility in terms of omplexity in this approah.
{ Exploring the approah in a ollaborative setting. For instane enable
sharing of subsets of the personal information entities and study the
impliations of applying the model for information sharing and oop-
erative work, that is, applying the model beyond personal information
management. This also implies a set of seurity issues.
{ This ould also lead to possible appliations of the model outside the
domain of personal information management.
 Further experiments
{ Further quantitative and qualitative experiments of the approah,
speially to measure the apabilities of the system in terms of sup-
porting personal information in longer terms (reminding and longer-
term storage). Potentially arried out in a more realisti setting.
{ Salability experiments, that is, inlude tests with dierent and larger
quantities of information to get an understanding of the salability of
the approah (and possibly other approahes to personal information
management).
{ Experiments with the model as basis for implementing personal in-
formation management support on dierent types of information ap-
plianes with dierent input and output apabilities { applying the
approah in mobile systems.
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{ Comparative studies of dierent approahes to personal information
management in order to obtain an understanding of whih aspets of
the dierent systems provide support for partiular aspets of personal
information management and whih aspets have less support.
 Model and prototype
{ Researh prototype implementation improvements and optimizations.
{ Further renements of the onepts, model, interation tehniques,
and user interfae improvements.
{ Continue the work on the model to further understand the implia-
tions for personal information management.
 Tehnial issues
{ Semanti analysis of information entities and data entry for automati
generation and assoiation of attributes (metadata).
{ Formats for dierent user interfaes for dierent types of (mobile)
information applianes.
{ Aess to and integration of information in (possibly distributed)
repository from multiple plaes, inluding distributed omputing and
network problems.
{ Repository salability and indexing issues.
{ Repository sharing and seurity issues.
Additionally there are some interesting issues and questions where this projet
has not been able to provide a lariation.
The approah to personal information management support is based on a
simple generi model and the user interfae built on top also provides unied
interation. This an be haraterized as a generi approah to personal infor-
mation management. An interesting question is whether suh a generi approah
leads to less or added omplexity in a system for the support of personal infor-
mation management. In the disussion of the experimental results it was argued
that simpliity is provided through a limited and manageable set of ommands
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and limited system elements that needs to be learned in order to use the system.
These ore failities apply aross the entire system, and the user should be able
to reuse and apply the failities in dierent situations and for the support of
dierent ativities.
However, on the other hand the approah may be pereived as omplex, as
users would have to gure out how to aomplish spei tasks using the generi
tools and failities provided in the system. This may not be obvious how these
ore building bloks of the system ould be used in ombination in order to
provide the support needed for an atual task at hand. Nevertheless, providing
a set of templates, default views, and ommands ould possibly improve this
situation and guide the user to possible usage of the system in order to support
spei work tasks.
Another issue is the salability of the model and approah with inreasing
numbers of information entities and funtionality in the system. In the ex-
periments arried out in this projet this was not an issue that was diretly
addressed. The researh prototype held approximately 500 information entities
in the repository when the simple pilot experiments were arried out. For the
simple laboratory experiment it was simply assumed that this ould be a realisti
quantity of personal information in suh a system. However, the semi-strutured
experiments indiated that some subjets kept quantities of information orders
of magnitudes higher.
The underlying mehanism for information management and use is the attri-
bute-oriented way of storing information and the ommand sheme for applying
funtionality to information entities in the system. It is not lear how these
failities sale with inreasing numbers of information entities in the system,
and inreasing ommands being made available in the system. Experiments
are needed in order to get and understanding of the impliations for storage
and retrieval and generally information management praties when using the
approah at dierent sales. Similar experiments ould be interesting to arry
out using the other approahes to personal information management enabling
omparative studies to be arried out.
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As the experiment was arried out as semi-strutured interviews the questions
below where only used as a simple guide providing ues for the interviewer. Thus
the interview was not neessarily arried out in that order and the questions
were not expliitly asked if overed otherwise during the interview. The aim was
open-ended questions to get the subjets to tell as muh as possible about their
information management praties and habits.
Test subjet: #
Give me a tour of your oÆe? Whih information do you use on a daily basis?
For what purposes is the information kept?
How and where do you put your information? And why?
What are the methods used? And why?
Whih tools are used to organize the information?
Appointments and to-do items
How do you remember appointments? Written down? Is a alendar used?
Do you use lists of things to do? Does it serve the purpose?
Keep notes (e.g. Post-It notes) as reminders?
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Do you sometimes forget appointments or things that you need to do?
E-mail
How do you organize your e-mails?
Whih mail program do you use?
How many e-mail is in your urrent inbox? How many ategories?
How often do you use emails that has been arhived?
Bookmarks
How do you organize your bookmarks?
Whih browser used?
How many bookmarks are kept?
How many ategories?
How often are these bookmarks used?
General questions
Does it our that you annot nd the information that you are looking for?
What is the reason(s) if you annot nd information?
What are the problems involved in organizing your information?
Are there any problems in the way you organize your information (keeping,
nding)?




















How strutured would you haraterize your approah to organizing your
personal information (sale 1-5, 1 = very good, 2 = good, 3 = neutral, 4 = poor,
5 = very poor).
Appendix B
Introdution to Pilot Usability
Experiment
This is the short introdution to the pilot usability experiment provided to test
subjets at the beginning of the experiment. Subjets were able to ask questions
during and after the introdution.
Introdution
We are experimenting with new tools and ways in whih to organize ele-
troni information, suh as, e-mail, bookmarks, musi, alendar appointments,
et etera. That is, primarily eletroni information that is kept in a mahine,
suh as, a omputer, a handheld devie, mobile phone, et etera.
A simple researh prototype has been developed and it is used for simple
experiments. The system an be used to organize information in a dierent way
that is typially done in existing system. This provides new possibilities, and
we are trying to nd out if this approah provides good support of the ways in
whih we organize information.
If you feel unomfortable proeeding with the experiment at any point during
the session, you an just say so, and we will immediately stop the experiment.
If you hose to do so the data olleted will be destroyed.
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Introdution to the system
This system { NEXUS { is a so-alled personal information management
appliation. It enables you to keep and organize your personal information,
suh as, your addresses, your alendar appointment, your e-mails, bookmark to
webpages, organizing and listening to your favorite musi, et etera.
The system is built on three onepts:
 Entities { your information, suh as, appointments, ontats, e-mails, book-
marks, et.
 View { dierent olletions of your information entities
 Attributes { information that an be attahed to entities and allows you
to organize your information
 Ations { ommands that let you do dierent things with your information
On this system an experimental version of the NEXUS system is running,




In order to perform experiments with the researh prototype and evaluate the
model for personal information management, the test subjets were asked to
perform a set of simulated tasks. While performing the simulated tasks the test
subjets were "thinking aloud" and were also being observed. The simulated
tasks were hosen to mimi typial everyday information management tasks.
As suh the subjets should be familiar with these at the task level, and the
experiment is indiates how these work task are arried out using the researh
prototype.
The tasks are:
1. Find and browse the view ontaining the email inbox
2. Assoiate the email that has subjet "NEXUS status" to the "nexus"
projet
3. Create an email with subjet "status" and reipient "Jakob Eg Larsen"
4. Send the email you just reated, and then nd the email you just sent in
the view ontaining emails "sent"
5. Find and browse the view ontaining bookmarks
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6. Find and open the bookmark for the CTI homepage
7. Find and browse the view ontaining musi traks




We are researhing systems that aim to provide better support of personal infor-
mation management. This work is based on how people do personal information
management in traditional oÆes and using omputer-based personal informa-
tion management system. There are a number of problems in urrent systems,
and our researh aim to address some of these issues. For instane many people
have trouble using the hierarhy folder strutures present in urrent systems.
One of the problems is that it is often hard to gure out where to le a ertain
doument. Whih folder should it go into { it ould perhaps t in more than
one. That is also a problem when retrieving douments, as it an be hard to
remember in whih folder the douments are loated, or the le name given a
le. Espeially if it has been a while sine the doument was used.
The researh prototype that you have just used attempts to address some of
these issues. It introdues dierent mehanisms for storing and retrieving infor-
mation, whih you have just used in simple tasks in the experiment. For instane
instead of having a number of dierent appliations to handle the dierent types
of information that you use in traditional systems, this system enables the user
to handle dierent types of information using the same system.
Therefore the results an be used to give indiations if the approah is more
suitable than other approahes to personal information management. We are
interested in researhing if this general system built on four simple onepts is
more user-friendly, easier to learn, easier to use, and more eÆient than tradi-
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tional systems. As you may have notied using e-mail, ontats, bookmarks and
so on were handled in similar ways { using the four key onepts { in the entire
system. So in a sense, in this system, doing your e-mail is not dierent from
handling your ontats, your bookmarks, or any other personal information that
you use.
Do you have any further questions or omments about the researh or the
researh prototype system that you have used?
Do you have any onerns regarding the use of the data that we have olleted
during this session?
Thank you very muh for partiipating { it has been a great help for the
researh.
